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Abstract

Greenhouse gases in the Earth’s atmosphere play an important role in regulating

surface temperatures. The UK is signatory to internationalagreements that legally

commit the UK to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions, and there is a scientific and

political need to better understand greenhouse gas sourceson regional scales. The cur-

rent methods used to provide greenhouse gas emission inventories rely on ‘bottom-up’

techniques and have large associated errors. However, it isalso possible to use obser-

vations of atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gasesand models of atmospheric

transport to link the observations with source regions in order to estimate emissions

in a ‘top-down’ approach. The key findings presented in this thesis are (a) UK emis-

sions can be retrieved from the Angus tall tower in Scotland using the NAME inversion

technique at a finer spatial resolution than has previously been reported using similar

‘top-down’ inverse methods; (b) atmospheric measurementsfrom the Angus tall tower

in Scotland have been used for the first time with the NAME inversion technique in

order to estimate UK emissions of methane, nitrous oxide andsulfur hexafluoride for

the years 2006 to 2009; (c) increasing the number of towers inUK network substan-

tially increases the spatial resolution of greenhouse gas emission estimates. The errors

and uncertainties associated with the NAME inversion over the UK domain are dis-

cussed and potential future improvements to this approach are presented. Overall, the

work presented in this thesis has contributed to our understanding of the spatial and

inter-annual variability of UK greenhouse gas emissions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Understanding emissions of greenhouse gases on a regional scale is important for sci-

entific and political reasons. Atmospheric measurements ofgreenhouse gas concentra-

tions can be used with models of atmospheric transport to infer emissions on a regional

scale. In this thesis observations from a tall tower in Scotland are used to infer United

Kingdom (UK) emissions for methane, nitrous oxide and sulfur hexafluoride for the

years 2006 to 2009 using an inverse modelling technique. Thetechnique is then ap-

plied to artificial pseudo observations for a number of othertowers across the UK that

will provide future observations and potentially enhance the ability to estimate UK

emissions. The advantages of an enhanced monitoring network of tall towers on our

ability to infer emissions is explored.

In this introduction Chapter a brief history of greenhouse gases in the Earth’s atmo-

sphere is presented followed by a section explaining the importance of these trace

gases in a climate context. An overview of global sources andsinks is then presented

for each of the three gases presented in this thesis. The political tools used to eval-

uate and limit global greenhouse gas emissions are then outlined. Then, the current

recommended ‘bottom-up’ inventory methods used to report emissions are presented

followed by a summary of the current official UK inventory emission estimates for

the gases used in this study. The final section focuses on the different methods of at-

mospheric monitoring available and the ‘top-down’ techniques used to infer emissions

from these observations. Finally a research summary for this thesis is stated.
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Throughout the thesis, where atmospheric concentrations are referred to in ppm, ppb

and ppt this is considered equivalent toµmol/mol, nmol/mol andpmol/mol respec-

tively.

1.1 The Earth’s Climate, Past and Present

The Earth’s climate has changed dramatically over geological timescales due to nat-

ural causes. These changes can occur rapidly (e.g. volcaniceruptions) or over much

longer periods, such as the gradually increasing intensityof the sun. The position of

the Earth relative to the sun also changes over shorter timescales, causing the seasons

to change annually, and over much longer timescales, such asthe shifting orbit of the

earth and its position relative to the sun, which happens over thousands of years in a

cycle known as the Milankovitch cycle (Imbrie et al., 1993).The early Earth’s cli-

mate is influenced strongly by these extra-terrestrial factors but there is evidence to

suggest that even with the low solar luminosity (Gough, 1981), when the temperature

on the planet should have been so low that all water was frozen, temperatures were

sufficiently high for there to be liquid water. The reason forthis was the elevated levels

of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, particularly CO2 (Walker, 1985). This con-

cept is known as the ‘faint young sun paradox’. It is thought that CH4 also played an

important role in determining the temperature of the early Earth. Methane would first

have degassed through volcanic eruptions, then after the origin of life, methanogenic

bacteria are thought to have played an important role, as they made up a significant

proportion of the biota at that time (Pavlov et al., 2000). The emission rates predicted

to have occurred due to the methanogens would today create anatmospheric concen-

tration of around 1.6 ppm. Due to the sun being around 30 % weaker than it is today,

the photochemical lifetime of methane was greatly increased by around 1000 times

because the OH radicals that would normally be attributed tothe removal of methane

from the atmosphere would have been removed first by reactingwith H2 (via H2O pho-

tolysis) soon after their production (Zahnle, 1986). This led to atmospheric methane

concentrations of 100-1000 ppm (Pavlov et al., 2000) which,along with the high levels

of CO2, provided enough of a warming effect for there to be liquid water.
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The changing atmospheric composition of the early Earth over long time scales, whether

through outgassing or biological influence, had climatic impacts. The modern atmo-

spheric composition is very different, the primary constituents being nitrogen (N2 at

around 78 %), and oxygen (O2 at around 21 %) with just a small fraction of trace gases

that includes the greenhouse gases. Despite being low, the concentration of greenhouse

gases was still sufficient to maintain the temperatures needed for life to thrive on Earth.

Levels of greenhouse gas in the atmosphere are constantly changing, whether due to

biogenic influences such as photosynthesis or natural phenomena such as volcanic er-

ruptions. Paleo-records have shown that current levels of greenhouse gas are far higher

than they have been under natural conditions over the last few thousand years up to

pre-industrial times (Flückiger et al., 2004). It has beensuggested that humans have

had an impact on the climate for thousands of years (Ruddiman, 2003; Kammen and

Marino, 1993), but only recently have we seen such a rapid anddramatic impact.

In addition to the natural forcing, the start of the industrial revolution, around 1750

(Etheridge et al., 1998) saw the beginning of large scale human-induced climate change

due primarily to the rapid introduction of trace gases to theatmosphere (Hansen et al.,

1998; Matthews et al., 2004). With the invention of the combustion engine and the ever

increasing global population, and therefore demand for resources, the composition of

the Earth’s atmosphere began to change at a dramatic and unnatural rate. Not all the

emissions have ended up in the atmosphere. The biosphere andthe oceans are able

to take up and store large amounts of the gases emitted, particularly CO2. There is

constant fluctuation within the cycling of elements that occur within the carbon and

nitrogen cycles, but these natural systems are known to be able to buffer the system up

to a point as atmospheric levels of greenhouse gas have been rising since pre-industrial

times (Denman et al., 2007).

Humans influence the Earth’s climate in more ways than just the introduction of trace

gases to the atmosphere. Another major influence comes from affecting the radiation

balance by changing the makeup of the Earth’s surface. Changing the emissivity and

albedo of the Earth’s surface also impacts greatly upon its climate (Sagan et al., 1979;

Watson and Lovelock, 1983). Land Use, Land-Use Change and Forestry (LULUCF)
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impacts climate directly through changing the albedo, surface roughness and other

physical aspects of the land, it also causes changes in greenhouse gas emissions.

There are many ways the Earth’s climate has been influenced anthropogenically. De-

spite the relatively small proportion of the atmosphere constituting trace gases, they

play a crucial role in determining the Earth’s climate. Figure 1.1 shows the radiative

forcing contributed by various anthropogenic and natural factors in 2005 relative to

1750 (Denman et al., 2007). The best understood forcing, with the smallest uncertain-

ties, is from the increases in greenhouse gases and this is a positive forcing. Radiative

forcing due to aerosols is the least understood, with the largest associated uncertainties,

and can be positive or negative. The net forcing effect for all aerosol types summed

is negative. The main direct effect of aerosols is a negativeradiative forcing (cooling)

resulting from the scattering of incoming shortwave solar radiation. An example of a

warming effect is the direct radiative forcing exerted by black carbon aerosols through

absorption of infrared radiation. Aerosols also exert indirect effects, such as their ef-

fect on cloud properties, such as the lifetime, brightness,amount of (due to their acting

as cloud condensation nuclei) and radiative properties of the clouds (Denman et al.,

2007).

The largest uncertainty in making future climate change projections is human be-

haviour, so predictions of future climate use a range of socio-economic scenarios in

order to try and explore all possible outcomes within the current level of scientific un-

derstanding. In order to make future predictions, and to manage current emissions, it

is necessary to understand the current state of emissions. Paleo-records (Chappellaz

et al., 1993; Marland and Andres, 1994; Neftel et al., 1994; Petit et al., 1999), and

other proxies have allowed estimates of past atmospheric composition and climatic

conditions. More recently, historical records also recordthese two components (Keel-

ing et al., 1976; Bacastow et al., 1985; Dlugokencky et al., 1994). We now understand

the importance of monitoring climatic variables and greenhouse gas concentrations and

are in a position to use these data to explore the sources of emissions. This allows for

a better understanding of the Earth system and the effect humans have, and for a more

accurate prediction of future scenarios.
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Figure 1.1: The main anthropogenic and natural components of the radiative forcing of climate change
(in watts per square metre) in 2005 relative to 1750. Figure from (Denman et al., 2007).
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1.2 Trace Gases and the Greenhouse Effect

The energy budget of the Earth is dominated by the Sun. The Earth receives, on av-

erage, approximately 342 W m−2 of incoming solar radiation. Due to the high tem-

perature of the surface of the sun (∼6000 K) the radiation received by the Earth is

mostly short wave, peaking in the visible-light region. Notall of the radiation reaches

the surface as approximately 1/3 is reflected back into space, mostly by clouds (Khalil,

1999), and a further∼20% is absorbed by the atmosphere leaving∼50%, or approx-

imately 168 W m−2 to reach and heat the surface. The energy balance is maintained

by the Earth radiating heat back into the atmosphere (Kiehl and Trenberth, 1997). As

the Earth is much cooler than the sun, around 288 K, it radiates energy as long-wave

radiation in the Infra-Red (IR). Figure 1.2 is a schematic diagram showing the Earth’s

energy budget (produced by Kiehl and Trenberth (1997)). Themajority of the atmo-

sphere is made up of homonuclear diatomic molecules (N2 and O2), which do not

intercept this low energy radiation. The more complex molecules that make up the

trace gases, however, are able to absorb this radiation, as are clouds and, to a lesser ex-

tent, aerosols (Denman et al., 2007). Gases that absorb and emit radiation emitted by

these atmospheric constituents and by the Earth’s surface are known as ‘Greenhouse

Gases’. This energy is emitted as infrared radiation in all directions, with some of

this energy being radiated out into space but some gets radiated back to Earth. The

‘Greenhouse Effect’ is the term given to the infrared radiative effect of the combined

infrared-absorbing constituents in the atmosphere.

Greenhouse gases account for only a small proportion of the atmosphere but have a

significant impact upon the radiation balance of the Earth. Radiative Forcing (RF)

is a measure of radiative imbalance in the climate system andis measured in Watts

per square metre (W m−2). The greenhouse gases have varying atmospheric lifetimes,

exert varying levels of radiative forcing upon the system and are present in varying

quantities. In order to compare the greenhouse gases an index is used that considers

the abundance of each gas, residence time and absorptivity of IR and compares it to

the most common greenhouse gas carbon dioxide (CO2). This index is the Global
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Figure 1.2: The Earth’s energy balance with all numbers in watts per square metre. Figure from Kiehl
and Trenberth (1997).

Warming Potential (GWP) of the gas and is defined as “the warming influence over a

set time period of a gas relative to that of carbon dioxide” (Denman et al., 2007). Each

gas has a different residence time in the atmosphere, due to the biogeochemical cycle

and its production / removal from the atmosphere. The GWP index is representative of

the combination of each gases ability to absorb radiation and its atmospheric lifetime.

The GWP is given for different time horizons (usually 20, 100and 500 years) and is

based on the time-integrated global mean radiative forcingof a pulse emission of 1 kg

of a specific gas, between the time of release and the given time horizon, relative to

that of 1 kg of carbon dioxide (the reference gas). This common scale allows the GWP

to be used as a metric for transferring emissions of different gases, which is referred to

as the ‘CO2 equivalent emissions’ (CO2-eq) of a gas. CO2 equivalent emissions are the

actual emissions of a gas multiplied by the GWP of the gas and usually uses the 100

year time horizon (GWP-100) unless otherwise stated. So theCO2-eq emission gives

the CO2 emission in weight units (e.g. Tg) that has, on the chosen time scale, the same

climate forcing as the emission of a certain weight of the greenhouse gas in question.

The GWP of gasx is calculated by:
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GWP (x) =

∫
TH

0
RFx(t)dt

∫
TH

0
RFr(t)dt

−

∫
TH

0
ax · [Cx(t)] dt

∫
TH

0
ar · [Cr(t)] dt

(1.1)

whereTH is the time horizon,RFx is the global mean RF of gasx, ax is the RF per

unit mass increase in atmospheric abundance of gasx (radiative efficiency),[Cx(t)] is

the time-dependant abundance ofx and the corresponding quantities for the reference

gas (r) in the denominator. The numerator and denominator are called the absolute

global warming potential (AGWP) ofx andr respectively. (equation 1.1 and explana-

tory text taken from (Forster et al., 2007).

CO2 and water vapour (H2O) have the greatest impact upon the climate but H2O is

not usually considered as a greenhouse gas in anthropogenicterms. The next most

important greenhouse gases, after CO2 and H2O, are methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide

(N2O). Another important greenhouse gas, that will be considered in this study, is

sulfur hexafluoride (SF6). The GWPs over the 100 year time horizon (GWP-100) for

CH4, N2O and SF6 are 25, 298 and 22800 respectively (Denman et al., 2007). It should

be noted that the parts of the IR spectrum that these molecules absorb do overlap, and

not only does methane have a direct radiative forcing effecton the system it also has

indirect effects on global warming, which include ozone andstratospheric water vapour

enhancement due to its photochemical reaction with the OH radical. For methane, these

indirect effects are included in the GWP assigned to this gas. The significant role these

gases play in the atmosphere make them important gases to study.

1.3 Methane

Over a 20-year time horizon the importance of CH4 is similar to CO2 and is shown to

be responsible for 30-38 % of global warming over its lifetime (Shindell et al., 2005).

Concentrations of CH4 in the atmosphere have more than doubled in the last century

(Rowland, 1985), with current atmospheric concentrationsbeing approximately 1794

ppb (2009 levels as reported by Dlugokencky et al. (2011)). CH4 has a GWP-100 of

25 and an atmospheric lifetime 8.7 years (Denman et al., 2007). This relatively short
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atmospheric residence time makes it an attractive gas to study as any reductions in

emission will lead to detectable changes in atmospheric composition within a three

decade timescale (Hansen et al., 2000).

CH4 sources on a global scale are split approximately equally between anthropogenic

and natural sources. The sources of methane are predominantly biogenic, coming from

methanogenic bacteria under anoxic conditions, though these can be within a natural or

anthropogenic setting. The main anthropogenic emissions come from biogenic sources

including ruminants, rice paddies (Bandyopadhyay et al., 1996), biomass burning, hu-

man and animal waste and landfills (Bogner et al., 1995). Other anthropogenic sources

include fossil fuel combustion, natural gas use, coal mining and incomplete biomass

combustion (Wuebbles and Hayhoe, 2002). The regional partitioning between natural

and anthropogenic sources is not constant throughout the Earth system.

The main natural sources of methane are also from biogenic sources and include wet-

lands, termites and oceans. Terrestrial plants have also been shown to be a source

of global methane (Butenhoff et al., 2006; Keppler et al., 2006). Global geological

emissions are a non-biogenic natural source of CH4 (Etiope and Klusman, 2002), with

ocean emissions contributing significantly to this source (Kvenvolden et al., 2001). A

large possible source of natural CH4 is stored within methane clathrates on the ocean

floor and under permafrost (Archer, 2007). If only 10 % of thistrapped CH4 were

released over the space of a few years the impact on the Earth’s radiation budget would

be significant, equal to an increase in atmospheric CO2 by a factor of 10 (Wuebbles

and Hayhoe, 2002).

There are many sources but only two major sinks for atmospheric methane. The first,

and most significant sink, is the reaction with the OH radicalin the atmosphere and

is responsible for 90 % of the total atmospheric CH4 removal. This happens mostly

through tropospheric destruction via reaction with the hydroxyl radical (OH), though

there is a smaller stratospheric sink through photolysis. The second main sink for CH4

occurs on land and is through oxidation in soil (Topp and Pattey, 1997). Large un-

certainties remain within our understanding of the methanecycle and Heimann (2010)

highlights the importance of monitoring in order to understand, quantify and ultimately
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predict the methane cycle.

1.4 Nitrous Oxide

Pre-industrial levels of nitrous oxide (N2O) were between 265-280 ppb (Machida et al.,

1995; Ramaswamy, 2001; Flückiger et al., 2002). Due to significant anthropogenic

inputs atmospheric levels of N2O are now much higher, reaching 319 ppb in 2005

(Forster et al., 2007). With an atmospheric residence time of 114 years and a GWP-100

of 298 (Denman et al., 2007), this increase translates to a radiative forcing enhance-

ment of 0.16 +/- 0.02 W m−2 (Ramaswamy et al., 2001; Foster et al., 2007). N2O also

has other climatic impacts although these, unlike for methane, are not taken into con-

sideration when calculating the GWP. N2O plays an important role in ozone destruction

in the stratosphere (Crutzen, 1974; Nevison and Holland, 1997; Nevison et al., 2004a),

where it is one of the primary ozone-depleting substances, which in turn is leading to

a slower recovery of the ozone hole (Ravishankara et al., 2009).

Sources of N2O have strong latitudinal gradients, with the main sources being found

in the northern temperate 24o - 67oN zone (Prinn et al., 1990) where fossil fuel com-

bustion and industrial sources dominate (Bouwman et al., 1995). Globally, agricultural

sources dominate the anthropogenic contribution to atmospheric N2O (Minami, 1997;

Rahn and Wahlen, 2000; Röckmann et al., 2003), primarily through the application of

nitrogen fertilizers (Minami, 1997; Olivier et al., 1998).Fossil fuel combustion and

industrial processes, such as adipic and nitric acid production (Olivier et al., 1998;

Thiemens and Trogler, 1991), are also significant anthropogenic sources.

Natural N2O accounts for around two thirds of the total source (Olivieret al., 1998;

Nevison et al., 2007) and natural emissions are greatly enhanced through the per-

meation of anthropogenically produced nitrogen into the Nitrogen cycle (Galloway

et al., 2008; Gruber and Galloway, 2008). Although the microbial sources are un-

certain (Bouwman et al., 1995), a major source is present in soils through microbial

nitrification and denitrification pathways (Robertson and Tiedje, 1987; Khalil and Ras-

mussen, 1992; Bremner, 1997; Davidson and Kingerlee, 1997;Sozanska et al., 2002).
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Soils are certainly the largest biogenic source with aquatic sources also contributing

significantly (Olivier et al., 1998). The open ocean, continental shelves and coastal

upwelling regions are all sources (Kroeze et al., 2005; Nevison et al., 2004b). High

input from agricultural run off of N fertilizer also makes coastal areas and estuaries a

significant source (LaMontagne et al., 2003; Nevison et al.,2004b), and is thought to

have the potential to be as significant as fertilised soils (Seitzinger and Kroeze, 1998).

The main sink for atmospheric N2O is through stratospheric photolysis (McElroy et al.,

1976; Minami, 1997). This is thought to be responsible for around 90 % of the total

sink, with the remainder being a soil based sink (Blackmer and Bremner, 1976; Mi-

nami, 1997; Chapuis Lardy et al., 2007).

1.5 Sulfur Hexafluoride

Sulfur Hexafluoride (SF6) has an extremely long residence time in the atmosphere of

3200 years (Ravishankara et al., 1993), as there are no knownmicrobial processes in

soils that break down the gas and the only atmospheric destruction takes place above

60 km (Maiss and Brenninkmeijer, 1998). It is also an efficient greenhouse gas because

of its capacity to absorb infrared radiation within radiatively important windows in the

spectrum, where there is negligible absorbance by other gases (Ko et al., 1993). This

high potential for radiative forcing (Rinsland et al., 1990), coupled with the long atmo-

spheric lifetime, causes SF6 to have an extremely large GWP-100 of 22,800 (Denman

et al., 2007). This is the highest value of any trace gas evaluated by the Intergovern-

mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (IPCC, 2007a).

Until recently it was thought that SF6 came from only anthropogenic sources, but new

techniques (Vollmer and Weiss, 2002) have shown that there have been small amounts

of past production of the gas via natural means (Deeds et al.,2008). Anthropogenic

emissions began when production of the gas started in 1953 (Maiss and Brenninkmei-

jer, 1998), before this date no SF6 was detectable within the atmosphere. Atmospheric

levels of 0.03 ppt were reported in 1970 (Lovelock, 1971), rising to 3.4 ppt in 1995

(Khalil, 1999; Maiss and Levin, 1994) and reaching levels over 6 ppt in 2010 (Rigby
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et al., 2010).

SF6 is inert, heavy, non-toxic and non-flammable: all characteristics that make it

a useful gas for industry (Maiss and Brenninkmeijer, 1998).It’s primary uses are

in transformers, circuit breakers as an insulator in high voltage electrical equipment

(Christophorou et al., 1997; Rivier et al., 2006) and in the magnesium and casting in-

dustry to prevent molten magnesium from oxidising (Brown etal., 2012). Leakage is

primarily responsible for its release into the atmosphere (Niemeyer and Chu, 1992).

SF6 also originates from semiconductor manufacturing and fromits use in aluminium

and magnesium foundaries (Brown et al., 2012).

The global distribution of SF6 is highly skewed towards the Northern Hemisphere,

with an estimated 94 % of sources being in this half of the globe (Maiss et al., 1996;

Rivier et al., 2006; Levin et al., 2010). SF6 is a very useful gas for use as a tracer in

atmospheric transport and mixing studies (Levin and Hesshaimer, 1996; Maiss et al.,

1996; Geller et al., 1997; Harnisch et al., 1998; Denning et al., 1999) and in the val-

idation of advection schemes within chemical transport models (Gloor et al., 2007;

Peters et al., 2004) due to its inert nature (on human time scales) and its almost purely

anthropogenic origins.

1.6 IPCC, Kyoto and Policy

The Earth’s atmosphere is a shared resource, which means that atmospheric pollution

is transboundary and can affect all countries irrelevant ofpolitical boundaries. Anthro-

pogenic emissions of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere,and the consequences that

follow, are also shared. Climate change is a global problem and needs global coop-

eration in order to limit the negative human impact upon the Earth system. Recogni-

tion of this led to the establishment of the Convention on Long-Range Transboundary

Air Pollution in 1979, followed by the formation of the Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change (IPCC), which was established in 1988 by the World Meteorological

Organization (WMO) and the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) to “as-

sess scientific information related to climate change, to evaluate the environmental and
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socio-economic consequences of climate change, and to formulate realistic response

strategies”. Since its inception the IPCC, through international contributions and col-

laboration, has released four assessment reports (FAR in 1990, SAR in 1995, TAR in

2001 and AR4 in 2007) and also jointly received the Nobel Peace prize in 2007.

The IPCC provides scientific evidence and recommendations to the international com-

munity, but international governmental cooperation is needed in order to tackle anthro-

pogenic climate change. To manage this the United Nations Framework Convention

on Climate Change (UNFCCC) was created in 1992. The UNFCCC defines climate

change as:

“A change in climate which is attributed directly or indirectly to human
activity that alters the composition of the global atmosphere and which is
in addition to natural climate variability observed over comparable time
periods.”

Provisions for emission reduction within the Convention were insufficient, so at the

third Conference Of the Parties (COP3), in Kyoto in December1997, the ‘Kyoto Pro-

tocol’ was adopted. Industrialised countries were encouraged to stabilise their emis-

sions by the Convention but the Kyoto Protocol commits them to do so. This protocol

legally binds its signatories to emission reduction targets, with its first commitment

period being from 2008 to 2012. The UK signed the Kyoto Protocol in 1998 and was

ratified in 2002, with the protocol coming into force in 2005.The UK agreed to reduce

emissions by at least -12.5 % on average over the first target period from 2008 - 2012

compared to base year (1990) levels, and to reduce emissionsby at least -20 % on

average over the second target period from 2013 - 2020 compared to base year levels.

Greenhouse gas emissions are extremely uneven between countries so the Protocol has

three market-based mechanisms in place in order to allow forsustainable emissions

on a global scale, whilst at the same time allowing some countries to emit more. This

created a new currency, carbon, and this carbon market was worth an estimated 30 bil-

lion USD in 2006 and is growing. Countries must satisfy a number of requirements in

order to qualify for participation in the mechanisms. Theseinclude ratifying the Kyoto

Protocol and having a national system in place for estimating emissions and removals
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of greenhouse gases within their territory and report this information annually to the

UNFCCC secretariat (also in terms of tonnes of CO2 equivalent).

There are six main types of greenhouse gas considered by the IPCC (not including

H2O): carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), hydrofluorocarbons

(HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs) and sulphur hexafluoride (SF6). Four indirect green-

house gases are also considered: nitrogen oxides (reportedas NO2), carbon monoxide

(CO), Non-Methane Volatile Organic Compounds (NMVOC) and sulphur oxides (re-

ported as SO2). In the United Kingdom (UK) the greenhouse gas inventory (GHGI) is

compiled by the National Atmospheric Emissions Inventory (NAEI - maintained by cli-

mate change consultancy AEA) on behalf of the UK Department of Energy and Climate

Change (DECC) Climate, Energy, Science and Analysis team. The GHGI is compiled

according to the IPCC 1996 Revised Guidelines and Good Practice Guidance. Method-

ological improvements are backdated due to new data sourcesor guidance from the

IPCC, with the latest guidelines coming from the ‘2006 IPCC Guidelines for National

Greenhouse Gas Inventories’ (IPCC, 2007b), using ‘Bottom-up’ techniques.

1.7 Bottom-up Emission Inventories

For the purpose of submitting national greenhouse gas emissions inventories, the sim-

plest methodology described by the IPCC involves the multiplication of Emissions

Factors (the amount of emissions or removals per unit of a given activity) by Activity

Data (the extent to which an activity takes place), such as geographical and economical

statistics (Bouwman et al., 2000; Winiwarter and Rypdal, 2001). This type of method

is know as a ‘bottom-up’ estimation of emissions. Types of activity data include ac-

tivities such as amount of fuel used or product made, amount of fertiliser applied, and

number of animals or cars (Chadwick et al., 1999). These dataare often supplied by

Government statistical sources and national regulatory bodies, such as the Transport

Statistics Great Britain (Department for Transport, 2011)and the Digest of UK Energy

Statistics (MacLeay et al., 2011) for the UK. Additional statistical data may also be

used, for example number of cars includes information such as fuel and vehicle type,
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average usage and average speed.

Anthropogenic emission factors for each emission sector are derived from measure-

ments made on numerous sources within that sector, for example the amount of CH4

emitted per tonne of coal used at a power station. For emissions inventories that in-

clude natural emissions, emission factors for different vegetation types are statistically

upscaled according to landcover type, and according to climatic conditions for more

sophisticated estimates. These types of emissions are moreimportant on a global scale

where natural emissions are proportionally more significant. On national scales in

many developed countries, the point anthropogenic emissions are more significant.

UK estimates with the smallest amount of error are from pollutants with predomi-

nantly point source emissions. Estimates for pollutants with a higher proportion of

diffuse emissions tend to have a higher associated uncertainty (Brown et al., 2012).

For regions such as the UK, where anthropogenic emissions dominate, there is more

reliance upon the accurate reporting of emissions from the regulatory bodies and di-

rectly from industry. In the UK an annual emissions map at a 1 km2 resolution is

produced for various sectors. The emissions within the map are distributed according

to the relative statistics from each sector (Bush et al., 2010).

Countries report estimated greenhouse gas emission inventories to the UNFCCC us-

ing internationally agreed IPCC methodologies. The IPCC Tier 1 methodologies are

simplistic and it has been shown that this can lead to large uncertainties, particularly

for biological sources (Skiba et al., 2012). For example, Brown et al. (2001) showed

that the IPCC methods unnecessarily overestimate N2O emissions from agriculture, as

there is available data for more accurate parameterisationof the emissions estimates.

It is possible to find uncertainties in the reporting of anthropogenic emissions, either

due to methodological error or to under-reporting, such as in 2010 when the Scottish

Environmental Protection Agency fined ExxonMobil£2.8 million for under-reporting

of emissions. Uncertainties in reported emissions vary pergas. The reported uncertain-

ties in the official UK emissions inventories from the National Atmospheric Emissions

Inventory (NAEI) for CH4 and SF6 range between 21 - 23 % and 16 - 24 % respec-

tively from 2006 to 2009. For N2O the emission uncertainties are much larger and
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Figure 1.3: NAEI produced annual UK emissions of CH4 per sector for 1990 to 2010 in units of Tg
CO2 Equivalent (GWP-100). Figure courtesy of the NAEI.

range between 231 - 272 % from 2006 to 2009 (Brown et al., 2012). An analogy of

using bottom-up emission estimates only could be a person going on a diet, believing

they are following the rules but not weighing themselves. They would need to weigh

themselves to find out if they had actually gained or lost weight (assuming the scales

are accurate), and the equivalent of this in greenhouse gas emission reporting is the

top-down approach.

1.7.1 UK sources

Greenhouse gas emissions in highly populated regions, suchas the UK, have source

characteristics dominated by anthropogenic emissions (Brown et al., 2012). The offi-

cial UK inventory estimates by source sector for CH4 and N2O from 1990 to 2010 are

shown in Figures 1.3 and 1.4 respectively (in units of Tg CO2 Equivalent) and are taken

from the UK Greenhouse Gas Inventory produced by Brown et al., (2012). UK emis-

sions of both gases are estimated to have fallen between 1990and 2010, but with the

largest reduction in N2O occurring in the ‘industrial processes’ sector. The estimated

spatial distribution of UK CH4 emissions for 2007 is shown in Figure 1.5. The N2O
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Figure 1.4: NAEI produced annual UK emissions of N2O per sector for 1990 to 2010 in units of Tg
CO2 Equivalent (GWP-100). Figure courtesy of the NAEI.

sources are dominated by agriculture for 2006 - 2009, followed by energy, industrial

processes, waste and LULUCF. No spatial emission maps are produced for SF6, but

the main UK emissions reported in the NAEI come from one largemagnesium alloy

producer and six smaller casting companies. The UK emissions of SF6 come from

industrial usage of the gas and leakage, as there is no production of SF6 within the UK

(Brown et al., 2012).

1.8 Monitoring Emissions and Top-down Estimates

The top-down approach involves making observations of atmospheric concentrations

of greenhouse gases and using these observations to infer sources and sinks. Emissions

of greenhouse gases from the land and oceans impact the concentrations of air masses

passing over. The concentration of air arriving at a receptor can be thought to be com-

posed of a background concentration, a baseline signal thatchanges over longer time

scales such as seasonally and inter-annually, and an additional signal which depends

on the sources and sinks of greenhouse gas the air mass has experienced in its recent

history before being measured. Atmospheric models can be used to determine the
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Figure 1.5: NAEI produced UK emissions map for CH4 in 2007 at a 1 km2 resolution. Figure courtesy
of the NAEI.

transport and mixing processes, allowing for temporally and spatially resolved fluxes

to be estimated.

There are various methods available for recording the atmospheric composition of trace

gases. Planetary Bounday Layer (PBL) observations from ground-based platforms

were first used for monitoring greenhouse gases. In 1958 Charles David Keeling first

reported his early measurements of CO2 taken near the Pacific coast in North America

(Keeling, 1958). In 1958, Keeling also begun to record continuous measurements of

CO2 from a remote Mauna Loa monitoring station in Hawaii (Keeling, 1960). The

significance of these long term, continuous measurements not only showed the sea-

sonal uptake of CO2 by vegetation through photosynthesis but also, for the firsttime,

showed the longer term trend of increasing levels of atmospheric CO2 due to anthro-

pogenic emissions (Keeling et al., 1976). Since Keeling’s pioneering work there have

been efforts on a global scale to continuously monitor atmospheric greenhouse gas lev-

els. From these direct observations the consensus is that atmospheric greenhouse gas
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levels have risen since monitoring began (Keeling et al., 1976; Bacastow et al., 1985;

Dlugokencky et al., 1994). It is only through continuous monitoring that it is possible

to see these trends and complex inter-annual fluctuations which, for CH4 in particular,

are still not fully understood (e.g. Dlugokencky et al., 2009; Bousquet et al., 2010).

The rural and marine nature of the early observations meant that they were excellent

for recording the background greenhouse gas levels (Keeling, 1961) but in order to

understand fluxes, measurements were needed much closer to the sources and sinks

(Bakwin et al., 1995, 1998). Inverse studies are studies in which observations are

used to constrain model parameters in order to estimate information about a physical

system or object. More recent inverse studies have shown that there is a need for more

continental stations in order to better resolve fluxes (Fan et al., 1998; Gloor et al., 2000;

Prentice et al., 2000; Schimel et al., 2001).

Leaf level and chamber methods (e.g. Sullivan et al., 2008) can be used at the smallest

spatial scales and data from these studies provides information for the bottom-up meth-

ods (Grunwald et al., 2012). The next level up uses micrometeorological techniques

using eddy flux towers to infer emissions from high-frequency, simultaneous measure-

ments of greenhouse gas concentration and small scale air flow (‘eddies’). This well

established eddy covariance technique is used globally to infer CO2, and more recently

CH4 emissions (Dengel et al., 2011). It is important for the towers to be correctly

sited (Running et al., 1999) and the heights of the towers (upto around 30m) gives

the towers a footprint (area of influence) of 1-10 km2 (Chen et al., 2009). The foot-

print of a tower at any given time is determined by atmospheric transport and is the

region on the ground that contributes to the observations atthat time. The close prox-

imity of the towers to ground level sources and sinks limits the spatial extent of the

emissions that can be estimated from the observations. Elevating the receptor above

the ground level can minimize the effect of the local influences dominating the signal

(Bakwin et al., 1995; Haszpra, 1995; Gloor et al., 2001) and allow the signal to in-

corporate information from a much larger area. Tall towers monitoring atmospheric

greenhouse gas concentrations were first established in theUSA in the 1990s (Bakwin

et al., 1995). It has been suggested that the receptor needs to be a minimum of 100
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m above ground level in order to minimize local sources. The signal recorded at such

a tall tower integrates fluxes over a much larger area, in the order of 106 km2 (Gloor

et al., 2001). In Europe the CHIOTTO (Continuous HIgh-precisiOn Tall Tower Ob-

servations of greenhouse gases) network of tall towers was set up in 2004 (Vermeulen

and et al, 2007), later part of CarboEurope Cluster (Schulzeet al., 2010). This network

provides, along with other data, high frequency continuousdata of the atmospheric

concentration of greenhouse gases at 7 towers: in Netherlands (Vermeulen et al., 2006,

2011), Hungary (Haszpra, 1995; Haszpra et al., 2008), Germany (Thompson et al.,

2009), Sweden, Poland (Popa et al., 2009), France (Yver et al., 2011) and the UK (the

Angus Tall tower, Moncrieff et al. (2012) (in preparation)). An additional European

tower was separately funded in Siberia (Kozlova and Manning, 2009). More recently a

European-wide research infrastructure has been established to track European carbon

fluxes called ICOS (Integrated Carbon Observation System).

It is also possible to observe atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations from mobile

platforms. Aircraft have been used in many studies to provide top-down emission esti-

mates from observations (Gallagher et al., 1994; Choularton et al., 1995; Beswick et al.,

1998; Chou et al., 2002; Gerbig et al., 2003b,a; Lin et al., 2004; Roberts et al., 2010;

Polson et al., 2011). Emission estimates from aircraft are possible using various tech-

niques, such as from direct measurements and mapping (eg. Roberts et al. (2010)) to

the use of atmospheric trajectory models (eg. Saito et al. (2008)) and particle dispersion

models (eg. Kort et al. (2008)). With the ability to reach higher into the atmosphere

than tall towers, aircraft can be used to estimate emissionsfrom much larger regions

(Font et al., 2008, 2010). Kort et al. (2010) successfully combined observations from

both tall towers and aircraft to infer North American CH4 and N2O emissions. One

possible disadvantage of aircraft measurements is that they are non-continuous. More

regular observations are available from airborne measurement networks, like MOZAIC

(Cammas et al., 2009) and CARIBIC (Brenninkmeijer et al., 2007). Limited temporal

coverage is also a factor affecting measurements taken closer to the surface on other

forms of moving vehicle including ships (Keeling et al., 1984), trains (Deutscher et al.,

2010) and buoys (Gloor et al., 2000). Observations from manyglobal observation plat-

forms are available from the Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment/Advanced Global
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Atmospheric Gases Experiment (GAGE/AGAGE) programme, which started in 1985

(Cunnold et al., 2002), and GLOBALVIEW-CO2, which is a network of global obser-

vations providing a global synthesis of CO2 and CH4 observations (Gloor et al., 2000).

Total column retrievals of atmospheric CH4 are available from a number of spaceborne

observation platforms, including the Greenhouse Gases Observing Satellite (GOSAT:

Yokota et al. (2009)) and the SCanning Imaging Absorption spectroMeter for Atmo-

spheric CHartographY (SCIAMACHY: Frankenberg et al. (2005, 2006)) instrument

onboard Envisat. Spaceborne observations are particularly useful for studying global

CH4 emissions as they provide observations in remote areas thatmight be difficult

to sample using ground based observations due to geographical or political reasons

(Frankenberg et al., 2005). One disadvantage they have, compared to tall towers, is

that their temporal coverage for a given location is not continuous. It is possible to use

CH4 observations from satellites to perform inversions on a global scale (Bergamaschi

et al., 2009; Bloom et al., 2010).

Observational data may be used to infer source emission estimates directly without the

use of transport models, as all tracers are subject to the same atmospheric transport.

This was the case for Levin et al. (1999) where CH4 and222Rn mixing ratios and stable

isotope observations from an inlet at 20m agl were used to infer information about

regional CH4 fluxes (accompanying isotopic information was used to characterise the

source types). Regional estimates have also been produced for N2O using222Rn (eg

Schmidt et al., 2001; Biraud et al., 2002; Messager et al., 2008).

There are many different models in use for simulating atmospheric transport between

source and receptor. These models vary in complexity and maybe linked with chem-

istry or diagnostic biosphere models. Inputs of trace gas concentrations of greenhouse

gases, for forward runs, can range from emissions inventories to observed concentra-

tions, and atmospheric information ranges from highly complex numerical weather

prediction model input to simple meteorological data from meteorological stations.

Houweling et al. (1999) used a Chemistry Transport Model (CTM) to simulate the

loss of CH4 as the transport took place over long distances and at higheraltitudes,

where the sink is found. It is also possible to link biospheremodels to atmospheric
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transport models. For example Matross et al. (2006) used a vegetation, photosynthesis

and respiration model (VPRM), driven primarily from eddy flux tower observations,

with additional input from fossil fuel inventories and the Moderate Resolution Imaging

Spectroradiometer (MODIS) satellite sensor. This data wasthen linked to data from

aircraft in the COBRA-Maine airborne campaign and comparedto tall tower data via

the the Stochastic Time-Inverted Lagrangian Transport model (STILT).

Top down approaches can be used to estimate emissions by incorporating large-scale

observations of greenhouse gases into a modelling framework. On a global scale, emis-

sions of CH4 and N2O can be retrieved by using available observations from various

sources (e.g. Prinn et al., 1990; Hirsch et al., 2006; Feng etal., 2009). Emissions can

also be estimated on a more regional scale (e.g. Levin et al.,1999; Gurney et al., 2002;

Gerbig et al., 2003b; Manning et al., 2003; Lin et al., 2004; Peters et al., 2004; Huang

et al., 2008; Thompson et al., 2008; O’Doherty et al., 2009; Manning et al., 2011) us-

ing a range of inverse techniques, e.g. ensemble kalman filters (e.g Prinn et al., 2000),

4DVAR data assimilation (e.g Leip et al., 2011) and trajectory and Lagrangian particle

dispersion models (e.g Vermeulen et al., 1999; Manning et al., 2011).

Global models are more likely to use the Eulerian framework.Compared to the La-

grangian particle dispersion models (LPDMs), the Eulerianis a fixed reference frame-

work of latitude, longitude and elevation and is more appropriate for large scale studies

incorporating chemical reactions. Lagrangian methods model the flow of individual

particles using a moving reference system determined by theaverage atmospheric mo-

tion within meteorological fields. Lagrangian models are receptor orientated when

run backwards and therefore are computationally more efficient, for a small set of

receptors, than Eulerian models. Resolution scales linearly with the number of parti-

cles in Lagrangian models, while Eulerian model performance decreases exponentially

with increasing resolution. Lagrangian models can be run forward (Stohl et al., 1998;

Ryall et al., 2001) or backward in time (Manning et al., 2003,2011). A variety of

LPDMs have been used in studies to estimate greenhouse gas emissions including: the

Stochastic Time-Inverted Lagrangian Transport model: STILT (e.g. Lin et al., 2003,

2004; Gerbig et al., 2003b; Matross et al., 2006; Kort et al.,2008; Miller et al., 2008)),
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the CO2 MEthane Transport model: COMET (e.g. Vermeulen et al., 1999; Vermeulen

et al., 2006, 2011)), the Consortium for Small-Scale Modeling model: Cosmo (e.g.

Folini et al., 2008)) and the FLEXPART model (e.g. Stohl et al., 1998; Stohl et al.,

2009; Paris et al., 2010). The work in this thesis is based on the NAME LPDM run

in the backward time mode and a detailed overview of the NAME inversion technique

will be given in Chapter Two. The NAME model has been used to estimate regional

trace gas emissions for domains covering UK and Europe (Ryall et al., 2001; Manning

et al., 2003; O’Doherty et al., 2004; Simmonds et al., 2004; Manning et al., 2011) and

will be used in this thesis to estimate UK emissions in Chapter Three.

Figure 1.6: Monitoring greenhouse gases: highs and lows. The Economist(Artist: Dave Simonds).

Top-down methods can be used to interpret atmospheric greenhouse gas observations

in order to estimate emissions. Observations from various platforms can be used inde-

pendently (Manning et al., 2003) or in combination (Runninget al., 1999) in order to

make these estimates. The availability of long-term, continuousin situ (measured on

the surface) data plays a crucial role in the ability of computer models to infer emis-

sions on regional and global scales (Nisbet et al., 2008). The importance of these long-

term continuous measurements, since the rise to fame of the ‘Keeling Curve’ (Keeling,

1960), has been recognised but despite this the making of atmospheric composition

measurements is still referred to as a ‘Cinderella Science’(Nisbet, 2007) due to its

lack of funding and support, as shown in Figure 1.6. (In “Rewards and Penalties of
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Monitoring the Earth” (Keeling, 1998), Charles David Keeling recalls the difficulties

he encountered throughout his career of atmospheric monitoring.). Today there are an

increased number of observations available allowing improvements in the understand-

ing of the global greenhouse gas balance, but maintaining and expanding the global

monitoring network is still crucial (Nisbet et al., 2008). There are plans to increase the

size of the monitoring network in the UK and the effect this will have on ‘top-down’

estimates of UK emissions is explored in Chapter Four of thisThesis.

1.9 Research Summary

The UK Met Office NAME III (Numerical Atmospheric-dispersion Modelling Envi-

ronment) model has been used in this thesis firstly to investigate UK greenhouse gas

emissions using an inverse modelling technique, then to explore how adding more tow-

ers to the UK network might improve UK emission estimates.

In Chapter Two the components needed for the NAME inversion technique are in-

troduced, including atmospheric observations from the Angus tall tower in Scotland,

the NAME model, the baseline used for the inversion and the inversion technique it-

self. The NAME inversion technique is then investigated andtested by applying it to

pseudo-observations.

The aim of Chapter Three is to determine if UK emissions of CH4, N2O and SF6 can be

retrieved from the Angus tower observations using the NAME inversion method and

to determine the interannual variability of emissions for each gas between 2006 and

2009.

In Chapter Four an Observation System Simulation Experiment (OSSE) is performed

to determine if adding additional observation towers to theUK network will improve

the ability of the NAME inversion technique to estimate regional UK emissions.

In chapter Five the main conclusions of this study are outlined and the main findings

are discussed with suggestions being recommended for future work.
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Chapter 2

NAME Inversion Technique

In this chapter the four main components used to estimate regional UK emissions of

greenhouse gases using the NAME inversion technique are presented. Firstly the An-

gus Tall Tower (AN) and measurement of atmospheric mixing ratios are introduced.

The second section explains how the NAME model is used to model the source-

receptor relationship between Angus tower and the UK sources. The third component

needed is the northern hemisphere baseline mixing ratio in order to isolate Angus tower

observations resulting from regional emissions only. In this study the baseline is taken

from Manning et al. (2011), created using observations madeat the remote Mace Head

station (MH). An explanation of the baseline creation and implementation is given in

the third section. The fourth component is the Inversion method, which is used to esti-

mate the emissions needed to create the above baseline regional observations recorded

at Angus tower. In the final section of the chapter a ‘pseudo experiment’ is performed

to test the inversion setup.

2.1 Angus Tall Tower Observations

2.1.1 Site Description and Equipment Setup

The atmospheric observations of CH4, N2O and SF6 used in this thesis come from a

continuous monitoring station north of Dundee in Scotland (56.555 latitude, -2.989
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longitude: Figure 2.1), the Angus Tall Tower (AN: Figure 2.2). Situated on a hill-

side on agricultural land, the Angus telecommunications tower has been monitoring

greenhouse gas concentrations since August 2005 at a heightof 220 m above ground

level (AGL). The height of the receptor means that the observations are not dominated

by the local sources but are instead made up of contributionsfrom much further from

the tower (Gloor et al., 2001). This allows the tower to effectively sample a large area

including source regions far from the tower, depending on the meteorology and the his-

tory of the air prior to its arrival at the receptor. Air is drawn from the inlet, situated at

220m AGL on the tower, to monitoring equipment housed at the base of the tower. The

air passes into a 5 litre (approximate capacity) cryotrap at-92oC, to remove all mois-

ture from the air sample, before being sampled by an Agilent 6890 Gas Chromatograph

system (GC). CH4 is measured using a Flame Ionisation Detector (FID) and analysis

of both N2O and SF6 is by Electron Capture Detector (ECD). The sampling process

is controlled by PeakSimple. The estimated precision obtained for CH4, N2O and SF6

are 0.7 ppb, 0.3ppb and 0.03 ppt respectively. The SF6 data used for further analysis

was provided rounded to one decimal place in units of ppt due to a simple processing

error. Gas analysis takes place every 6 minutes and a mean is taken for each gas to give

hourly values. To correct for drift in the FID and ECD detectors gas is sampled from

a ‘gas standard tank’ at alternate 6 minute intervals to the tower air samples. The air

in the ‘gas standard tank’ contains known, non-changing, concentrations of the gases

being analysed. If the concentrations recorded for air fromthe ‘gas standard tank’ drift

from the known value, the appropriate corrections may be applied to the data to ensure

data collected from the tower air samples is not affected. Once per day, for a period of 3

hours, instead of alternating between a tower air sample andthe ‘gas standard tank’, the

system alternates between the ‘gas standard tank’ and a ‘gastarget tanks’. The ‘gas tar-

get tanks’ contain specific concentrations of the gases being analysed and are prepared

in a central laboratory and sent to each of the towers in the CHIOTTO (Continuous

HIgh-precisiOn Tall Tower Observations of greenhouse gases) network of tall towers

(Vermeulen and et al, 2007). The ‘target measurements’ are used to correct for drift

and may also be used to estimate precision. Drift correctionis applied to all data from

the Angus Tower and the scale gases used are to World Meteorological Organisation
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Figure 2.1: Google maps image showing the location of the Angus Tall Tower, north of Dundee in
Scotland at lat 56.555, long -2.986.

(WMO) standards. The calibration procedure was established by CHIOTTO and has

since been accepted for use by InGOS (Integrated non-CO2 Greenhouse gas Observing

System). Data produced at Angus Tower is to WMO guidelines and has been accepted

by InGOS. Varying equipment arrangements are used at towerswithin the network and

the sampling of the ‘gas target tanks’ allow calibrations tobe performed so ensure that

data from different towers is intercomparable. ‘Travelling target tanks’ are also sent

between the towers to further improve the inter-comparability of observations. It is

possible that equipment at two measurement sites could givedifferent readings for the

same sample of gas, so it is important that efforts are made tocalibrate the data to allow

data from different sites to be compared or combined withoutintroducing significant

measurement bias.
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Figure 2.2: Photograph taken in Winter 2010 showing the Angus tall towerand the buildings housing
the measurement equipment in the background and the tower engineer Rab Howard and the University
of Edinburgh vehicle in the foreground.
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2.1.2 Atmospheric Observations and Quality Control

For all three gases (CH4, N2O and SF6) the criteria with which the raw data were

filtered include a) flags, b) standard deviation criteria, c)visual assessment.

Using emission sensitivity limits (described later in thisChapter), times when the nine

grid cells surrounding Angus had a strong influence on the observations were flagged

for removal to avoid local emissions dominating the signal.For the tall tower this only

accounted for 0.1 % of the total data. Each hourly observation is an average of a num-

ber of tower observations taken within the hour, as tower airand gas standard tank air

are sampled alternately each 6 minutes. The standard deviations were given for the

multiple observations that make up the hourly averaged observations and data were

removed if the standard deviations were too high. A visual assessment was also per-

formed to remove obvious outliers and was carried out with the aid of the technician’s

log book to check for possible machine malfunctions. This visual filtering amounted

to 0.1% of the total data for each gas.

Overall the percentage of data removed for CH4, N2O and SF6 were 2.5, 12.3 and

1.9% respectively. Approximately 25,000 hours of observations were used for each

gas over the 4 year period used in this study, between 2006 and2009. The figures 2.3,

2.4 and 2.5 show the 4 year Angus tower time series of observations of CH4, N2O and

SF6 respectively. Only the black data points are used in the atmospheric inversions

performed in this thesis, the red data points are those that have been removed from the

data set following the filtering process.

2.1.3 Analysis by Wind Direction

Meteorological data are gathered near ground level at Angustower, on top of the small

buildings that house the analytical equipment. The meteorological conditions around

the tower determine the observations seen at Angus tower so analysis of the meteo-

rology can give clues to the origin of air parcels sampled. The wind directions have

been of particular interest as wind coming from the west may be more likely to dis-
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Figure 2.3: Angus tower CH4 observations for 2006 to 2009 showing data for use in the inversion (black
points) and data flagged as inappropriate for the inversion (red points).
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Figure 2.4: Angus tower N2O observations for 2006 to 2009 showing data for use in the inversion
(black points) and data flagged as inappropriate for the inversion (red points).
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Figure 2.5: Angus tower SF6 observations for 2006 to 2009 showing data for use in the inversion (black
points) and data flagged as inappropriate for the inversion (red points).

play ‘clean’ oceanic background concentrations, whereas air originating in the east is

likely to have been subjected to continental influences and contain elevated levels of

pollution.

Air arriving at Angus from European sources is expected to contain levels of CH4, N2O

and SF6 elevated above baseline values as there are many sources forthese gases on

the continent compared to the Atlantic ocean. The mean concentration of each gas by

wind direction per 10o section for 2007 are shown, including error bars, in Figures2.6

to 2.8.

Figure 2.6 shows higher CH4 concentrations are seen when the wind direction is from

90-200o. Lower concentrations are seen between 0-90o and 200-360o, although a small

peak is evident at 35o. These findings are consistent with what was expected but the

extremely large standard deviations indicate that a large variety of concentrations are

seen for each wind direction. A more detailed study is clearly needed.

Figure 2.7 of N2O shows similar results to CH4 but the amplitude of the differences is

less, partially due to the fact that N2O concentrations vary much less than CH4. The

difference in concentrations by wind direction is similar for the values and the error
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Figure 2.6: Mean CH4 concentration by wind direction in 10o bins with standard deviation shown as
error bar using data from 2007
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Figure 2.7: Mean N2O concentration by wind direction in 10o bins with standard deviation shown as
error bar using data from 2007 using data from 2007
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Figure 2.8: Mean SF6 concentration by wind direction in 10o bins with standard deviation shown as
error bar using data from 2007

bars but the errors are still large.

Figure 2.8 for SF6 shows the least amount of variation by wind direction. Wind direc-

tion only measured at Angus tower is clearly not adequate when long distance transport

and complex meteorology are responsible for advecting elevated levels of greenhouse

gas to Angus tower.

Analysis of the Angus tower concentrations by wind section indicates that there are

elevated emissions coming from the European direction but amore complex model of

the atmospheric transport and dispersion is needed in orderto more precisely estimate

source regions. No effort has been made here to attempt to infer source strengths.
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2.2 NAME III Model Description

The Atmospheric Transport Model used in this study is the MetOffice’s Numerical

Atmospheric-dispersion Modelling Environment III (NAME III, referred to as NAME).

It is used to model the atmospheric dispersion of trace gasesin order to give the source-

receptor relationship. Meteorological fields are also retrieved from NAME for use in

converting between atmospheric concentrations and volumemixing ratios. In this sec-

tion a short history of the NAME model is given, including some examples of its use

in operational and research scenarios. Validation studiesare presented as evidence that

this model is appropriate for the purposes of this study, andthe driving meteorolog-

ical data is also discussed. Finally the NAME setup for this study is presented and

compared to previous studies using similar methodologies (e.g. Manning et al. (2003,

2011)).

2.2.1 NAME background

In response to the Chernobyl nuclear accident on 26th April 1986, the UK Meteoro-

logical Office produced an atmospheric transport model to predict the transport and

deposition of radioactive material. This emergency response model was called the

Nuclear Accident ModEl (NAME), and became operational in 1988 (Maryon et al.,

1991). The model uses meteorological data, archived or predicted, from the Met Of-

fice’s Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) model, the UnifiedModel (UM) (Davies

et al., 2005). The Unified Model uses data assimilation of observations (Lorenc et al.,

2000) to provide meteorological fields at a variety of horizontal and vertical resolu-

tions. NAME can also use meteorology from a single point observation and can be

adapted to use meteorological data from other sources, suchas the European Centre

for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (Manning et al., 2011).

NAME, now called the Numerical Atmospheric-dispersion Modelling Environment

(Jones et al., 2007), is a Lagrangian Particle Dispersion Model (LPDM). The abstract

particles within NAME represent air mass parcels and are advected by the meteoro-
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logical fields throughout the model environment, with a ‘Monte Carlo random walk’

technique (Arya, 1999) adding perturbations to represent turbulence and convective

mixing. With globally available meteorological data, NAMEhas been used on a global

scale both operationally and for research purposes.

2.2.2 NAME use in Met Office operations and research

NAME is an operational model at the Met Office and has become animportant tool for

national response to a variety of events. Most recently NAMEwas used to track the

possible transport and deposition of radioactive materialfrom the Fukushima Dai-ichi

nuclear power plant in Japan following the tsunami in March 2011. It was also used

in 2010 to track the volcanic ash from the eruption of the Eyjafjallajoekull volcano

in Iceland and for emergency response to the Buncefield oil depot explosion in 2005

(Webster et al., 2006). On these occasions NAME was used in the forward, predictive

mode. It is also possible to run NAME in backwards mode, wherethe particles follow

the inverse of the meteorological fields. This method was used in recent years to locate

the original sources of disease following the Foot and Mouthoutbreak in 2001 and the

Blue Tongue outbreaks in 2007 and 2008 (Gloster et al., 2008). NAME is also used for

air quality (Redington and Derwent, 2002; Athanassiadou etal., 2006), in addition to

disaster response.

NAME is used to model the source-receptor relationship showing the history of the air

before arriving at an atmospheric observation point, such as a tower (Manning et al.,

2011) or aircraft (Polson et al., 2011). NAME can be run in theforward and backward

mode (Witham et al., 2007) but the backward, or inverse, modeis less computationally

expensive than forward mode and has most frequently been applied to find emission

sources of trace gases (Derwent et al., 1998b,a; Ryall et al., 1998; Manning et al., 2003;

O’Doherty et al., 2004; Simmonds et al., 2004; Reimann et al., 2005; Simmonds et al.,

2005; Simmonds et al., 2006; Derwent et al., 2007; Greally etal., 2007; O’Doherty

et al., 2009; Manning et al., 2011) and particulates (Malcolm et al., 2000). Source-

receptor relationships could be modelled by releasing particles from all possible source

areas and recording only the particles that arrive at the receptor location. This is the
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forward mode approach. In this method only a tiny proportionof the released particles

will arrive at the receptor site and go to produce the output.In the backward model

approach, particles are released at the receptor site only.The particles are then traced

by the LPDM and are recorded where they come into contact withsource regions only

(Manning et al., 2003), allowing a large number of particlesto be released for any

single time period of interest. This method is most commonlyused for greenhouse gas

studies and will be the method employed in this thesis.

2.2.3 Validation of the NAME model

Validation of Atmospheric Transport Models (ATM) is a crucial activity. Since 1980

the Kincaid dataset has commonly been used within the modelling community for

validation purposes (Bowne and Londergan, 1983) (Olesen, 1995). During the experi-

ment a plume of the atmospheric tracer SF6 was released from the 187m high chimney

of the Kincaid power plant, Illionis, USA (Bowne and Londergan, 1983). Receptors

were placed at distances from the power plant varying from 500m to 50 km, allow-

ing for validation against ATMs. NAME performed well in thisexperiment and was

shown to reproduce the plume to a satisfactory standard (Webster and Thomson, 2002;

Jones et al., 2007). In 1994 the European Tracer EXperiment (ETEX: (Van dop et al.,

1998)) also provided data for use in validation studies against which NAME (Ryall and

Maryon, 1998; Dacre, 2010, 2011) and other Lagrangian models (Stohl et al., 1998)

were tested. Again, NAME was shown to perform sufficiently well compared to other

models (Ryall and Maryon, 1998). Later validation studies have taken advantage of

natural events. Volcanic eruptions have also been used to successfully validate the

atmospheric transport modeling capabilities of NAME (Heard et al., 2012). The un-

derpinning meteorological data is a key factor in an atmospheric transport model and

the data used in this study will be explained in the followingsection.
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2.2.4 NAME Overview

The NAME model is a Lagrangian Particle Dispersion Model (LPDM) and models

the dispersion of abstract particles, representing ‘air parcels’, through the model en-

vironment. NAME is usually run in an offline mode, using archived meteorological

data (such as precipitation, wind fields, temperature fieldsand cloud information) from

single site observations or from gridded Numerical WeatherPrediction (NWP) model

data. The model may be run in the forward mode, where particles are transported

through the model environment following the movement of theair, or the backward

mode, which is a more abstract concept where the wind fields are inverted and parti-

cles are advected backwards in time from a point of release. Particles can be released

from single or multiple sources and the shape of the source can be over a given volume

(such as cuboid or ellipsoid) or as a single point. Particle release can be instantaneous

or over a specified release time and each particle can carry a given mass based upon

the number of particles released and the time over which theyare released (as will be

discussed later). Particles remain in the model environment till they reach the edge of

the domain, as is preferable when running backwards to modelsource-receptor rela-

tionships, or when the stated end time of the model run is reached. The movement of

each particle is calculated separately per time step and schemes may be incorporated

per time step to model chemistry, wet deposition, dry deposition or radioactive decay.

At each time step particles are advected through the model domain using a random

walk scheme:

xt+∆t = xt + [u (xt) + u′ (xt) + ul
′ (xt)] ∆t (2.1)

wherex is the particle position at timet, u (xt) the mean wind velocity vector,u′ (xt)

the turbulent velocity vector for small scale turbulent motion,ul
′ (xt) the velocity vec-

tor for low frequency horizontal meandering and∆t the time step (Ryall and Maryon,

1998). Formulae for meander and random walk are shown in Ryall and Maryon (1998).

There are a number of uncertainties that are relevant to running the NAME model to

estimate source receptor relationships for use in the inversion, as will be used in this
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thesis. Errors in the meteorological input data could lead to inaccurate particle trans-

port. Manning et al. (2011) used meteorology from both the Met Office’s Unified

Model and the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts’s (ECMWF)

ERA Interim reanalysis data sets. Variation in the transport was not analysed in the

paper but the impact on the final emission estimates were reported to be within the

confidence intervals of the results. Adequate dispersion inthe model is also a source of

uncertainty, for which an attempt to minimise the impact involves releasing large num-

bers of particles per time step. The number of particles released per time step could

also be a source of uncertainty but the number chosen (as stated in the ‘Name Setup’

section) was chosen as doubling the number had a negligible effect on the results. Ac-

curate representation of topography in the model creates a source of uncertainty and is

limited by the resolution of the meteorological data used. It is assumed that the back-

ward modeling is equal to the forward transport of air from sources to the Angus tower

receptor but the model is unable to perform this due to the random nature of elements

of the dispersion. Again, releasing a large number of particles, rather than just a single

particle trajectory, is intended to minimise uncertainties associated with this.

2.2.5 Meteorological Data for use in NAME

Meteorological data used with the NAME model in this study isNumerical Weather

Prediction (NWP) reanalysis taken from the Met Office’s Unified Model (Cullen, 1993;

Lorenc et al., 2000; Davies et al., 2005). This data is available on a range of horizontal

and vertical grids in different domains around the Earth. Global data has a horizontal

resolution of either 40 km or 60 km. For this study a regional cutout of the 40 km

global domain was used. Finer horizontal resolution meteorological data is available

for certain areas. Over the UK 4km and 12 km data are also available but both of

these domains were not sufficiently large for the inversion domain. Nesting of the

meteorological data is possible, but this facility was not used for this study.

The regional 40 km data itself changes over the years, as the UM improves and changes

are made (Webster et al., 2003). From December 2005, up to andincluding February

2009 ‘REGUM6’ data was used. From March 2009, up to and including October 2009
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‘REGUM6pp’ data was used, and for November and December 2009‘UMR5’ data

was used. Model topography changes according to the meteorological data grid and

is of the same horizontal resolution. This can have a major impact upon the measure-

ment station’s location within the model if the height of thetopography changes on a

finer scale than the model resolution. This issue has to be carefully considered when

using atmospheric observations from mountain stations, such as Jungfraujoch (Man-

ning, 2011). The Angus tall tower is situated on a hillside and is considered to be

less effected by this issue (Manning, 2011), however the height of the station used for

NAME runs is given in metres above ground level to avoid the discrepancies with the

meteorology.

2.2.6 NAME setup

To link the Angus tower receptor to ground-based emission sources the atmospheric

dispersion was modelled by the NAME III (Version 5.4) Lagrangian Particle Disper-

sion Model (LPDM). The source-receptor relationship is modelled by advecting thou-

sands of infinitesimally small particles through the model environment according to

meteorological fields. NAME is used to create an ‘air historymap’ (also referred to

as a ‘backmap’ or ‘footprint’) corresponding to each atmospheric observation, which

estimates the geographical surface areas that have contributed to each observation. A

similar NAME setup to that used by Manning et al. (2011) is used, with adjustments

made to produce air history maps for a smaller region at a higher temporal and spatial

resolution. The final general NAME setup is outlined below and is used throughout

this study in the following two chapters.

Manning et al. (2011) used a large domain covering the UK and most of Europe. A

NAME grid of 0.42o longitude by 0.27o latitude was used to coincide with the similar

40 km horizontal resolution of the meteorological data. Forthe purposes of the inver-

sion, this grid is later transformed so that each area of the inversion domain contributes

more equally to the concentrations recorded at the receptor, a technique also used by

Vermeulen et al. (1999). The NAME grid resolution, and therefore the finest inversion

grid resolution, is therefore restricted as a larger numberof inversion grids causes the
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inversion process to be more computationally expensive.

UK emission estimates are on a very fine 1 km spatial resolution, which is particularly

appropriate for matching the high emissions that come from point sources. In order to

estimate emissions at a higher resolution, to try and resolve the small scale emissions

and to allow better comparison to the very fine spatial resolution inventory estimates,

a NAME grid resolution for this study was chosen that is one third the size of the grid

used by Manning et al. (2011), at 0.14o longitude by 0.09o latitude. The small size of

the NAME grid squares required a model time-step of just 5 minutes.

The long time series of Mace Head data used in Manning et al. (2011) allowed for a

long inversion time window of 3 years. The inversion was solved for 3 year time win-

dows, over which the emissions were assumed to be constant. The 3 year time window

was moved forward one month at a time and the final annual estimates for a particular

year are from the average of each 3 year inversion that includes the whole 12 months

of that year. The observation data used were 3 hourly averages, so the air history maps

produced by NAME were for air arriving at the Mace Head receptor over the whole 3

hour period. The Angus tower observations and meteorological data available at the

time of this study meant that it was not possible to reproducethis setup, with just over

4 years of data. In this study the hourly Angus tower observations were used along

with hourly NAME air history maps, in order to provide enoughdata for an inversion

time window of just one year. One of the main assumptions of the inversion technique

used is that the emissions are constant over the inversion time window. For this study

the emissions are assumed to be constant over the 1 year inversion period. The NAME

backmaps produced are also at a higher temporal resolution than the 3 hourly meteoro-

logical data used to drive the model, so the meteorological fields are interpolated to suit

the timing of the model run. Running at such a high temporal and spatial scale risks

error in the model’s ability to reproduce the smaller scale meteorological processes,

such as turbulence and convection. In order to provide more robust dispersion a larger

number of particles were released per hour (40,000 per hour)compared to previous

studies (11,000 per hour for Manning et al. (2011)).

Particles are released at the receptor site (+/- 5 m vertically) and are advected back
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in time for 12 days according to the meteorological data. At each 5 minute time step

the trajectory of each particle is calculated individuallyaccording to the surrounding

meteorological data points, with an additional stochasticelement to account for tur-

bulence. Each particle is considered to be an inert tracer. Due to the relatively long

lifetimes of the gases in the study (8.7, 114 and 3200 years for CH4, N2O and SF6 re-

spectively Ravishankara et al. (1993); Denman et al. (2007)), compared to the 12 day

transport time, it was not necessary to use the wet or dry deposition, radioactive decay

or chemical transformation capabilities of NAME. The release point at Angus tower

has a constant release rate of 1 g/s for the duration of the hour, so each particle carries

an arbitrary 1/(40000 / 3600)th of a gram (40,000 particles; 3600 seconds per hour).

Particles are advected throughout the 3D computational domain but, in order to es-

timate the surface source area contributions to the observed concentrations at Angus

tower, the particles are only recorded for model output whenthey are close to the sur-

face within the 100 m threshold height of ground level. Once below this ’threshold’

height a ‘touchdown’ occurs and the concentration a particle carries is added to the grid

box below. As each particle is dispersed through the model atmosphere, this recording

is made each time the particle descends below the threshold height of 100 m AGL. Par-

ticle touchdowns are only recorded within the inversion domain, which extends from

-17.08o to 9.8o longitude and from 46.54o to 66.7o latitude. The computational domain

within which the particles are modelled is much larger, extending from -40o to 67o

longitude and from 16o to 90o latitude. This allows for recirculation of air masses and

the particle is advected until it reaches the edge of the computational domain or until

the end of the 12 day period, whichever comes first. The 100 m threshold height is

considered to be the maximum height of emissions and the minimum boundary layer

depth, taken from the meteorological data, is set to be equalto this height with the

maximum boundary layer height set to 4000 m. Each hour a footprint, or backmap,

for Angus tower is produced showing the history of air withinthe possible 0 - 100 m

source (touchdown) region prior to it being sampled at the tower. During the 4 year

period over which this study takes place approximately 35,000 backmaps have been

produced.
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Air arriving at Angus tower will have been close to the surface source regions, with

the possibility of picking up influence from sources, at various locations within its his-

tory. When the model particles are advected, the backmap they produce will show the

regions to which the Angus tower signal is most sensitive forthat hour. The model

output within each inversion domain estimates the 12 day time-integrated air concen-

tration (or dosage in units of gs m−3) from a release of 1 g s−1 at the Angus tower

receptor. Figure 2.9 shows some example NAME footprint output for a larger model

region in order to show how recirculation and long-range transport can occur. Figure

2.10 shows the smaller NAME region that is used for the inversion domain. The foot-

prints show all the surface sources within the previous 12 days and the darker the shade

(or the more red for Figure 2.10) the greater the contribution of that area to the obser-

vation at Angus tower during the 1 hour particle release period. The example shown

in Figure 2.9a shows a footprint with a mostly oceanic, northern latitude history. Air

sampled at Angus tower at this time is expected to be dominated by background con-

centrations. Figure 2.9b shows an air history that includesareas of central and northern

Europe. Air sampled at the release time is more likely to contain higher levels of green-

house gases and therefore have a higher regional emission tobaseline ratio. In order

to estimate regional emissions within a smaller inversion domain, the background, or

baseline, concentrations must first be estimated and removed from the Angus tower

signal. The remaining time series is assumed to be primarilycomposed of emissions

from the regional inversion domain, plus any error in the baseline. The baseline will

be discussed in the following section.

2.3 Mace Head Baseline

In order to estimate regional emissions the influence of regions outside the inversion

domain must first be removed. It is necessary to get some estimate of the ambient

background, or baseline, concentration. Some studies use statistical methods alone to

estimate baselines (Folini et al., 2008; Giostra et al., 2011), others use global models

(Houweling et al., 1999; Krol et al., 2003; Bergamaschi et al., 2005; Vermeulen et al.,

2006; Bergamaschi et al., 2010) and others use a combinationof statistical filtering and
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.9: 12 day NAME backmaps showing estimated areas which have contributed to the air parcel
sampled at Angus tower. Red areas have the most influence, followed by blue then green (produced by
Alistair Manning).
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Figure 2.10:12 day NAME backmaps showing estimated areas which have contributed to the air parcel
sampled at Angus tower. Red areas have the most influence, followed by yellow then blue.
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regional atmospheric transport modelling (Manning et al.,2003; Balzani Lööv et al.,

2008; Manning et al., 2011). The baseline used in this study is produced using the

latter technique and is calculated by the Met Office from observations from the Mace

Head (MH) monitoring station on the West coast of Ireland (53N, 9W) using tech-

niques described in this section and outlined in Manning et al. (2011). The baseline

values come from direct atmospheric observations of air that is sampled under specific

conditions, such that the history of the air does not includeencounters with nearby

surface sources, thereby making it a well mixed background observation. The station

regularly samples ‘clean’ background air that has a large fetch over the Atlantic Ocean

where anthropogenic emissions are minimal. To extract the baseline from the Mace

Head data, Manning et al. (2011) use the NAME model to determine the suitability of

each observation for inclusion in the baseline. Their baseline is defined as air that has

not been influenced significantly by surface emissions within the previous 12 days on

its way to the receptor at Mace Head. However, the air is only classified as “represen-

tative of mid-latitude Northern Hemisphere background concentrations” once the data

has gone through further filtering processes to remove air with a significant European

or North American or Southerly influence or air that has been influenced significantly

by the 9 grid squares closest to the monitoring station. It isimportant to remove these

instances of ‘local’ emissions, which tend to occur at low wind speeds or when the

boundary layer is low, as they would dominate the signal. A ‘dilution sensitivity limit’

defines a threshold above which a source would produce a signal at the receptor that

could be identified above the noise of the baseline. Air is classified as being from one

of the 4 regions mentioned before, if the contribution of airconcentration from that

region is above an arbitrarily chosen multiple of the ‘dilution sensitivity limit’. Any

outliers are removed and the baseline signal is smoothed by applying a statistical fil-

ter. This is because even some air labelled as being ‘clean’ or background could carry

elevated levels of pollutants from long range transport. Long range transport from

North America could create such a scenario (Ryall et al., 1998). Error in the calculated

smooth baseline is defined as the standard deviation of the Mace Head observations

deemed to be baseline and the smoothed baseline. This is alsoreferred to as the base-

line ‘noise’ and is an important factor as it is used in the inversion cost function and is
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also used within a random noise term added to the raw observations before the inver-

sion is performed. More detailed explanations of the processes involved in the baseline

calculation are described in the following sections.

2.3.1 Classification of Baseline Observations

To produce the NAME backmaps, Manning et al. (2011) use a similar technique to

that outlined in the previous section. Some significant differences in the NAME setup

used by Manning et al. (2011) include a large geographical domain and larger grid size

(approximately 40 km2 NAME grids), and three hourly particle release periods from

the Mace Head receptor. The backmaps estimate the time-integrated air concentration

(or dosage) for each grid as a result of a 1 g s−1 release at Mace Head over the 3

hour period. The footprints (gs m−3) are converted to a dilution matrix, with units of

s m−1, by dividing the dosage by the total mass emitted over the 3 hour observation

and particle release period.

The dilution sensitivity limit (3.4 s m−1) is used to define a threshold above which an

emission from a significant source would produce an observedconcentration distin-

guishable from the baseline noise at the Mace Head receptor.Methane is used as a

guide and the limit is defined using an estimation of a realistic high emission from a

European area. If there is sufficient contribution to the Mace Head observation at a

given time, above some multiple of the dilution sensitivitylimit, from air coming from

a geographical region deemed to be unsuitable for inclusionin the baseline (European,

local 9 grid boxes, Southerly or North American) then the observation at that time may

not be considered baseline. The same sensitivity is used foreach greenhouse gas as the

limit is in units comparable to the dilution matrix.

2.3.1.1 Statistical removal of outliers and baseline smoothing

It is possible that an observation point is misclassified as being baseline by the above

method. Possible reasons for this include errors in the transport model or meteoro-

logical fields, unexpected high emissions (e.g. from shipping), high local emissions
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and high levels of emissions in long-range transport from North America. In order to

remove these misclassified data points containing elevatedemissions, a statistical filter

is applied.

The statistical filter is applied individually to each data point classified as baseline.

For each baseline point a 50 day window around the point is used for the calculation,

with the criteria that this window surrounding the point includes at least 8 other base-

line points otherwise the baseline point of interest is not considered for removal. The

possibility of there being too few points is great as the statistical process is repeated 9

times, each time removing more points with an increasingly ‘fine’ filter. A quadratic

is fitted to all baseline points within the window and the standard deviation (σ) of the

points and the fitted curve is calculated. If the central baseline point of interest is more

than xσ away from the fitted point at the same time then the point of interest is marked

for exclusion. Only after the process has been repeated for all baseline points, and they

have been individually marked for exclusion or incorporation, are the points removed

from the set of baseline data. The process is repeated with x decreasing from 6 to 2 for

each iteration.

The points remaining following the filtering process are smoothed to form the final

baseline. Again, a 50 day window is used, centered on the point of interest and a

quadratic is fitted to the data. The fitted data point at the time of the point of interest is

recorded and used as the smoothed baseline value. If insufficient points appear in the

50 day window, or if they are not well spread, then the window may be extended by a

maximum of 28 days. After this, if there are still insufficient data points then a linear

function is used to give the final smoothed baseline value at the point.

2.3.1.2 Matching baseline to observations and calculatingbaseline noise

An estimate of the baseline is made for each point in time matching the raw observa-

tions. The above process is repeated for each point, using a quadratic fitted only to

values in the smoothed baseline. This gives an estimated baseline. A slightly shorter

time window of 28 days (increasing to a maximum of 52 days) is then applied and
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a quadratic is fitted to the estimated baseline and a mean of all the values within the

window is used as the final baseline concentration for that point in time.

The noise in the smoothed baseline is calculated as the standard deviation of the dif-

ference between smoothed-averaged baseline and the observations classed as baseline

(after the filtering stage). The values are 9.2 ppb for CH4, 0.25 ppb for N2O and 0.05

ppt for SF6. This baseline noise is used later in the inversion process as part of the cost

function and also in producing the random noise signal that is added to the observa-

tions.

If the observations from a receptor do not match the calculated baseline values, such

as for hourly reported Angus tower observations, the new baseline value to match the

observation is interpolated between the two baseline points at either side of the obser-

vation. It is also important that the data from the baseline station (Mace Head) and

the station from which observations are used for the inversion (Angus tower for this

study) are intercomparable. Corrections should be made to account for the use of dif-

ferent calibration scales. In this study no corrections have been made and the raw data

from Angus tower is used with the standard Mace Head baseline. Discrepancies in the

baseline arising from non-baseline air entering the domainis assumed to be accounted

for by the inclusion of a buffer zone, an area around the edge of the inversion domain

which is solved for but is not included in any estimates. It isdesigned to ‘buffer’ the

effect of above and below baseline air entering the inversion domain, which would lead

to elevated and depressed emissions respectively, a hypothesis that has been tested in

previous studies estimating UK emissions (Manning et al., 2011).

Figures 2.11, 2.12, and 2.13 show the filtered Angus tower data and Mace Head base-

line for CH4, N2O and SF6 respectively. The Mace Head baseline is shown in blue,

with above baseline Angus data (used in the inversion) shownin red and below base-

line Angus data (considered to be zero in the inversion) shown in green. The proportion

of data that falls below the baseline over the four year period is 17%, 26% and 41%

for CH4, N2O and SF6 respectively. It is expected that there will be below baseline

values due to the way the baseline is constructed, and by comparison, Manning et al.

(2011) used both data and baseline from Mace Head and reported average annual be-
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Figure 2.11: Angus tower CH4 observations for 2006 to 2009 showing data for use in the inversion
(red points) with the Mace Head baseline (blue points) and below baseline observations not used in the
inversion (green points).

low baseline perturbations to be 38% for CH4 and 35% for N2O. Less observations fall

below the baseline at the Angus tower compared to Mace Head asthe Angus tower

is land-locked and air arriving there is subject to terrestrial influences compared Mace

Head’s coastal situation with no recent land influence. It isalso possible that there is

a systematic bias due to the Angus and Mace Head data not beingcorrected for inter-

comparison. For Angus tower data CH4 and SF6 show similar levels of below baseline

values over the four year period, however N2O shows very few below baseline obser-

vations in 2006-2007 with more below baseline observationsoccurring in 2008 and

the majority of 2009 observations being below baseline. It is not expected that Angus

tower data would fall significantly below the baseline, which indicates an intercom-

parison issue with the two data sets that could relate to differing calibration scales

being used at each site. Inversions performed on these N2O data should be analysed

with caution. Data higher than the baseline would lead to theinversion overestimating

emissions, and lower than baseline data would lead to emissions being underestimated

by the inversion.
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Figure 2.12: Angus tower N2O observations for 2006 to 2009 showing data for use in the inversion
(red points) with the Mace Head baseline (blue points) and below baseline observations not used in the
inversion (green points).
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Figure 2.13: Angus tower SF6 observations for 2006 to 2009 showing data for use in the inversion
(red points) with the Mace Head baseline (blue points) and below baseline observations not used in the
inversion (green points).
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2.4 NAME Inversion Technique

In this section the NAME inversion technique is described. Prior to the inversion the

NAME backmaps are processed, as discussed in the ‘Matrix Definition’ section, and

the inversion grid is defined, as shown in the ‘Geographical Grid Definition’ section.

The purpose of the inversion is to estimate the emissions that are consistent with ob-

served atmospheric concentrations, which in this study arefrom the Angus tall tower

(AN). The observations (m) relating to the inversion domain have been produced by

subtracting the baseline time series (produced by the Met Office from Mace Head data,

as described in Manning et al. (2011)) from the Angus tower measurement time se-

ries. The NAME model has been used to estimate the source-receptor relationship

for each time corresponding to an Angus tower observation, which when combined

form a source-receptor matrix (A) of footprints for the time series of observations.

The unknown is the spatial distribution of emissions, the emission map (e) (which is

unknown):

m = Ae (2.2)

The problem that the inversion process is trying to minimiseis:

| m − Ae | (2.3)

2.4.1 Matrix Definition

The emissions are assumed to be constant over the inversion period of one calendar

year. Each element of the matrix of hourly varying air history maps is therefore mul-

tiplied by the same emission map in order to give the observation time series. The

air history maps created by NAME are time-integrated air concentrations in units of

g s m−3. These are divided by the total mass emitted during the particle release time,
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3600 (seconds hr−1) × 1 (hours)× 1 (g s−1 emission), to remove the mass dimension

and give a dosage in s/m3. The matrices are then multiplied by the area of the emis-

sion grid (m2) to transform them from a dosage into a dilution matrix, withunits of

s m−1. Each cell of the dilution matrix dilutes a continuous emission of 1 g m−2 s−1

from an underlying grid box over the previous 12 days to a concentration (g m−3) at

the receptor during the 1 hour particle release time.

2.4.2 Geographical Grid Definition

Grid cells within the inversion domain contribute differently to the signal seen at Angus

tower. Grid cells further from Angus tower are sampled less frequently and so have a

smaller impact upon the observed concentrations. Grid cells closer to Angus tower are

sampled more often and have a larger effect on the observations.

Although the same air history maps may be used for different gases, the gridding pro-

cedure is repeated separately for each gas due to missing data in the time series caused

by observation gaps or poor quality data. An emission sensitivity level, with units of

g m−2 s−1, is estimated for each gas according to the dilution sensitivity limit (derived

in the baseline analysis) and the baseline noise for each gas. The baseline noise for

CH4, N2O and SF6 are 9.2, 0.25 and 0.045 ppb respectively. Each grid box has tocon-

tribute to the signal at Angus tower above the respective sensitivity limit on a minimum

number of time periods over the course of the 1 year inversiontime period (arbitrarily

set to 240 1 hour periods, or 10 days). The minimum grid resolution (x) is equal to

the NAME grid resolution. If these criteria are not met the grid boxes are combined to

equal a 2x × 2x grid box and then re-tested. If the criteria are still not satisfied then

a 4x × 4x grid box is created. This process continues until the criteria are satisfied or

the maximum, 32x × 32x, size is reached. Once the final inversion grid is established,

this forms the resolution of the final inversion solution, orestimated emissions map. A

higher resolution can be expected closer to an observation point. Therefore it can be

assumed that if you want to have a higher resolution emissionmaps across a region you

should increase the number of observation points. An example inversion grid, created

for an inversion using Angus tower CH4 observations from 2007, is shown in Figure
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Figure 2.14:Distribution of grid sizes used for the inversion of Angus tower (AN) CH4 observations in
2007, showing grids 1x by 1x up to a maximum of 32x by 32x (wherex is approximately 10 km at Angus
tower). The maximum grid size and the location of the Mace Head station (MH) is shown. Also shown
(to show how a tall tower network might be possible) are the locations of 3 other towers not currently
monitoring atmospheric concentrations: Bilsdale (BD), Ridge Hill (RH) and Tacolneston (TN).

2.4.3 Inversion Method and Setup

This inversion scheme used in this study, devised by Manninget al. (2003), uses no

a priori information about the emissions within the inversion domain. The inversion

scheme starts from a random emission map. A schematic diagram of the inversion pro-

cess is shown in Figure 2.15. The resolution and format of thegrid remains unchanged

for the duration of the inversion process but the emissions within each grid cell are

optimised by the inversion process to produce a model time series at Angus tower that

best matches the observed time series according to a cost function. The dilution map

for each hour (combined within the dilution matrix) is multiplied by the emission map

for each hour to produce a time series of model observations for the entire inversion
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period. This time series will not contain any gaps, unlike the real Angus tower obser-

vations. The skill of each emission map produced is tested bycomparing the model to

the observes time series. To do this a cost function is used togive a score of the fit,

with a better fit producing a lower score. The cost function isshown in equation 2.4

(Manning et al., 2011).

CostFunction : [5(1− r)]+ [0.5NMSE]+ [4(1− fac2)]+ [20(1− facnoise)] (2.4)

Where r is the Pearson correlation coefficient, NMSE is the Normalized Mean Square

Error (Mean Square Error / (AvgObs x Avg Model)), fac2 is the Fraction within a

factor of 2 of observations, facnoise is the Fraction of model values within Noise of

the observations and Noise is the Standard deviation of baseline observations about the

defined smoothed baseline value (for the fac2 calculation, observations below the noise

level are considered to be zero).

For the initial stage of the inversion, each iteration produces a new (random) emission

map. If the cost function score for the new model time series,generated from this

emission map, is lower than the previous map then the new map is kept. There are

100,000 iterations in this stage. The second part of the inversion process uses the best

randomly generated emission map and then perturbs individual inversion grid squares

and the process of comparison with the observed time series continues, for 80,000

iterations for this stage.

This Simulated Annealing method (Press et al., 1992) at firstallows changes that create

a poorer cost function score, in order explore the full solution space. As the process

continues the method allows smaller deviations from the current best score in order

to improve the emission map. This inversion process is repeated 26 times, each time

starting from a different random grid and with a different time series of random noise

(described in the section below) applied to the Angus observations, in order to give a

spread of emission map estimates and therefore an estimate of the uncertainty in the

emission map solution. The mean of all 26 emission maps goes towards providing
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the final estimates for comparison with the inventory estimates. Figure 2.15 shows

a simplified schematic diagram of the main inversion process, including the various

inputs and outputs to the process.

Figure 2.15 is a schematic diagram showing the inversion process and the pre-processing

carried out on data used in the inversion. The pre-processing includes: i) NAME air

history maps are produced and compiled into a dilution matrix, ii) raw observations

from the Angus Tower are processed to give tower observations, and iii) dilution ma-

trix and tower observations are used to define the grid of the inversion domain. The

stages of the 26 inversions performed are also shown, including: i) the adding of ran-

dom noise to the observed time series, ii) the comparison of model and observed time

series using the cost function, iii) this initial stage of 100,000 iterations involving the

production of new random emission maps for each iteration, and iv) the second stage

of 80,000 iterations involving the manipulation of individual grid squares per iteration.

The final inversion solution emission map is shown to be a meanof the 26 inversion

solution emissions maps from each of the 26 inversions.

2.4.3.1 Random Noise Signal Applied to Angus Observations

The noise used is intended to simulate the combined uncertainties in the inversion,

such as errors in the observations, dispersion and meteorology. This noise is an ap-

proximation as it is not possible to define the product of the combined uncertainties

on the inversion solutions. The random noise applied to the observations, which varies

with each inversion, is intended to allow the inversion ensemble to explore a larger so-

lution space with the hope of capturing the true solution within the range of estimates.

Although the starting emission maps used in the inversion are random, the air history

maps (within the dilution matrix) remain constant per inversion, as does the input gas

observation time series. The adding of noise to this time series creates an element of

variation within each of the 26 inversions performed. The resulting emission maps

from this ensemble will cover a greater range, which is more likely to contain the true

emissions compared to a reduced range, while the mean emission map is still used as

the final solution.The random noise signal (hereafter referred to as simply the ‘noise’
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Figure 2.15: Schematic diagram showing the inversion process used to estimate emissions and the data
pre-processing carried out on data used in the inversion.
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or the ‘1/5 setting’ noise) is multiplicative and is taken from a log-normal distribution

with mean one and variance set, arbitrarily, to one fifth of the baseline Noise (described

above) Manning et al. (2011). The baseline Noise for each gasis as follows: 9.2 ppb

for CH4, 0.25 ppb for N2O and 0.05 ppt for SF6.

2.5 Analysis of Results

The inversions are performed for each calendar year for eachgas and are repeated an

arbitrary 26 times. The mean of these 26 inversion solution emission maps is used

to give the final UK totals that are compared to the NAEI and thespread of the 26

inversions is used as an indicator of the uncertainty.

As the inversion domain is much larger than the UK, the regioncorresponding to the

UK needs to be ‘cut out’ of the inversion domain. To do this a mask is created for each

year from the NAEI emission maps (Figure 3.11). The area of the inversion domain that

corresponds to the NAEI (as shown in the mask) is referred to as the ‘UK only’ (UKo)

region. As the inversion domain is made up of varying sized grids, some of these grids

are split when the UKo region is created. It is possible that emissions from the UK are

placed outside the UKo region when an inversion grid box extends outwards from the

UK. For this reason a second region is ‘cut out’ of the inversion domain. This region

is known as the ‘UK plus’ (UKp) region and includes all areas of the inversion domain

that correspond to the NAEI emission maps plus the total of any whole grid boxes that

are partially contained within the UKo region. In order to get a final estimate for total

UK emissions the mean of these two regions is used. The inversion solution emission

map totals and spatial distributions for CH4 and N2O are compared to the NAEI but

only the totals are compared for SF6 as no spatial distributions of emissions for this gas

are given.

Sources of uncertainty in the inversions stem from the various input data, including

meteorology, dispersion and observations. Within the inversion process itself there are

a number of parameter choices based upon work in previous studies (Manning et al.,

2011) and on experimentation using pseudo data (as will be shown in the following
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Figure 2.16: NAEI emission map for UK CH4 2007 (following interpolation onto NAME grid), with
colourbar scaled with the Inversion emission map (figure a) and with an independent colourbar scale
(figure b).

section). Uncertainty analysis in previous studies using the NAME inversion technique

concern the total emission estimates (Manning et al., 2011). In order to assess the

spatial uncertainty in estimated emissions associated with the inversion a metricρ is

used here to represent the range of emissions estimated by the 26 individual inversions

used to produce the mean inversion emission solution maps.ρ is given as a percentage

and is derived from the standard deviation of the emission estimates for each grid cell

between the 26 inversions and is normalised by dividing the standard deviation by the

mean emission for the given grid cell.

2.6 Pseudo Observation Experiment

In order to test the inversion set up a Pseudo Observation Experiment was performed.

This involves creating a set of pseudo observations from an existing emission map.

An inversion is then performed using the pseudo observations to assess if the system

can retrieve the original emission map, or ‘truth’, that created the observations. The

inversion was run with the pseudo observations without adding a noise signal in order

to check that the inversion setup is capable of reproducing realistic solution emission

maps. Inversions with a random noise signal added to the pseudo observations were

also performed to investigate how errors, from the transport model or observation errors

for example, would affect the inversion. The effect of noiseon an inversion using real
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Angus tower data is also investigated by performing an inversion with real observations

with and without the noise signal.

For this pseudo data experiment the National Atmospheric Emissions Inventory (NAEI)

CH4 2007 emission map was used (Figure 2.17). This map has a 1 km2 resolution, but

was averaged onto the NAME grid (Figure 2.18). The NAME simulations created for

2007 were used to produce a time series of pseudo-observations at Angus tower from

the emission map, i.e. the time series that could be observedgiven the NAEI if the

baseline and other non-UK regional emissions were removed from the signal, assum-

ing the NAEI emission map reports the true emissions.

With just one receptor (Angus tower), the resolution of the inversion grid, following

the gridding procedure, is of a much lower resolution than the NAME grid, as can be

seen in Figure 2.14. This means that it is impossible for the inversion to get back to the

original ‘true’ emission map in terms of resolution. It is still possible that the inversion

can produce an emission solution that has the same map total as the ‘true’ emission

map. It is also possible to further average the NAEI emissionmap onto the inversion

grid in order to make spatial comparisons.

2.6.1 Pseudo Data Without Noise

The inversion was set up as shown in the previous section. Thebaseline data was set to

zero, as there are no emissions entering this domain when emissions within the domain

are used to create the pseudo-observations. The inversion was run an arbitrary 26 times

without any random noise signal being added to the pseudo-observations.

The mean emission map solution, presented in Figure 2.19, shows emissions almost

exclusively within the UK in the centre of the domain while some emissions are lo-

cated out in the North Sea. The total emissions for the whole emission map is 2.4

Tg y−1 and the main areas of emissions are found in central Scotlandand throughout

central England. Figure 2.20 shows both the time series produced by this inversion

solution emission map and the NAEI ‘truth’ emission map. Thetwo time series match
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Figure 2.17:NAEI produced UK emissions map for CH4 in 2007 at a 1 km2 resolution (courtesy of the
NAEI).
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Figure 2.18: NAEI UK emissions map for CH4 in 2007 interpolated onto the NAME grid with a reso-
lution of 0.09 degrees latitude by 0.14 longitude, and log-transformed to show resolution.

extremely well with a correlation of 0.99. The model produced observations fail to

reach the high magnitude of some of the observed peaks but otherwise the signals are

in close agreement, particularly considering that the pseudo-observations were created

from a finer resolution grid compared to the model observations. The failure of the

model to reproduce the exact concentration during the highest peaks could be related

to the high point source emissions coming from very small geographical areas not re-

solved by the inversion grid.

To compare the inversion solution to the NAEI inventory emission map the region

equivalent to the NAEI map was cut out of the inversion solution emission map, and is

referred to as the ‘UK only’ (UKo) region (Figure 2.21a). A second region is also cut

out, referred to as the ‘UK plus’ (UKp) region (Figure 2.21b), which includes the UKo

region plus the whole inversion grids that are partially included in the UKo map. The

NAEI emission map has been presented on a matching colour scale in Figure 2.21c.

The inversion places the main sources of emissions in similar locations to the true

NAEI map, with central Scotland and England containing the highest emission grids.
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Figure 2.19: Mean inversion solution emission map using pseudo observations created from the NAEI
UK emissions map for CH4 in 2007, following the interpolation onto the NAME grid, without a noise
signal being added to the pseudo observations for the inversion. The title states that this is the mean
inversion emission solution and gives the inversion time period (format: mmyy-mmyy) and the total
map emissions (MapT) in Tg/y. The maximum value for the map is1.27e-06 g/m2/s.
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Figure 2.20: CH4 time series from the Angus Tall Tower for 2007 (in ppb), created from the mean
inversion solution emission map (giving the model time series in blue, labelled ‘01’), and the pseudo
observations, created using the NAEI UK emissions map for CH4 in 2007 interpolated onto the NAME
grid (giving the observed time series in red, labelled ‘obs’).
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The UKo region total underestimates the NAEI total of 2.321 Tg y−1, with an annual

total of 2.086 Tg. The UKp region is much closer to the true NAEI total, with total

emissions being 2.316 Tg y−1, just 0.005 Tg y−1 less. Figure 2.21d shows the result of

subtracting the NAEI emission map from the inversion emission map. The red (blue)

values show where the inversion estimates higher (lower) emissions than the NAEI.

Some areas of the UK are white, meaning that the emissions placed in these areas by

the inversion match the NAEI truth. Much of the UK is a chequerboard of light red

and light blue, indicating that the inversion is not placingthe emissions in exactly the

correct places geographically, but there are no large areasof one single colour. The

area with the most disagreement is within the small grids in Central Scotland, close to

the Angus tower receptor. This is where the grids are smallest and also corresponds to

an area of high emissions coming from the Grangemouth refinery area. The inversion

places the emissions closer to Angus tower than they appear in the true NAEI emission

map.

The total emissions and the model time series are very close to the truth. The geo-

graphical mismatches occur throughout the UKp region without bias in any particular

direction. This could be the result of the limited spatial resolution into which the in-

version can place the emissions. Figure 2.21 shows that the inversion can produce an

emissions map that satisfies the criteria (correct total andclose match to the observed

time series) but with some innaccuracy in the spatial distribution of emissions.

2.6.2 Pseudo Data With Noise

The study by Manning et al. (2011) added a random noise signalto the observations in

order to simulate uncertainties in the dispersion, meteorological data and atmospheric

observations. This random noise signal is multiplicative and is taken from a log-normal

distribution with mean one and variance set, arbitrarily, to one fifth of theNoise. The

Noisebeing the standard deviation of baseline observations around the smoothed base-

line. The same pseudo experiment is repeated with the addition of this same random

noise, as used by Manning et al. (2011), and the mean inversion solution emission map

is shown in Figure 2.22.
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(a) UK only (b) UK plus

(c) NAEI
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(d) Inversion - NAEI

Figure 2.21: Mean 2007 CH4 inversion solution emission map for the ‘UK only’ (Figure 2.21a) and
‘UK plus’ (Figure 2.21b) regions for inversions using pseudo observations without an added noise signal.
The 2007 NAEI emission map for CH4 following interpolation onto the inversion grid is shown inFigure
2.21c and the result of subtracting this from the Inversion UKp map is shown in Figure 2.21d.
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Figure 2.22: Mean inversion solution emission map using pseudo observations created from the NAEI
UK emissions map for CH4 in 2007, following the interpolation onto the NAME grid, with a noise
signal (standard1/5 setting) being added to the pseudo observations.
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The highest emissions are placed within the UK in central Scotland and England, in

similar locations to where the pseudo experiment with no noise added placed the main

emissions. The main difference with this emission map is theappearance of low level

emissions throughout the inversion domain over the oceans (Figures 2.19 and 2.22).

These ocean areas contained zero emissions in the NAEI truthmap that was used to

make the time pseudo-observations time series used in the inversion. The emissions

outside the UK region in Figure 2.22 are a direct result of theaddition of the random

noise. It is not certain, without cutting out the UK region, if the ocean emissions come

from the noise only or if the noise causes UK emissions to be placed outside the UK

region. The UK region is cut out of the inversion domain and presented in Figure 2.24,

as will be discussed.

The model and pseudo-observations time series show a high correlation of 0.97 (Figure

2.23). The timing of the pseudo-observations peaks is captured well by the model

time series, however, the magnitude of the concentrations is not reproduced well. At

the high peaks the model underestimates the concentrationsand when there are low

pseudo-observations the model overestimates concentrations.

Once the UK is cut out from the inversion domain it is evident that the emissions

placed in the UK are not sufficient to recreate the UK total (Figure 2.24). Both the

UKo (Figure 2.24a) and UKp (Figure 2.24b) underestimate theNAEI total, with total

emissions of 1.27 and 1.61 Tg y−1 respectively. Emissions placed outside the UK are

not only the product of the noise directly, but the uncertainty the noise adds causes UK

emissions to also be placed outside the UK. With such a large area of zero emissions in

the NAEI truth map, the inversion is provided with a large area into which it can place

emissions. The spatial distribution of the main UK emissions is similar in the inversion

map to the true NAEI map, apart from one large area of high emissions placed in the

south west of England that appear in the south east in the NAEImap. In Figure 2.24c

the majority of the UK is shown in blue, meaning that the mean inversion solution

emission map is mostly underestimating the emissions coming from the UK. These

emissions have been spread around the rest of the inversion domain, as the inversion

domain total in Figure 2.22 shows. The exception to this underestimation is in the south
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Figure 2.23: CH4 time series from the Angus Tall Tower for 2007 (in ppb), created from the mean
inversion solution emission map (giving the model time series in blue), and the pseudo observations,
created using the NAEI UK emissions map for CH4 in 2007 interpolated onto the NAME grid (giving
the observed time series in red).
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(a) UK only (b) UK plus

(c) NAEI
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(d) Inversion - NAEI

Figure 2.24:Mean 2007 CH4 inversion solution emission map for the ‘UK only’ (2.24a) and ‘UK plus’
(2.24b) regions for inversions using pseudo observations with an added noise signal (1/5 setting). The
2007 NAEI emission map for CH4 following interpolation onto the inversion grid is shown inFigure
2.24c and the result of subtracting this from the Inversion UKp map is shown in Figure 2.24d.
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west of England where the inversion solution slightly overestimates the emissions from

that region, and also in some of the areas of low emissions around the edge of the UK

region.

2.6.3 Pseudo Data With Reduced Noise

It is clear that with a random noise signal added to the pseudo-observations signal,

the uncertainty added to the observations is enough to causethe inversion to under-

estimate the total emissions for the UK, whilst at the same time managing to capture

the geographical extent of the main sources. This added noise, coupled with the large

areas of NAEI emission map that contain no emissions to restrain the inversion, causes

a large underestimate in the total emissions as UK NAEI emissions are spread across

the whole inversion domain. To further investigate the sensitivity of the pseudo data

experiment to the noise, a further inversion was performed using a smaller random

noise signal. The variance component of the noise was set to alower value of1/50 and

compared to the original1/5 setting.

The mean inversion solution emission maps from both the1/50 (Figure 2.25a) noise set-

ting inversion produces emissions with very similar spatial distributions to the previous

inversion using the standard1/5 noise setting. The same pattern is seen when the NAEI

map is subtracted from the inversion solution emission map,such that the inversion un-

derestimates emissions within the UK other than in the southwest of England, where

emissions are overestimated (Figures 2.25b). The total emissions are 1.86 Tg y−1 for

the 1/50 noise setting inversion. This suggests that with less noisethat is added, the

closer the inversion gets to the true total of 2.32 Tg y−1. The correlation between the

model and observed CH4 concentration time series also improves with less noise, from

0.97 to 0.98 for the1/5 and1/50 noise settings respectively.

In this pseudo experiment the added noise signal causes the inversion to produce an

emission map solution that underestimates the total emissions but that adequately dis-

tributes the emissions spatially. The underestimation still occurs even after reducing the

magnitude of the random noise signal. It is therefore suggested that the experimental
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(a) 1/50 noise setting (UK plus)
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(b) Inversion (1/50 noise setting) -
NAEI

Figure 2.25: Mean 2007 pseudo-CH4 inversion solution emission map for the ‘UK plus’ region, with
the 1/50 noise setting (2.25a), and the NAEI 2007 CH4 emission map subtracted from the1/50 noise
setting map (2.25b).
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setup, which includes a large area of zero emissions in the NAEI ‘true’ emission map

used to create the pseudo observations, is the main factor responsible for the inversion

failing to reproduce the true emission map.

2.6.4 Real Angus Tower Data Inversion With and Without Noise

The effect of adding noise in the pseudo data experiment was to reduce the UK emis-

sions and spread those emissions out across the inversion domain to areas where the

NAEI ‘true’ map contained zero emissions. There were no emissions constraints on the

inversion outside the central area in the truth map. To see the effect of noise in a real

inversion situation the inversion setup was then applied toreal Angus tower CH4 ob-

servations for 2007 with the standard1/5 random noise setting and without the random

noise. To do this the zero baseline used with the pseudo-observations was replaced

with the Mace Head baseline (Manning et al., 2011). All othersettings were kept the

same as in the previous runs.

Both inversion solution emission maps produced show a very similar spatial distribu-

tion of emissions. The map produced for the inversion including noise (Figure 2.26a)

has a greater total for the inversion domain by 0.4 Tg y−1. Unlike the pseudo data ex-

periment the map produced with noise seems to have higher emissions within the UK

while the map produced with no noise has higher emissions in Ireland and in central

Scotland, closer to the Angus tower receptor. Outside the UKthe south eastern corner

of the inversion domain contains high emissions for both sets of inversions. The zero

noise inversion also places more emissions in the buffer zone to the east of the UK,

which do not appear in the inversion with noise. Both maps contain elevated emissions

outside the UK within the ocean regions. The ocean emissionsare smallest in the far

south west of the inversion domain. In order to compare the two regions the UK region

is cut out from the inversion domain, as the emissions placedin the edge buffer zone

include baseline error and should not be analysed. In isolating the UK it will be possi-

ble to see if the higher map total from the inversion with the added noise is a result of

the inversion spreading the UK emissions out across the inversion domain, as was the

case in the pseudo observation experiment.
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(a) 1/5 noise setting

(b) no added noise

Figure 2.26: Mean inversion solution emission maps from inversions using real 2007 CH4 data from
Angus tower and the Mace Head baseline, with a noise signal with the1/5 setting (2.26a) and without
an added noise signal (2.26b) being added to observations for the inversion.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.27: CH4 time series from the Angus tall tower for April to June 2007, created from the mean
inversion solution emission map (giving the model time series in blue ‘01’), against real observations
from Angus tower observations (in red ‘Obs’). Time is plotted on the x axis and CH4 concentration
(ppb) is plotted on the y axis for (a) with noise and (b) without noise.
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(a) 1/5 noise setting (UK plus)
matching scale

(b) zero noise setting (UK plus)
matching scale
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(c) 1/5 noise setting (UK plus)
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(d) zero noise setting (UK plus)

Figure 2.28: Mean 2007 CH4 inversion solution emission map for the ‘plus’, with the1/5 inversion
noise setting (2.28a) and the zero noise setting (2.28b). Figures show the result of subtracting the NAEI
emission map from the1/5 noise setting map (Figure 2.28c) and the zero noise setting map (Figure
2.28d).

The model time series are very similar for the inversions both with noise and with-

out noise added (Figure 2.27). The model concentrations tend to underestimate the

observations. Both model observations capture the Angus observations equally well

temporally but underestimate the Angus tower observations. The inversion with zero

noise captures the observed signal more closely and this is evident in the correlations,

which are 0.70 for the inversion with noise and 0.73 for the inversion with zero noise.

The UKo totals are 1.95 and 1.72 Tg y−1 for the with noise and without noise in-

versions respectively. The UKp totals are 2.73 and 2.60 Tg y−1 for the with noise and

without noise inversions respectively and these emission maps are shown (on matching

colour scales) in Figures 2.28a and 2.28b. The spatial distribution of the main emis-

sion sources in both maps is similar but the region of elevated emissions in the south
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west is much stronger compared to the rest of the UK emissionsin inversion solution

emission map produces with the added noise signal (Figure 2.28a). This larger area of

high emissions, produced by the inversion including noise,is likely to contribute sig-

nificantly to the higher UK total compared to the zero noise inversion emission map.

The comparisons against the NAEI, in Figures 2.28c and 2.28d, are presented in or-

der to examine how the emission maps produced by inversions with and without noise

compare to the NAEI inventory estimates. The spatial distribution of higher and lower

estimated emissions is the same for both inversion emissionmaps. One exception to

this is the grid square immediately above the large high emission grid in the south west,

which estimates higher emissions than the NAEI for the inversion with noise and lower

emissions than the NAEI for the inversion with zero noise.

2.6.5 Discussion

The inversion using pseudo observations with no added noisewas able to reproduce

the total emissions and the main spatial structure of the ‘true’ emission map, giving

confidence in the inversion setup. Some geographical misplacement of the emissions

occurred and it has been suggested that this was due to the ‘true’ emission map being

on a much finer resolution than the inversion solution emission map. In the second

inversion the effect of adding a random noise signal to the pseudo observations was

investigated, and the sensitivity of the inversion to the magnitude of the noise signal

was also tested. The spatial structure of emissions within the UK, in the inversion

solution, were preserved following the addition of noise but the total emissions were

reduced. Emissions were placed in areas of the inversion domain where there were zero

emissions in the ‘truth’ map. Reducing the level of noise added to pseudo-observations

resulted in smaller artefacts in the inversion emission map. This result shows that it is

possible that a real inversion might place UK emissions in areas of the ocean outside

the UK where low emissions are expected, causing the total emissions to be artificially

low. However, when a real inversion was performed with and without the noise only a

small difference was shown in the UK emission totals and the main spatial distribution

of emissions was similar in both emission maps. The small difference in UK emission
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totals shown for the real inversions performed with and without noise suggest that

there are more complexities involved in a real inversion. The random noise (with the

1/5 setting) used in the pseudo observation and real observation experiments is the same

level of noise applied to the real observations by Manning etal. (2011) to attempt to

simulate the combined uncertainties of errors in the meteorology, the transport model,

the observations and the inversion process, but there is no absolute method available

to define these combined uncertainties (Manning et al., 2011). Real data contains real

noise, so it is possible that the effect of the noise could have been exaggerated in the

pseudo observation experiment due to the lack of noise in thepseudo observations prior

to the inversion process. The random noise signal in the realinversion changes with

each iteration of the inversion with the purpose of providing a larger solution space

for the inversion process to explore, improving the possibility of capturing the true

solution. It is assumed that this noise signal is adequate for this purpose.

2.6.6 Summary

In this chapter all the components necessary to estimate UK emissions of CH4, N2O

and SF6 using the NAME inversion technique have been introduced anddiscussed:

the atmospheric observations, the atmospheric dispersionmodel, the baseline and the

inversion technique. In the last section the ability of NAMEinversion to retrieve emis-

sions from Angus tower observations with a range of added Angus tower observation

signal noise has been explored. The methods used in the following two Chapters are

based upon the principles outlined in this Chapter.
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Chapter 3

Angus Tower Inversions

3.1 Introduction

In the previous two chapters the raw data from the Angus tower(AN) was presented,

and the NAME inversion technique was described and tested using pseudo observa-

tions. In this chapter the real observations from Angus tower are used in order to

estimate the total UK emissions and spatial distribution ofCH4, N2O and SF6 for the

years 2006-2009.

Bottom up emission estimates of CH4, N2O and SF6 are provided by the National At-

mospheric Emissions Inventory (NAEI). The atmospheric concentration of these gases

are recorded at the Angus tall tower, being measured quasi-continuously and reported

hourly. The NAME inversion technique (presented in Chapter2) provides a mechanism

by which these observations can be used to evaluate the NAEI emission estimates and

to infer spatially resolved emission estimates on a regional scale. In order to link the

receptor to the spatial locations of the sources, atmospheric transport needs to be mod-

elled. Moreover, an atmospheric inversion needs to be performed in order to bridge

the gap between measured concentrations, source magnitudes and spatial and temporal

distributions.

A recent study by Manning et al. (2011) used atmospheric observations of CH4 and

N2O from the Mace Head station (MH), on the west coast of Irelandto infer UK
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and north west European emissions from 1990-2007. The Northern Hemisphere mid-

latitude baseline mixing ratios were calculated and removed from the signal at Mace

Head, to create the observations used in the inversion. Manning et al. (2011) performed

inversions using 3 hourly averaged concentration data overa 3 year inversion period.

The 3 year inversion window was moved forward one month at a time and repeated

over the whole time frame. Annual emission estimates for a given year were taken

from a mean of all the 3 year inversion windows that include a complete calendar year

for that year. The technique is independent of inventories as it uses no a priori esti-

mates. A good agreement with the inventory estimates was reported for N2O over the

whole period, while CH4 agrees poorly with the model estimates in the 1990’s but well

in the 2000’s.

The objective of this chapter is to use observations from theAngus tower, combined

with the Mace Head baseline produced by the Met Office (Manning et al., 2011),

within the NAME inversion framework in order to estimate source magnitudes and

distributions over the UK for CH4, N2O and SF6 from 2006 to 2009. The inversion

is performed for a single year on a smaller domain with a higher grid resolution than

previous studies (Manning et al., 2003, 2011) and results are compared to the NAEI

inventory estimates.

3.2 Methods

The NAME inversion technique used in this Chapter was developed by Manning et al.

(2011). A detailed overview can be found in Chapter Two of this technique and how

it has been adapted for use with Angus tower observations, a smaller inversion domain

and grid resolution size, and a shorter inversion period used in this study. In this section

details of how the methods outlined in Chapter 2 are applied to this study are shown.

In Chapter Two a pseudo experiment was performed using pseudo CH4 observations

and NAME backmaps for 2007. This showed that the adapted NAMEinversion tech-

nique can be used to reproduce the UK emission total and the spatial distribution of

emissions, although at a lower resolution than the input truth map.
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For results shown in this Chapter, the NAME model was run for four years from 2006

to 2009, in order to produce hourly backmaps showing the areas of surface contribution

to the atmospheric observations at Angus tower. Baseline time series produced at the

Met Office from observations at Mace Head (as outlined in Manning et al. (2011)) for

CH4, N2O and SF6 were removed from the Angus tower observations to leave time

series intended to be representative of the regional signalof observations (hereafter

referred to as the observations).

Inversion grids were defined and inversions were performed for each year and each

gas separately, using an inversion period for each single calendar year only to infer

emissions about that year. For each year and each gas the inversion was repeated 26

times. For each inversion within the ensemble of 26 a random noise signal (described

in Chapter Two) was added to all Angus tower observations to simulate error in the

meteorology, dispersion and observations and so to allow a larger solution space to

be explored. A total of 312 inversions were performed to giveresults shown in this

Chapter (4 years× 3 gases× 26 inversions). For each year and gas, a mean of the

26 inversions is used as the best estimate of UK emissions andthe spread of the 26

inversions is used to give an uncertainty estimate.

Although only the cut out UK areas of the domain are used to provide emission esti-

mates, the whole domain is solved for, including the buffer zone.The buffer zone is an

area around the edge of the inversion domain which is solved for but is not included

in any estimates. It is designed to ‘buffer’ the effect of above and below baseline

air entering the inversion domain, which would lead to elevated and depressed emis-

sions respectively. Emissions are placed in the buffer zonethat are not consistent with

emissions from the UK, so non-systematic discrepancies, such as seasonally varying

emissions, may also be placed there. These emissions being placed at the edge of

the domain, furthest from the receptor, so that they have theleast statistical impact

upon the majority of model observations produced. It is likely that the buffer zone

will contain elevated emissions in the south east region of the domain, as air entering

the domain here will have encountered recent European influences.To provide the final

estimate of total UK emissions a mean of the UK only and UK plusregions is used.
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This, with the spatial distribution of emissions for CH4 and N2O, is compared to the

National Atmospheric Emissions Inventory (NAEI) inventory estimates.

3.3 Results

Results are presented for inversions using Angus tall towerdata for CH4, N2O and

SF6 from 2006-2009. UK total emission estimates from the inversion solution are

compared to inventory values from the NAEI for each gas. CH4 inversion emission

estimates are also compared spatially to the NAEI. The inversion solution emission

maps presented are a mean of the 26 emission maps produced by the 26 inversions per-

formed for each gas for each annual inversion time period. Inthis results section the

figures are accompanied by descriptive text only. All explanation and interpretation is

in the following discussion section of the Chapter. Emission estimates and concentra-

tion time series produced by the inversion may be referred toas the ‘model’ estimates

and observations.

3.3.1 Methane

Figures 3.1, 3.3, 3.5 and 3.7 show the mean inversion emission solution maps for the

years 2006-2009 respectively. Common to all of these Figures: the largest areas of high

emissions are in the most south easterly grid boxes, which are also the largest 32 x 32

size. Emissions are consistently higher in this south eastern region. Emissions north,

west and south-west of the UK are consistently low, with the majority of emissions

coming from the land. Exceptions to this are the relatively low emissions, shown in

pale green, appearing to the west of Scotland, to the north-east of Scotland and also

at the very north of the inversion domain. More significant non-land emissions can be

seen in the North Sea, off the west coast of England all the wayto the English Channel

off the south coast of England. These areas are not in the edge‘buffer zone’ of the

inversion domain. The highest UK land emissions within the UK are in England and

some parts of southern Wales. Emissions from Northern Ireland, northern Scotland,

north-west Wales and Cornwall have consistently low emissions throughout the years.
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Table 3.1: Table showing the total annual UK CH4 emissions for 2006-2009 from the inversion and the
NAEI. Inversion totals are for the area masked out by the NAEI(’UKo’), and for the area masked out
plus any entire inversion grid that is within the mask (’UKp’).

Year UKo Inver-
sion total
(Tg/y)

UKp Inver-
sion total
(Tg/y)

Final Inversion
total (mean of
UKo and UKp)
(Tg/y)

UK NAEI re-
ported total
(Tg/y)

2006 1.32 1.92 1.62 2.26
2007 1.95 2.73 2.34 2.19
2008 2.52 3.00 2.76 2.13
2009 1.45 3.18 2.32 2.09

The size of the inversion grid cells generally increase as you move further from the

Angus tower. A summary of the UK emission totals is shown in Table 3.1. The CH4

results are presented year by year in the following sections.

3.3.1.1 CH4 in 2006

Figure 3.1 shows the mean inversion solution emission map from 26 inversions for

2006. The total emission for the inversion domain is 10.6 Tg y−1, however, this amount

includes any uncertainties in the baseline that get pushed towards the edge of the do-

main into the ‘buffer zone’. The resolution of the grids decreases as you get further

away from the Angus tower. Lower emissions, shown in blue, cover the majority of

areas over the sea but also areas in the north of Scotland, south of Ireland, south-west

Wales and south-west England. Higher emissions, in green, yellow and orange are

shown in the rest of the UK mainland and also over the continental areas within this in-

version domain. The higher emissions in the UK run north to south along the centre of

England, with elevated emissions also appearing around theGlasgow area in Scotland.

There are some low emissions (green in colour) off the west coast of Scotland and also

to the north of the inversion domain. More significant oceanic emissions are found in

the English Channel and off the west coast of the UK. These emissions off the west

coast are greater than any other water-based emissions appearing in the inversion do-

main. The emissions off the south coast of England are particularly difficult to pinpoint

due to the larger size of grid box in the English Channel between England and the north
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Figure 3.1: Mean CH4 inversion solution emission map for the UK inversion domain2006
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of France / Benelux regions. In Ireland the only significant emissions seem to come

from a region on the west coast where the Mace Head monitoringstation is situated.

Otherwise there are low emissions in northern and southern Ireland. There are also low

emissions placed in south-western Wales, north-west Scotland and in Cornwall. Once

the UK has been ‘cut out’ from the rest of the inversion domainthe total emissions are

1.62 (+/- 0.30) Tg y−1, this value being the mean of the ‘UK only’ (1.32 Tg y−1) and

‘UK plus’ (1.92 Tg y−1y) cut out totals. The NAEI CH4 total for the UK for 2006 is

2.26 Tg y−1 (Table 3.1).

The UK has a total land area of approximately 2.44× 1011 m2 (CIA, 2012), resulting

in a mean CH4 flux of 2.97 g m−2 s−1 according to the NAEI estimate. If the emissions

were evenly distributed, all areas of the UK would be dark yellow in colour on the

emission maps. Deviations from this mean emission shown in the maps are evidence

of definite structure in the placement of emissions.

A time series of the model and real observations (excursionsfrom the baseline) for

CH4 in 2006 is shown in Figure 3.2. The cost function within the inversion process

compares the model and observed time series, attempting to bring the model time series

closer to the observed by changing the emission map. This is because the model time

series is created by multiplying each of the hourly backmapsby the current emission

map. As the emission map approaches the truth the model time series becomes more

like the observed and the cost function decreases. The modeltime series in Figure 3.2

comes from a mean of all 26 inversion solution emission maps and is therefore not a

direct product of a single inversion process.

The 2006 observations fall mostly on, or above the baseline.These ‘excursions from

the baseline’ do, however, often fall below the baseline with one extended period of

low sub-baseline observations occurring in August. No clear seasonal cycle is evi-

dent in these regional observations, following the removalof the baseline from the

raw observations. Spikes in concentration occur throughout the year, with the highest

recorded observation being in October. The model observations for 2006 capture the

general pattern of observations, with a correlation of 0.64. Some of the larger spikes

are re-created well by the emission map, such as the 5th of May and the 10th of Oc-
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Figure 3.2: Model (Blue ‘01’) versus observed (Red ‘Obs’) CH4 time series from the Angus tall tower
for 2006. Observed values shown after removal of the baseline (calculated by Alistair Manning using
Mace Head data) from the raw Angus observations. Time is plotted on the x axis and CH4 concentration
(ppb) is plotted on the y axis.
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tober, but occasionally the magnitude of the spike is not captured, such as the 23rd of

January. This ability to capture the high observations doesnot seem to be dependent

upon the duration of the high observation, as the model is capable of capturing peaks

lasting from a few hours to a number of days.

3.3.1.2 CH4 in 2007

The mean inversion solution emission map produced for 2007 is shown in Figure 3.3.

The largest area of high emissions again appears in the southeast of the inversion do-

main. The largest area of high emissions in the UK appears around south east Wales,

reaching down to the south coast and across to the centre of England. Elevated emis-

sions are again seen around the south of the Glasgow area in Scotland. Emissions

in northern and southern Ireland also appear to be more uniform, with higher emis-

sions running north to south in the centre. The emissions in southern Ireland do not

contribute to the UK total, but are reported here for interest. The southern tip of Ire-

land has lower emissions compared to the rest of the country.The estimated UK total

for 2007 is 2.34 (+/- 0.39) Tg y−1, this value being the mean of the ‘UK only’ (1.95

Tg y−1) and ‘UK plus’ (2.73 Tg y−1) totals. The NAEI CH4 total for the UK for 2007

is 2.19 Tg y−1.

The 2007 observations frequently fall below the baseline value, as shown in Figure

3.4. The most notable period with many troughs falling belowthe baseline is from

late August to mid-September. Other episodes showing low values include late Jan-

uary to early February and late October to mid-November, although low values occur

throughout the year. During these low observation periods the model does reflect this

by producing low model observations. As the inversion solution emission map contains

no sinks, the model time series cannot drop below zero.

The correlation between model and observed CH4 time series in 2007 is 0.70. The

model often captures the observations well, particularly during the extended episodes

of elevated observations in October to December, but there are times when the model

fails to capture the peaks in magnitude (in late March) or in timing (early August). The
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Figure 3.3: Mean CH4 inversion solution emission map for the UK inversion domain2007
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Figure 3.4: Model (Blue ‘01’) versus observed (Red ‘Obs’) CH4 time series from the Angus tall tower
for 2007. Observed values shown after removal of the baseline (calculated by Alistair Manning using
Mace Head data) from the raw Angus observations. Time is plotted on the x axis and CH4 concentration
(ppb) is plotted on the y axis.
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model is also seen to produce a significantly elevated model observation in late March

that does not correspond to a high measured observations from Angus tower.

3.3.1.3 CH4 in 2008

Compared to the previous two emission maps, Figure 3.5 (showing an inversion for

2008) shows more elevated emissions in the east / north-eastof England. Emissions

off the east coast of England also seem to be higher, whereas emissions off the south

coast are lower than estimated for previous years. The highest emission from a single

grid box is highest here than for any of the other years, with an emission in the north-

east of England reaching 1.48 x 10−6 gm−2s−1. Some emissions off the west coast of

Ireland show emissions comparable to those in Ireland. Scotland still has comparably

low emissions, except for the same grid of elevated emissions appearing to the south

east of Glasgow. The estimated UK total for 2008 is 2.76 (+/- 0.24) Tg y−1, this value

being the mean of the ‘UK only’ (2.52 Tg y−1) and ‘UK plus’ (3.00 Tg y−1) totals. The

NAEI CH4 total for the UK for 2008 is 2.13 Tg y−1.

The observations in 2008 show no seasonal cycle once the baseline has been removed

from the raw observations (Figure 3.6). There are frequent observations below the

baseline, with one episode in late April going almost 100 ppbbelow the baseline.

During these low episodes the model observations do remain low. The spikes that

occur are often captured in time but not magnitude, with a correlation of 0.62 between

the two time series. The larger concentration spikes lasting for only a few hours are

particularly poorly constrained, most noticeably in October to December. Compared

to previous years, 2008 has few multi-day episodes of high observations. Those that

are seen are reflected by the model to varying degrees of skill. The episode in mid-

September shows good correlation at the start of the episode, but the model fits poorly

at the end of the episode.
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Figure 3.5: Mean CH4 inversion solution emission map for the UK inversion domain2008
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Figure 3.6: Model (Blue ‘01’) versus observed (Red ‘Obs’) CH4 time series from the Angus tall tower
for 2008. Observed values shown after removal of the baseline (calculated by Alistair Manning using
Mace Head data) from the raw Angus observations. Time is plotted on the x axis and CH4 concentration
(ppb) is plotted on the y axis.
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Figure 3.7: Mean CH4 inversion solution emission map for the UK inversion domain2009
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3.3.1.4 CH4 in 2009

As Figure 3.7 shows, 2009 seems to show the lowest total emissions for the inversion

domain (9.2 Tg y−1). The largest emissions in the UK appear along the centre to the

west side of England and the south-east of Wales. In the south-east of the inversion do-

main there are more 32 x 32 grid boxes than there have been in inversions for previous

years. This suggests that less air masses passed within 100 mof the ground in that area

on their way to the Angus Tower than during previous years. Another possible reason

for there being more larger grid boxes is the lack of observations at Angus tower at

times when air originating in the south-east arrived at the tower due to interruptions in

observations. There is an extra 32 x 32 grid in the south east of the domain meaning

that the emissions in that region, which usually tend to be high, are spread over a larger

region. For this reason the individual colour scale for Figure 3.7 shows up more of the

lower end emissions, particularly those in the ocean regions. This colourbar makes the

lower emissions and elevated emissions in a larger area around central Scotland and

the far south east of England more obvious. The highest emissions are still located in

the same UK regions. The estimated UK total for 2009 is 2.32 (+/- 0.86) Tg y−1, this

value being the mean of the ‘UK only’ (1.45 Tg y−1) and ‘UK plus’ (3.18 Tg y−1) to-

tals. There is the greatest uncertainty, and difference between UK and UK only totals,

for 2009 compared to any other year.

Figure 3.8 clearly shows the lack of real observations from January to late March. A

similar pattern is seen in the model and the real observations but again the magnitude

of the high peaks in observations is not well captured by the model. The exceptions

are the 6th of April and around the 30th of October, where the model recreates the

spikes well. The overall correlation between the two time series is 0.69 and the below

baseline observations are reflected well in the model with low model values.

3.3.1.5 Emissions From UK only and UK plus Regions

In order to estimate the UK total emissions, the UK area needsto be isolated from the

rest of the inversion domain. Two regions are ‘cut out’ of theinversion domain: the
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Figure 3.8: Model (Blue ‘01’) versus observed (Red ‘Obs’) CH4 time series from the Angus tall tower
for 2009. Observed values shown after removal of the baseline (calculated by Alistair Manning using
Mace Head data) from the raw Angus observations. Time is plotted on the x axis and CH4 concentration
(ppb) is plotted on the y axis.
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(a) 2006 (b) 2007

(c) 2008 (d) 2009

Figure 3.9: Mean CH4 inversion solution emission map for the ‘UK plus’ area for 2006 - 2009

‘UK only’ region, which corresponds to the area used by the NAEI for UK emissions;

and the ‘UK plus’ region, which includes the UK only region plus the remainder of any

complete inversion grid cells that are partially incorporated into the UK only region.

The UK plus regions of the inversion domains for 2006 to 2009 are shown in Figure

3.9 and described in the text. The UK only regions are also shown in Figure 3.10. A

summary of the model UK total emissions for each year for bothregions, along with

the NAEI estimates are presented later in the chapter in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.17.

Figure 3.9 shows the UK plus region of the inversion domain from the mean inversion

solution emission map for 2006-2009. The total emissions are 1.92, 2.73, 3.00 and

3.18 Tg y−1 for 2006 to 2009 respectively. In 2006 the highest emissionsper grid cell

are found in central Scotland, north east England, central to eastern England and over

a large grid covering south east Wales and part of southern England (Figure 3.9a). In

2007 the higher emissions per grid cell are found in similar areas but are less evenly

distributed (Figure 3.9b). The highest emissions come fromthe large grid cell cov-
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(a) 2006 (b) 2007

(c) 2008 (d) 2009

Figure 3.10:Mean CH4 inversion solution emission map for the ‘UK only’ area for 2006 - 2009

ering south east Wales and parts of southern England and emissions from this cell

are approximately double the next highest emissions in any other grid cell. In 2008

the main emissions are again placed close to central England, with low emissions in

northern Scotland, Northern Ireland, east Wales and south east England. A grid cell in

central to north east England contains the highest emissions per grid cell, more than

in any other year (Figure 3.9c). The emission map produced for 2009 shows similarly

distributed high and low emissions throughout the UK to the previous 3 years. The

central Scottish emission is more significant than in previous years and within central

England the higher emissions per grid cell appear further north. The inclusion of a

large high emission grid cell off the far south east of England, reaching into Europe,

is unique for this emission map. This large emission source is mostly outside the UK

coastline.

The UK only regions of the inversion domain are shown in Figure 3.10. The emis-

sion totals for the UK only regions are 1.32, 1.95, 2.52 and 1.45 Tg y−1 for 2006-2009
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.11: NAEI emission map for UK CH4 2007 (following interpolation onto NAME grid), with
colourbar scaled with the Inversion emission map (figure 3.11a) and with an independent colourbar scale
(figure 3.11b).

respectively. All emission totals are lower than the UK plusregions, as a smaller pro-

portion of the inversion domain forms the UK only domain. Theunderlying emission

maps are the same for each year so the distribution of the emissions is the same as the

UK plus regions, which are described in the previous paragraph.

3.3.1.6 Comparing 2007 CH4 Emissions to the NAEI

In the following section the 2007 CH4 emissions in the UK plus region are compared

to the NAEI estimates for the same year. In Figure 3.11 the 2007 NAEI CH4 emission

map is presented on the same colour bar scale (Figure 3.11a) as the CH4 inversion

emission map for the same year and on an independent colour bar scale (Figure 3.11b).

The NAEI data have been aggregated from the original 1× 1 km2 resolution to the

lower resolution of the NAME grid. The NAEI estimates are then interpolated to the

inversion grid used for CH4 in 2007 for comparison with the inversion solution emis-

sion map.

The distribution of high to low biased emissions relative toNAEI is more clearly seen

in figure 3.11a, and the highest emission sources are more obvious in Figure 3.11b.

The highest emissions are in central England. Significant emissions are also placed in

central Scotland, north east England and south east England. The off-shore emissions

off the east coast of Scotland are also significant compared to many areas of the UK,
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Figure 3.12:NAEI emission map for UK CH4 2007 (following interpolation onto Inversion grid)

and most of Scotland. Southern and northern Scotland and central to northern Wales

contain the lowest emissions. Low emissions are also placedin south west England.

The most recent NAEI total UK CH4 emission reported to the UNFCCC for 2007

is 2.19 Tg y−1, however the total seen in these Figures is 2.32 Tg y−1. At the time

of processing, only the older emissions data were available. These are used for the

spatial comparisons, however the most recently reported totals are used for the final

comparisons shown in table 3.1.

Figure 3.12 shows the NAEI emission estimates interpolatedonto the inversion grid.

The highest emissions per grid cell appear in central England and Scotland. The off-

shore emissions in the North sea are also sufficiently high toshow up on this scale even

while they have been spread over a large area.

The annual total for the whole inversion domain for 2007 is 11.1 Tg y−1 of CH4. Once

the area corresponding to the NAEI emissions map has been cutout of the domain

the estimated UK total is 1.95 Tg y−1 (Figure 3.13). The highest area of emissions

shown in the inversion solution estimate is south east Wales/ south east England. High

emissions are also seen from mid to north east Wales up to the north east of England.
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Figure 3.13: Mean inversion solution emission map for UK CH4 2007 (cut out according to the NAEI
mask)

The Glasgow area of Scotland also shows elevated emissions.The ‘UK plus’ emission

map is shown in Figure 3.14 (cut out from the NAEI emission mapafter interpolation

onto the inversion grid). Some of the grids that extend out from the NAEI emission map

area do fall on continental Europe but most of the extended area consists of ocean. This

increased area of the inversion domain included in the totalleads to a greater annual

estimate of 2.73 Tg y−1 for this ‘UK plus’ emission map, an increase of 0.78 Tg y−1.

The final inversion estimate reported is 2.34 Tg y−1 and is a mean of the UK only and

UK plus regions, as shown in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.17.

The red areas in Figure 3.15 show where the inversion emission map estimates higher

emissions than the NAEI. The opposite is true for the blue regions. Around the south

east of Wales, where the inversion puts the largest area of high emissions, the inversion

emissions are higher. The inversion also overestimates, compared to the NAEI, mostly

around the areas with lower emissions. The areas of higher emissions are much less

significant for the inversion emission map relative to the NAEI. The percentage error, as

shown in Figure 3.16, is far greater for the highest areas of emissions according to the

NAEI emission map, with the scale saturating at 200%. The inversion map used here
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Figure 3.14: Mean inversion solution emission map for UK CH4 2007 (the ‘UK plus’ map, cut out
according to the NAEI mask but including whole inversion grids that fall within, or partly within, the
NAEI mask)
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Figure 3.15: Inversion emission map minus the NAEI emission map for UK CH4 2007 on the inversion
grid
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Figure 3.16: Inversion emission map minus NAEI emission map divided by the inversion map (right)
showing the percentile difference, with the ‘UK plus’ region marked out by a black dashed line.

for comparison is the ‘UK plus’ map, and so has a higher total emission than the NAEI.

Overall the inversion map seems to spread the emissions overmore regions, whereas

the NAEI emission map concentrates emissions to small areas, which we know to be

true from the fine resolution NAEI emission map.

A summary of the inversion and NAEI UK total emissions for 2007 are shown in Table

3.1 and are presented graphically in Figure 3.17. Figure 3.17 additionally gives an

estimate of the uncertainty, with the bars coming from the 25th and 75th percentiles of

the 26 inversion solution emission maps. The mean is taken asthe final estimate. As

both the ‘UK only’ and ‘UK plus’ solutions were both used to get the final estimate,

both of these have then been used as a measure of the uncertainty. The lowest 25th

percentile is found in the ‘UK only’ data and the highest 75th percentile is found in

the ‘UK plus’ data, so both of these are used for the upper and lower arms of the

uncertainty bars respectively. The mean of the UK only and UKplus emission maps

will henceforth be refered to as the final total. The final total is only lower than the

NEAI in 2006, for the other 3 years it is higher (Table 3.1). The final total is closest to

the NAEI in 2007 and 2009 and the NAEI total falls within the UKonly and UK plus

totals for both of these years. The difference between the UKonly and plus totals is
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greatest in 2009 and smallest in 2008. The reason for this large difference in 2008 is

clear from Figure 3.9, where the ‘UK plus’ map includes a large 32 x 32 grid square

from the tip of south east England extending out onto the continent. For all years the

NAEI totals fall within the 25-75th percentiles of the inversion ensembles. The range

between the UK only and UK plus means is also contained withinthe uncertainty of the

NAEI estimates. According to the NAEI, the UK total CH4 emissions are decreasing

from 2006 to 2009 at a rate of approximately 0.06 Tg y−1. The final inversion estimates

show an increase between 2006 and 2008 at a rate of approximately 0.38 Tg y−1. The

estimate then falls by 0.44 Tg y−1 between 2008 and 2009.

Figure 3.17:UK emission estimates for CH4. NAEI (UNFCCC reported) inventory estimates are shown
as columns with associated uncertainties plotted left of centre of the columns. The red squares with black
crosses are the mean of the ‘UK only’ mean and ‘UK plus’ mean inversion emission estimates, and the
solid black boxes show the range between these mean estimates. The uncertainty bars running through
the black boxes come from the 25th percentile of the ‘UK only’ emission maps for the lower arm, and
the upper arm comes from the 75th percentile of the ’UK plus’ emission maps.

The estimated spatial distribution of uncertainties in theinversion method for the 2007

CH4 inversion are shown in Figure 3.18. This Figure shows the areas where the 26

inversions that make up the mean inversion solution emission map are most certain

of the emissions. Areas with the lowest uncertainty in the inversion method include

parts of central England, Northern Ireland and most of Scotland, with values ranging
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Figure 3.18:The spatial uncertainty in the inversion method for the 2007CH4 mean inversion estimate
using Angus tower observations. The uncertainty is derivedfrom the standard deviation per grid cell
between the 26 inversion solutions and is normalised by dividing by the mean emission for each grid
cell. Higher uncertainties give a higher percentage.

between 70 an 110%. The least uncertain grid cell on within the UK coastline is the

large grid cell that covers south east Wales and parts of southern England. The areas

that have the highest range of uncertainty in the inversion method between the 26

inversion solution emission maps are along the east coast ofthe UK and south of the

Angus tower, near Dundee and on the border between England and Scotland.

3.3.2 Nitrous Oxide

Mean inversion solution emission maps are shown for N2O for 2006 to 2009. The

model N2O time series produced at Angus tower using the emission mapsare then

shown and compared to the observed concentrations (raw observations - Mace Head

baseline). The UK regions are then cut out of the inversion domain and the total esti-

mated emissions are compared to the NAEI inventory estimates.

Figure 3.19 shows the mean inversion solution emission mapsfor N2O for 2006 (Figure
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(a) 2006 (b) 2007

(c) 2008 (d) 2009

Figure 3.19:Mean inversion solutions for N2O for 2006-2009 (all on the same colour scale).

3.19a), 2007 (Figure 3.19b), 2008 (3.19c) and 2009 (Figure 3.19d). The map totals

are shown to decrease each year, from 1567 Gg y−1 in 2006 to just 235 Gg y−1 in

2009. In 2006 the highest area of emissions appears on the continent, in the far south

west corner of the inversion domain and along the central eastern edge of the domain.

Within the UK the main emissions are placed in central and northern Scotland and

England. Emissions outwith these areas are of a similar magnitude to emissions that
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are placed in the ocean. A distinctive area of elevated emissions can be seen starting

off the western coast of Scotland and spreading out towards the western edge of the

inversion domain. Results from the 2007 inversion (Figure 3.19b) do not show the

high emissions typically seen in the south eastern edge of the inversion domain and the

domain as a whole has a total of 1212 Gg y−1. All of the highest emissions are found in

the UK and Ireland. The highest emissions are placed in central Scotland, north eastern

to central eastern England and central Ireland. Emissions placed in other areas of the

UK are similar in magnitude to those placed in the oceans. Themean emission map

created for 2008 (Figure 3.19c) has a total of 620 Gg y−1. The highest emission grid

is in north eastern England, with other high emissions placed in central Scotland and

central to eastern England. Elevated emissions are also seen extending off the eastern

coast of the UK to the edge of the domain and also in the far south and south west

of the domain. Outside the UK the northern, north western andwestern areas of the

domain contain very low levels of emissions. The lowest total emissions are produced

in the 2009 emission map, with the majority of the map having close to zero emissions.

The higher emissions are placed in southern England and in the far south east of the

domain.

Figure 3.20 shows the mean N2O inversion solution emission maps for 2006-2009. The

2006 emission map remains unchanged but the 2007 emission map (Figure 3.20b) more

clearly shows the similar levels of emissions placed in the UK and the surrounding

oceans. The 2008 and 2009 maps show a similar pattern, although both of these maps

have very low emissions placed in the northern ocean areas.

Figure 3.21 shows the observed (red) versus modelled (blue)N2O time series at Angus

tower for 2006-2009. The greatest correlation, of 0.54, between the two time series

occurs in 2006, decreasing to 0.51 in 2007 and 0.46 for both 2008 and 2009. The ob-

servations (being the raw observations minus the Mace Head baceline) are also highest

in 2006. Year by year the observations get lower, with more observations occurring

below the zero line each year, meaning that they are below theMace Head baseline

values. In 2009 the majority of observations appear below zero, and so would be

classed as zero for the purpose of the inversion, leaving only the highest peak levels
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(a) 2006 (b) 2007

(c) 2008 (d) 2009

Figure 3.20:Mean inversion solutions for N2O for 2006-2009 (all on independent colour scales).

reaching above zero. No seasonal signal appears to be present for any of the years, with

peaks occurring at intervals throughout the year. In 2006 the peaks are both over- and

underestimated by the inversion. The modelled observations capture the general trend

in the observations but tend to underestimate more frequently than overestimate. In

2007 there are large gaps in the observations in the early part of the year and lower ob-

servation spikes compared to the previous year. The generaltrend of the observations
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Figure 3.21: Model (Blue ‘01’) versus observed (Red ‘obs’) N2O time series from the Angus tall
tower for 2006 to 2009 (top left to bottom right). Observed values shown after removal of the baseline
(calculated by Alistair Manning using Mace Head data) from the raw Angus observations. Time is
plotted on the x axis and N2O concentration (ppb) is plotted on the y axis.
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is sometimes captured by the model but the inversion is not capable of reproducing

the same high frequency fluctuations that are seen. The modelboth over- and under-

estimates the observations. The timing of peaks and troughsin the observations is

sometimes captured by the model but the magnitude of the modelled concentrations

does often match. In early October the timing of increasing and decreasing emissions

is captured but the modelled concentrations are lower. For 2008 many observations

appear below zero, this effect is more dominant from April toSeptember. Excursions

from zero by the observations are captured extremely well onoccasion, such as in early

to mid-September, but at other times the model fails to reproduce the same concentra-

tions, as seen in early February and November. In 2009 there is a large data gap from

the start of the year to the end of March. Throughout the rest of the year the majority

of the observations are below the zero line. When peaks do reach above zero they are

not well captured by the model and are greatly underestimated in magnitude.

3.3.2.1 Emissions From UK only and UK plus Regions and Comparison of N2O
Totals to the NAEI

In order to find the total UK emissions the ‘UK only’ (UKo) and ‘UK plus’ (UKp)

regions were cut out of the inversion domain using the NAEI masks. The final totals

for each year are taken as the mean of the UKo and UKp maps. The cut out emission

maps are shown in Figures 3.22 and 3.23, and the totals are sumarised in Table 3.2.

Figure 3.22 shows the UK only region of the mean inversion emission solution maps

for 2006 to 2009. The total emission increases from 136 to 184Gg y−1 from 2006 to

2007, then it drops to 110 and 39 Gg/y in 2008 and 2009 respectively. In 2006 (Figure

3.22a) the main emissions are placed in central Scotland andnorthern England, with

elevated emissions also seen in northern Scotland. In 2007 (Figure 3.22b) much larger

areas of emissions are placed in northern and central to eastern England. Some central

and north-western Scottish emissions are also present. Theemission map for 2008

(Figure 3.22c) places the highest emissions in eastern England. Scottish emissions

are less significant compared to the previous two years and significant emissions are

also placed in central England. The emissions in 2009 are significantly lower than for
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(a) 2006 (b) 2007

(c) 2008 (d) 2009

Figure 3.22:Mean N2O inversion solution emission map for the ‘UK only’ area for 2006-2009.
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(a) 2006 (b) 2007

(c) 2008 (d) 2009

Figure 3.23:Mean N2O inversion solution emission map for the ‘UK plus’ area for 2006-2009.

every other year (Figure 3.22d). The emissions are presented on independent colour

scales so it is possible to see that the highest grid of emissions in 2009 is a large grid

square situated in the far south east of the UK. Northern English and central Scottish

emissions also feature with northern Scotland containing very few to zero emissions.

The UK plus (UKp) region includes whole inversion grid cellsthat have some part

of their area within the UKo region. The UKp region of the inversion domains for

2006 to 2009 are shown in Figure 3.23. The emission totals arein the same order

as the UKo maps but the percentage increase varies greatly between each year. The

greatest increase is seen in the 2009 map (Figure 3.23d) for which a 90% increase is

seen between the UKo and UKp regions. The main reason for thislarge increase is the

large grid bow that appears in the far south east, which extends over to the continent.

The years 2006 and 2007 also show high increases in emission total, of 82% and 68%

respectively (Figures 3.23a and 3.23b). Unlike the 2009 UKpmap, the extra emissions

for these two maps come from all around the UK coastline. The smallest increase, of
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Table 3.2: Table showing the total annual UK N2O emissions for 2006-2009 from the inversion and the
NAEI. Inversion totals are for the area masked out by the NAEI(’UK only’), and for the area masked
out plus any entire inversion grid cell that touches the mask(’UK plus’).

Year UKo Inver-
sion total
(Gg/y)

UKp Inver-
sion total
(Gg/y)

Final Inversion
total (mean of
UKo and UKp)
(Gg/y)

UK NAEI re-
ported total
(Gg/y)

2006 136.08 247.81 191.95 121.66
2007 184.48 310.39 247.44 120.06
2008 109.87 154.43 132.15 117.61
2009 38.95 74.27 56.61 111.64

40%, is seen in the 2008 map (Figure 3.23c).

Table 3.2 shows a decreasing trend in total UK N2O emissions at a rate of approxi-

mately 2.51 Gg y−1 over the 4 year period. The final inversion estimate increases from

2006-2007 but then falls steeply from 2007-2009. The final estimate is higher than the

NAEI for the first three years but drops below the inventory estimate in 2009 (Figure

3.24). Only in 2008 does the NAEI estimate fall within the UKoand UKp mean totals.

There is significant overlap of uncertainties for every year, with the NAEI total consis-

tently falling within the 25th and 75th percentiles of the inversion estimate and with

the inversion estimate falling well within the large N2O uncertainty error bars. The

inversion estimates are 57%, 106% and 12% higher than the NAEI for 2006, 2007 and

2008 respectively but the compared to the NAEI, the 2009 inversion estimate is 49%

lower.

3.3.3 Sulfur Hexafluoride

Figure 3.25 shows the mean inversion solution SF6 emission maps for 2006 to 2009,

all on the same colour scale. Total emissions for the inversion domains increases from

2006 to 2009 with the exception of 2008, which shows the lowest total emissions for

the domain of 256.3 t y−1 (Figure 3.25c). The highest areas of emission in all maps

is found in the far south east of the inversion domain, and in central to south England

for the UK. Other than 2007, the southern UK emissions for allother years are within
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Figure 3.24:UK emission estimates for N2O. NAEI (UNFCCC reported) inventory estimates are shown
as columns with associated uncertainties plotted left of centre of the columns. The red squares with black
crosses are the mean of the ‘UK only’ mean and ‘UK plus’ mean inversion emission estimates, and the
solid black boxes show the range between these mean estimates. The uncertainty bars running through
the black boxes come from the 25th percentile of the ‘UK only’ emission maps for the lower arm, and
the upper arm comes from the 75th percentile of the ’UK plus’ emission maps.
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(a) 2006 (b) 2007

(c) 2008 (d) 2009

Figure 3.25:Mean inversion solutions for SF6 for 2006-2009 (all on the same colour scale).

the UK coastline with low emissions being placed in the English Channel. For 2007

there are lower emissions in the south of the UK and these emissions have been placed

in the English Channel. Ocean emissions are minimal for all years. Relative to UK

placed emissions some ocean emissions are seen in the north and west of the inversion

domains for 2007 and 2009. The 2006 map shows some elevated emissions on the east

of the domain, within the ‘buffer zone’.
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Figure 3.26: Model (Blue ‘01’) versus observed (Red ‘Obs’) SF6 time series from the Angus tall tower
for 2006 to 2009 (top left to bottom right). Observed values shown after removal of the baseline (calcu-
lated by Alistair Manning using Mace Head data) from the raw Angus observations. Time is plotted on
the x axis and SF6 concentration (ppt) is plotted on the y axis.
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Figure 3.26 shows the modelled inversion versus the observed SF6 time series at Angus

tower for 2006 to 2009. Relative to the modelled time series,the observed time series

show a decreasing trend from the start to the end of each year.This effect is more

obvious in 2006 and 2008, where the peak observations are lower in magnitude than in

2007 and 2009. The observations appear at fewer discreet intervals than the modelled

concentrations. The observations often appear to be at morethan one concentration

simultaneously. This is not the case, instead there is much fluctuation between the

relatively few possible concentrations available and the observations are at a high fre-

quency. The model is still able to capture the timing of most major peaks, though the

modelled peaks tend to be shorter in length than the observations, often coinciding with

the highest point of the peak. The modelled peaks mostly underestimate the magnitude

of the peaks, with few exceptions. The correlations betweenthe time series are 0.55

(2006), 0.48 (2007), 0.52 (2008) and 0.58 (2009).

3.3.3.1 Emissions From UK only and UK plus Regions and Comparison of SF6

Totals to the NAEI

In order to find the UK total emissions the ‘UK only’ (UKo) and ‘UK plus’ (UKp)

regions were cut out of the inversion domain using the NAEI masks. The final totals

for each year are taken as the mean of the UKo and UKp maps. The cut out emission

maps are shown in Figures 3.27 and 3.28, and the totals are summarised in Table 3.3.

As was seen in Figure 3.25, the UK emissions are predominantly in southern and cen-

tral England (Figure 3.27) in the UK only (UKo) regions. Thisincludes 2007 but the

colour bar for this figure is particularly high to account fora small area of high emis-

sions off the south east coast of England. With the exceptionof 2007, the inversion

total increases from 2006 to 2009 at a rate of approximately 4.5 t y−1, from 39 t y−1

in 2006 to 53 t y−1 in 2009. Southern UK emissions are stronger compared to central

UK emissions in 2008 and 2009, whereas in 2007 central English emissions are more

significant.

Figure 3.28 shows the UK plus (UKp) regions cut out of the inversion domain. The

percentage increase for each map varies dramatically, withthe highest increase from
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(a) 2006 (b) 2007

(c) 2008 (d) 2009

Figure 3.27:Mean SF6 inversion solution emission map for the ‘UK only’ area for 2006-2009.

UKo to UKp occurring in 2007. The percentage increases are 47%, 168%, 18% and

33% for 2006-2009 respectively. The large increase from UKoto UKp in 2007 is due

to an extremely high emission grid in the far south east, which extends into continental

Europe. An even larger grid is added to the region in 2009 but this does not have as

large an impact upon the total due to the lower emissions in this grid. The emission

totals for the regions are 42 t y−1, 57 t y−1, 49 t y−1 and 61 t y−1 from 2006-2009 re-

spectively, with a summary of the data appearing in Table 3.3. The map totals increase

from 2006 to 2009, but 2007 has the highest emissions following the addition of the

high emission grid box in the UKp region.

Figure 3.29 and Table 3.3 summarise the total estimated emissions from the inversions

and compare the totals with the NAEI inventory estimates. The NAEI trend decreases

from 2006 to 2009 at a rate of 2.5 t y−1 whereas the inversion estimates show an in-

creasing trend over the same period of 4.7 t y−1. The inversion estimates are 5%, 39%,

39% and 51% greater than the NAEI for 2006 to 2009 respectively. The uncertainty in
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(a) 2006 (b) 2007

(c) 2008 (d) 2009

Figure 3.28:Mean SF6 inversion solution emission map for the ‘UK plus’ area for 2006-2009.

the inversion estimates is also shown to be much greater thanthe NAEI for each year.

In 2006 the inversion agrees very well with NAEI, with the inversion total being very

close to the NAEI and within the NAEI uncertainty. The ‘UKo - UKp’ range overlaps

with the NAEI total in 2006 and 2007 only, 2008 and 2009 are both significantly larger

than NAEI, though the NAEI total falls within the lower arm ofthe inversion 25th per-

centiles for these years. As seen in Figure 3.28, the difference between UKo and UKp

is greatest in 2007.

3.4 Discussion

Each year the mean inversion solution emission maps produced for each gas consis-

tently placed the relative high and low emissions throughout the UK. Where this is not

the case there is more reason to be uncertain about the inversion results. There is uncer-

tainty in the NAEI inventory estimates but the main anthropogenic UK source regions
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Table 3.3: Table showing the total annual UK SF6 emissions for 2006-2009 from the inversion and the
NAEI. Inversion totals are for the area masked out by the NAEI(’UK only’), and for the area masked
out plus any entire inversion grid cell that touches the mask(’UK plus’).

Year UKo Inver-
sion total
(Mg/y)

UKp Inver-
sion total
(Mg/y)

Final Inversion
total (mean of
UKo and UKp)
(Mg/y)

UK NAEI re-
ported total
(Mg/y)

2006 33.99 49.54 41.77 40.00
2007 31.24 82.69 56.97 35.00
2008 45.08 53.01 49.05 30.00
2009 52.37 68.89 60.63 30.00

Figure 3.29:UK emission estimates for SF6. NAEI (UNFCCC reported) inventory estimates are shown
as columns with associated uncertainties plotted left of centre of the columns. The red squares with
black crosses are the mean of the ‘UK only’ mean and ‘UK plus’ mean inversion emission estimates,
and the solid black boxes show the range between these mean estimates. The uncertainty bars running
through the black boxes come from the 25th percentile of the ‘UK only’ emission maps for the lower
arm, and the upper arm comes from the 75th percentile of the ’UK plus’ emission maps.
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are well understood, even if the absolute magnitude is uncertain, and the inversion is

consistent in placing high emissions in these areas and lower emissions in areas such

as the north of Scotland for most inversions. With data from just one tower the NAME

inversion does remarkably well at placing emissions, although uncertainty in the mag-

nitude of emissions remains high. Inversions for each gas are discussed separately and

general comments are found at the end of the section.

3.4.1 Methane

The NAME inversion technique assumes the baseline to be accurate, but is able to

operate if the baseline is uncertain. The edge region of the domain, or ‘buffer zone’

is where uncertainties in the baseline are placed. As the majority of emissions in the

buffer zone are placed in the south east of the domain, this suggests that the baseline

is most in error when the air comes from this direction. The fact that the inversion

places high emissions here shows that the air entering the domain from this direction

must have higher concentrations of the greenhouse gas than the baseline estimates.

The south east of the domain also contains areas of continental Europe that are known

to have high emissions but inferring emission estimates about this region is beyond

the scope of this study as this area is close to the buffer zonedue to the small size of

the inversion domain. As the baseline is calculated from Mace Head data using the

NAME model to retain observations when clean westerlies areadvected to the site,

is is sensible to assume that air arriving at Angus tower fromthe south east, having

potentially encountered continental emissions in its recent history, will contain elevated

concentrations of the gases compared to the Mace Head baseline. The low emissions

placed in the buffer zone from the south west around to the north west of the inversion

domain indicate that the baseline is effective for air arriving from these directions,

assuming that recirculation has not taken place. Recirculation of air is modelled in the

NAME domain, but information about touchdown points is onlyrecorded within the

inversion domain itself. There are some emissions placed out in the north and west of

the inversion domain. These could be caused by inaccuraciesin the baseline due to

recirculating air from a polluted continental region, or even from long range transport
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of large North American sources (Ryall et al., 1998). Elevated emissions could also be

placed in the ocean if large, seasonally varying emissions occur on the land between

the observation station and the area of seemingly elevated ocean emissions, as the

inversion would not be able to place them around the other land based UK sources that

are much lower in magnitude.

For CH4, the inversion solution emission map produced for each yearappear as ex-

pected, with high emissions placed over the land in the UK andlow emissions placed

in the oceans. High emissions are placed in the buffer zone inthe far south east to

account for the Mace Head baseline underestimating concentrations of air masses that

have recently encountered European sources. This suggeststhat the Mace Head base-

line, combined with the method of leaving a buffer zone, is adequate for allowing

the inversion to apportion sources successfully within theinversion domain. Further

sensitivity tests are necessary, using real or pseudo observations, to examine how the

magnitude of the emission is affected by the baseline.

It has been discussed that the inversion successfully places high and low emissions

in areas where such emissions are expected. The more detailed comparison of inver-

sion solution emission map to the inventory estimated emission map for CH4 in 2007

shows more precisely where the inversion places lower and higher emissions relative

to the inventory. The highest areas of emissions, accordingto the NAEI, in central

Scotland and central England are both lower in magnitude according to the inversion.

This is mirrored by areas further away from the Angus tower receptor having elevated

emissions that have higher emissions when compared to the NAEI. If the inventory is

assumed to be correct, then this effect could be due to seasonal variations observed

in reality. The pseudo experiments performed earlier in thethesis showed that the in-

version can produce accurate total emissions even with minor geographical misplace-

ment (due partially to the fine resolution of the true emission map compared to the

more coarse inversion solution emission map). The additionof noise in the pseudo

experiment caused a lowering of the emission total despite robust spatial placement of

emissions but when a real inversion was performed with and without noise this effect

was not seen in the mean inversion solution emission map. Theadded noise in the real
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inversions allowed the inversion to explore a larger range of possible solutions, leading

to a range of inversion solutions that make up the mean used inthe main analysis. Fu-

ture testing of the inversion setup should include raising and lowering the baseline and

repeating the inversion as it is not certain if the added noise is sufficient to account for a

discrepancy caused by using data from two towers using varying calibration scales. In

Figure 3.16, which shows the subtraction the NAEI from the inversion emission map,

we see this effect of areas of emissions overestimated by theinversion compared to

the NAEI appearing further from Angus than areas of underestimated emissions. It is

also possible that the natural emissions, which are more predominant in areas with low

emissions, are underestimated by the NAEI and that the NAEI overestimates some of

the main anthropogenic sources.

The size of the grid cells varies across the inversion domain, getting larger as you move

away from the observation point at the Angus tower. It is not possible with one tower

to distinguish between distant high emission point sourcescompared to spatially dif-

fuse sources. The size of the grid cells in a given area depends on the frequency of

air transported close to the surface over that area (within the defined threshold height).

The large observation gap at the start of the year in 2009 causes there to be a large

grid cell in the south east of England. With less observations available there are fewer,

larger grids making up the inversion domain. This causes theUK plus total in 2009

to be much larger than the UK only total compared to other years. If extra observa-

tion stations were placed in the UK this could limit the amount of time where no UK

observations are available and provide more constant monitoring. In this situation the

length of the inversion period could have been increased, toinclude more observations

outside 2009, and the mean of all inversions within the 2009 calendar year could be

used to estimate 2009 UK emissions (a method used by Manning et al. (2011)). It is

suggested that the UK plus CH4 emission total for 2009 is artificially high due to the

size of this grid cell, which includes large areas of Europe close to the buffer zone. As

it stands, without observations to constrain the model in January, February and the first

half of March, the solution emission map is biased towards the other months of the

year.
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With only one tall tower operational in the UK as of 2012, in Scotland, this also high-

lights the difficulties in separating UK emissions from continental ones. An additional

tower placed in the south east of the UK would sample the surrounding areas more

frequently than the Angus tower in Scotland, meaning that the inversion grid cells

would be smaller surrounding the receptor. This would allowfor better geographical

apportioning of source regions in that area and would make iteasier to distinguish UK

emissions from EU emissions around the south east of the country, where significant

sources are shown to be.

In Manning et al. (2011) the region representing the UK, fromwhich the emissions that

make up the UK total are taken, are arbitrarily chosen. The grid cells included are not

as fitted to the UK as the UK only maps in this study, nor do they extend away from

the UK as much as some of the grids in the UK plus maps. All of thegrids in the UK

plus maps contain some part of them within the UK only area, which corresponds to

the area considered to be the UK in terms of emission estimates by the NAEI. A high

emission on the UKo map might be spread over the whole inversion grid box that is

not included in the UKo total. It is also possible that non-UKemissions outside the

UK domain could be included in the UKp total, particularly inthe south east of the UK

where high land-based European emissions are relatively close to the UK. By taking a

mean of the totals from the two maps (UKo and UKp) an attempt ismade to capture

all possible UK emissions without choosing arbitrarily which area should be retained

for the total. The difference between these mean values is shown as an uncertainty on

the final UK total estimate. This uncertainty is especially large in 2009 for CH4 due to

the inclusion of the large, high emission, grid box that extends into Europe in that year

(caused by there being fewer observations in that year).

Results for 2006 and 2007 UK emission totals from Manning et al. (2011) are both

lower than the reported inventory values, at 2.07 and 1.88 Tgy−1 for 2006 and 2007

respectively. This study uses similar techniques to those used for the results presented

in this thesis. The results presented here for the UK CH4 totals are lower compared to

both Manning et al. (2011) and the inventory in 2006, but theymatch extremely well

in 2007.
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3.4.2 Nitrous Oxide

N2O is far more difficult to use in atmospheric inversions than CH4 due to its relatively

low regional signal compared to the baseline mixing ratios.This means that any errors

in the baseline will have a large impact upon the success of the inversion. It is clear

from these results that simply using the Mace Head baseline and raw Angus tower data,

without making any adjustments for differences in calibration scale, will affect the

ability of the inversion to produce a believable solution emission map. The buffer zone

around the edge of the domain gives some tolerance to inaccurate baseline assignment,

but this idea is tested beyond its limits with these N2O inversions.

In 2006 and 2007 the observations (which are intended to be the regional Angus tower

observations after removal of the Mace Head baseline) are mostly above zero ppb. It

is normal to expect observations to go below baseline occasionally, when sampled air

originates from other latitudes with significantly different background mixing ratios or

when an air mass has previously encountered a strong sink fora gas. For the inversion

domain around the UK it is more likely that the baseline is artificially low for air

entering the domain with a recent European history, leadingto elevated emissions in

the buffer zone around the edge of the domain. This phenomenon is clearly visible

in the emission map produced for 2006, indicating that the baseline is too low when

easterlies and south easterlies are sampled at Angus tower.The same is not true for the

2007 emission map. The 2007 observations are much lower for the inversion domain,

after removal of the baseline, and emissions that are not allocated within the UK are

spread around all areas of the inversion domain. The emission maps for 2008 and 2009

both have many observations below zero, more so for 2009, indicating that the Mace

Head baseline is too high for these years. The signal left behind is therefore likely

to be lower in magnitude than the true observations that should be produced from the

inversion domain alone and only the highest peaks remain above zero so the inversion

is generally carried out using (in the case of 2009, only) thehighest peak observations.

This is clearly seen in the inversion domain totals being much lower in 2008 and 2009.

Due to the significant change from predominantly above to predominantly below base-
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line values over the four year period, it is most likely that the N2O inversions suffer

from baseline definition problems caused by calibration issues between the Angus and

Mace Head measurement sites. The implications for such issues cause the inversion

to likely over-estimate emissions in 2006 and 2007 and to under-estimate emissions in

2009. 2008 is the only year when there are a reasonable proportion of below baseline

observations, and this is also the year when total emission estimates fall closest to the

NAEI estimates. Without doing further research and making appropriate corrections

for the calibration issues before rerunning the inversionsit is not possible to have much

faith in the emission estimates, however the 2008 inversionresults suggest that N2O

inversions using the current model setup could prove to be successful.

In both 2006 and 2007 emissions are placed out at sea throughout the domain that are

similar in magnitude to those placed within the UK. If the Mace Head baseline that was

used was too low then the observations would include a proportion of the background

mixing ratio, or for winds arriving from Europe the signal would carry some signature

of the European emissions coming from outside the inversiondomain. The elevated

emissions in the south eastern grids for 2006 suggest that the buffer zone is absorb-

ing a proportion of the elevated European emissions that can’t be placed elsewhere

within the domain. In Chapter 2 the inversions with pseudo observations were shown

to spread the UK emissions out from the UK when noise was addedand when there

were areas of low (or in that experiment zero) emissions surrounding the UK. For this

real inversion the domain does present an area of lower emissions around the UK and

although the added noise is set low relative to the observations, simply in order to ex-

plore the maximum solution space. The seasonality of the N2O emissions might have

the same effect. This effect being if high levels of N2O are observed in one season but

not others, the inversion can’t place those higher emissions in the areas closer to Angus

tower, within the UK, where they are coming from. Instead theinversion places the

emissions further from the receptor. It is not possible to distinguish between extra ob-

served concentrations being included due to a low baseline and the effect of the highly

seasonal variations in emissions. It is only possible to observe that the buffer system

is capturing some of the high emissions coming from the southeast due to baseline

error so, assuming that the baseline is adequate for air entering the domain from other
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directions, the seasonal effect is suggested to be dominantin 2006 causing significant

emissions to appear in the oceans to the north and west of the UK. Once the UK is

cut out from the inversion domain there is a large differencebetween UK only and UK

plus regions. There are coastal sources of N2O (Nevison et al., 2004b) and the UK plus

region includes similarly high emissions compared to the UKland areas that appear

in both the UK only and UK plus regions. Without further work it is not possible to

confirm if these are emissions misplaced by the inversion or real coastal emissions.

In 2007 the buffer zone contains no high emissions relative to the UK, indicating that

the baseline is is too high compared to the raw observations.Air arriving at the Angus

tower receptor from the south east is likely to have a European history but also encoun-

ters the most populated areas of the UK prior to being sampled. With a high baseline

meaning that true regional observations from within the inversion domain can not be

adequately distinguished from the elevated European emissions the observation signal

used in the inversion will be disproportionately high for air coming from a south east-

erly direction compared to other directions. Once cut out from the inversion domain

the two highest areas of emissions are both placed to the south east of Angus tower.

Many of the observations in 2008 fall below the zero line. This, along with the absence

of a strong buffer zone effect, indicate that the Mace Head baseline used is too high

relative to the raw observations from Angus tower. This means that the observations

used in the inversion contain only the mid range to high magnitude observations, which

will include European emissions that would be additional tothe baseline and usually

placed in the buffer zone. The emission map produced for 2008has very low emissions

placed from north east of the UK to south west. Once cut out from the UK, the UK only

and UK plus regions have very similar totals due to the low emissions surrounding the

UK. The emissions placed in the UK are likely to be a result of the main point sources

only.

Almost all the observations in 2009 fall below zero after removal of the baseline from

the raw observations. This means that the observations usedin the inversion are lower

in magnitude than the inversion domain should produce in reality, and that only the

highest peak emissions appear and are used to constrain the inversion. The majority of
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the high emissions are placed far to the south east of the receptor. It appears that they

are in the expected position, similar to when the buffer zoneis capturing the above

baseline European emissions, but in this instance it is morelikely that they are the

result of high combined UK and European emissions that can not be placed closer

to the receptor within the UK due to the artificially low observations seen at Angus

tower for most of the year. Some emissions in the far south andsouth west within

the buffer zone are expected to be placed there for the same reason. The modelled

observations overestimate during low emissions and underestimate the peaks due to

uncertain emissions being placed further from the tower where they are sampled less

frequently.

The final estimate for total N2O emissions for 2006 is above the inventory and also

above totals predicted by Manning et al. (2011), who used thesame technique but with

different observations, a larger domain and an inversion window three times as long.

The 2007 total overestimates the inventory by a larger margin, while results for 2008

match the inventory and the 2009 total is lower than the NAEI estimate. The impor-

tance of using an accurate baseline for the used observations is clear. The impact of

high N2O emissions occurring irregularly following fertiliser application is also appar-

ent. Due to the short inversion period chosen compared to previous studies (Manning

et al., 2003, 2011) this intermittent seasonal signal seemsto be an overwhelming factor

when attempting to produce a meaningful emission map. Analysis of seasonal observa-

tions separately might provide a more useful emission map but it would be difficult to

keep enough observation data to constrain the inversion. One solution might be to use

seasonal data from multiple years combined, though the interannual variability would

need to be accounted for.

3.4.3 Sulfur Hexafluoride

The inversion solution emission maps for the whole domain for SF6 show elevated

emissions in the south eastern grid box. This is as expected and indicates that the

baseline underestimates SF6 concentrations entering the domain from the south east,

as air arriving from this direction is likely to have encountered SF6 sources in its recent
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history.

Low emissions are placed in the oceans each year and the high emissions are placed in

the UK closest to the largest areas of population and energy production. This conforms

well with the known sources of SF6, as the gas can be used as a tracer for anthropogenic

emissions (Rivier et al., 2006). The sources are also not expected to show any season-

ality, due to their emissions mostly coming from leakages and industrial processes. It

is possible that the small amount of emissions that are placed in the oceans are there

due to intermittent releases of SF6 over the year, that therefore can not be placed within

the UK where emissions are normally lower. Any sudden emission would not be re-

solved as the inversion period is over 1 year over which time constant emissions are

assumed. The emissions appear off shore to the north and westof Angus tower. Low

emissions of the gas would be expected on land in both of thesedirections so a more

likely explanation for these elevated emissions might be recirculation of European air

or even long range transport from North America (Ryall et al., 1998). The suspected

increasing Mace Head baseline in relation to Angus data is more likely to be an arte-

fact of the constantly increasing background concentrations on a time series with few

discrete concentrations.

In 2007 there is a large discrepancy between the UK only and UKplus domains. It

seems that the UK emissions, which are placed further north in inversions for the other

years, are shifted southwards in 2007. This has the effect ofincreasing the magnitude

of the emissions, as the source is further from the receptor,and also places the emis-

sions mostly within the UKp region. Taking the mean of the tworegions gives a value

that is slightly higher than the following year and the uncertainty is shown within the

large difference between the two mean values.

The NAEI and inversion total estimates are closest in 2006, then diverge in the fol-

lowing years, with a downward trend in emissions estimated by the inventory and an

upward trend estimated by the emissions. The inventory uncertainties are small, as

the sources of SF6 are very well known. Increasing UK emissions, as estimated by

the inversion, could be apportioned to increased levels of gas leakage rather than the

decrease in gas production as estimated by the NAEI inventory.
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3.4.4 General discussion

The qualitative presence of emissions in the buffer zone wasan indicator that the er-

rors in the baseline were being buffered. The observations following from removal of

baseline values from raw observations was also used as an indicator of an appropriate

baseline. In future a more quantitative method could be usedduring the inversion setup

stage. Inventory, or model, estimates for European emissions could be used to either:

be added to the Mace Head baseline in order to negate the need for such a strong buffer

zone effect (this would remove some of the independency of the final results from the

inventories); or the EU emissions could be used to estimate the emissions that should

be allocated to the buffer zone, allowing for adjustments tobe made in the setup to

produce the desired buffer zone emissions. This could be tested with a semi-pseudo

setup using real observations and a synthetic baseline error. The addition of observa-

tion stations on the south east coast of England could be usedto provide a real baseline

for air entering the UK domain from Europe.

It has been shown that when using the NAME inversion technique there is resilience to

account for an inaccurate baseline of air entering the domain, by making sure there is a

buffer zone that is not analysed in terms of emission estimate totals, for gases such as

CH4 where the observations above the baseline are proportionally larger compared to

the raw observations. For all gases, particularly those with a weak signal to noise ratio,

it is crucial that the baseline used is appropriate, as any errors will strongly impact the

inversion process. It is vital when using data from more thanone observation station

that corrections are made to the data if the observations arereported on different cali-

bration scales. The data used in this study are from Angus tower and Mace Head and

no correction factors have been applied even though the calibration scales used by the

observing stations are known to vary over the course of the study period. Differences

in the calibration scales between observation stations would cause the stations to give

different mixing ratio readings when measuring the same sample of gas. In this study

the data from Mace Head was used as the baseline and was removed from the raw

Angus tower observations to leave the regional observations. An artificially elevated

(lowered) baseline could cause Angus observations, and therefore emission estimates,
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to be artificially low (high). Use of a buffer zone in the inversion method, which is

not analysed for emissions, has been used to (literally) buffer this effect. For CH4 this

seemed to a be more robust solution, but for N2O and SF6, both having smaller above

baseline regional signals, the uncorrected difference in calibration scales is expected to

have a larger impact. Future work should apply corrections to the data to account for

the varying calibration scales. Sensitivity tests could beperformed to better quantify

what effect a realistic inter-calibration error might haveon the observations and there-

fore the emissions produced by the inversion. Alternative baselines could also be used

and tested.

It is also clear that the spatial resolution achieved by the Angus tower in Scotland

alone is insufficient to accurately distinguish between UK and European based emis-

sions. Towers placed further south would enable this to happen and would also pro-

vide more observations to allow the inversion to triangulate emissions when backmaps

overlap. This idea is explored in the following Chapter where inversions using pseudo

observations are performed for multiple UK towers. More observations would help

provide extra information for the inversion period chosen.A one year inversion pe-

riod was chosen for this study, which is small compared to previous studies using the

same technique performing inversions from Mace Head such asManning et al. (2011),

which has an inversion window of three years. The Mace Head station frequently

samples Atlantic air. The Angus tower samples the UK more frequently due to its

geographical location to the north of the main UK sources combined with the most

common prevailing winds coming from a south westerly direction.

The spread of uncertainty for N2O and CH4 in this study is larger in 2006 and 2007 than

that reported in Manning et al. (2011). The domain used in this study was considerably

smaller, the inversion period was shorter, and the grid resolution and time step were

finer. It has been shown that emissions are often placed further from the receptor to

account for conflicting observations due to temporally varying emissions. The impact

of interannual variation is possibly greater in this study as the inversion window is

three times smaller. It is expected that results from this finer scale study contain more

uncertainty due to these factors, as the inversion is more able to produce a model
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time series that matches the observed time series by having more freedom in a larger

emission map into which emissions can be changed.

Some studies are forced to apply filters to their raw data to account for observations

that are not appropriate, or directly connected to the modelled atmospheric transport

(Manning et al., 2003, 2011; Folini et al., 2008). Few observations have been filtered

out from the raw Angus tower data for this study, as the tower site is much better

located topographically than some of the other European towers (Manning, 2011). By

retaining as many observations as possible for the inversion in this study, observations

used in the inversion might sometimes provide conflicting information to the inversion.

The extent of this is unknown, but could be investigated by performing inversions for

different sets of observations. The gaps in observations, particularly for 2009, clearly

show the result of removing significant amounts of data and bias the results from those

inversions against the months where large amounts of data are missing. At Angus

tower there are also regular daily observation gaps due to the ongoing calibration tank

sampling at the tower. This sampling mostly takes place at night when the boundary

layer is less coupled to the ground surface so the impact is expected to be small.

The main output from the NAME model, the foot print or backmap, is what connects

the receptor to the emission sources. A ‘threshold’ height of 100m above ground level

was used in all previous studies using this method first outlined in Manning et al.

(2003). Other studies use a higher ‘threshold height’ when calculating footprints for

their observation stations, for example Gerbig et al. (2003b) and Kort et al. (2008)

used a dynamic threshold height of half the planetary boundary layer (PBL). A higher

PBL height would cause more ‘touchdown’ events (when modelled particles go below

the ‘threshold’ height) to occur. Kort et al. (2008) used 500particles per footprint and

Gerbig et al. (2003b) used 50-1000. With a larger number of particles used in this study

a high threshold height would cause a proportionally large number of ‘touchdowns’

and therefore create a very noisy set of backmaps. A lower threshold height would also

connect the touchdowns more closely to the surface sources.In the daytime in summer,

when the PBL is high (Oke, 1978), the threshold height of halfthe PBL could be over

1 km above ground level. Horizontal dispersion between ground level and 1 km above
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ground level could be substantial, leading to a displacement of the touchdown event

relative to the grid cell source region the touchdown is intended to capture. The effects

of using different threshold heights with the NAME inversion technique is beyond the

scope of this study but should be addressed in future work.

An attempt was made to assess spatial distribution of uncertainties in the inversion

method. This was performed for the 2007 CH4 inversion and is shown in Figure 3.18.

The uncertainties are shown to be greater towards the east ofthe UK plus region, from

the point of the Angus tower. This region is in line with the large sources placed in the

buffer zone in the south east, which is the direction in whichthe baseline is expected

to be least representative of air entering the domain. This method is an estimate of the

uncertainty in the inversion only. The random noise signal added to the observations

prior to the inversion is intended to simulate multiple sources of error (Manning et al.,

2011) so it could be interpreted that the uncertainty measured here is also representa-

tive of the combined uncertainties in the inversion technique. This would need further

research, possibly using pseudo experiments, to enable more confidence in the repre-

sentativeness of this uncertainty estimate as there is no method to accurately define all

the combined uncertainties involved in producing the emission estimates.
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Chapter 4

UK Tower Network: Observation
System Simulation Experiment

4.1 Introduction

It is possible to estimate UK emissions using inverse methods and atmospheric obser-

vations from UK based stations, as shown in the previous chapter. There are plans to

expand the UK observation network and to increase the numberof UK based mon-

itoring stations by establishing new tall towers at Ridge Hill and Tacolneston. Two

existing monitoring stations, Mace Head and the Angus tower, are already operational.

An additional tower, the Bilsdale tower in Yorkshire, has been included in the exper-

iments shown in this Chapter although there are currently noplans to establish this

tower as an atmospheric observation station. This tower is the tallest in the UK and is

located in an area not covered by the other towers in the network, so it has been added

to investigate how it could improve emission estimates wereit to be commissioned for

monitoring atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations.

In this chapter a known, ‘true’, emission map is used to create pseudo observations for

each of these towers individually. Inversions are then performed for each tower sepa-

rately to examine how observations from each could be used toestimate UK emissions.

The inversions are run with and without an added random noisesignal and the resulting

inversion solution emission maps are compared with the trueemission map in order to

see how they perform in an artificially ideal setup (without noise) and with sources of
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error included (with noise). Inversions are then performedwith different combinations

of the towers in order to explore the improvements gained by the NAME inversion

technique on having multiple observation stations throughout the UK. The spatial un-

certainty in the NAME inversion is also considered. This type of experiment is known

as an Observation System Simulation Experiment (OSSE) and may be used to test a

proposed observation network or to estimate the optimal arrangements of observations

within a system.

4.2 Methods

The towers presented in this experiment are Angus Tall Tower(AN), Mace Head (MH),

Ridge Hill (RH) and Tacolneston (TN) and Bilsdale (BD). The location of these towers

is shown in Figure 4.1 and reported, with the inlet height on the towers, in table 4.1.

Mace Head is the only short tower used here and the rest are allclassed as tall tow-

ers (Gloor et al., 2001), and sampling heights greater than 100 m above ground level

(AGL). The Mace Head tower is considered to be a ‘remote’ station, meaning that it

frequently samples background air masses. ‘Clean’ background air originating over

the North Atlantic Ocean is sampled 34 - 51 % of the time at MaceHead (Manning

et al., 2011). This station is ideally located for providingbaseline concentrations for

air entering the UK domain from the west.

Table 4.1: Coordinates and air inlet heights for each tower

Tower Longitude Latitude Tower Inlet Height (m agl)
Angus Tall Tower (AN) -2.986 56.555 220
Mace Head (MH) -9.9 53.55 25
Ridge Hill (RH) -2.540 51.997 154
Tacolneston (TN) 1.139 52.518 155
Bilsdale (BD) -1.151 54.358 305

As no real observations are available an emission map is usedto generate pseudo ob-

servations (pseudo-obs) for each tower in order to perform an Observation System

Simulation Experiment (OSSE). The 2007 NAEI CH4 emission map was used to gen-

erate the pseudo-obs time series for each tower using the same methods detailed in
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Figure 4.1: Map of the British Isles showing existing and proposed monitoring stations.

Chapter 2. Firstly the NAME model was run, with the same set updescribed in Chap-

ter Two, individually for each tower in order to estimate thehourly footprint for each

tower. Figure 4.2 shows the annual footprint for each tower and for the five tower

combination (ANMHRHTNBD). These annual footprints were produced by summing

all the hourly footprints from the year. The footprint for the short Mace Head tower

is of a similar size to the tall towers as dispersion within the planetary boundary layer

acts similarly upon particles released at the range of heights of the towers, as shown

in figure 4.2. Although the absolute long-distance contributions are similar for tall and

short towers, the relative contributions from the long-distance sources are smaller for

the short tower. This can be seen in figure 4.3, which shows that the absolute contribu-
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tion to the short tower from nearby sources is greater. Vermeulen et al. (2011) showed

similar results for a single tower with inlets at different heights (20 - 200 m AGL).
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Figure 4.2: 2007 footprint for each tower and for the ANMHRHTNBD tower combination showing
the areas that are sampled most frequently (red) by the towers compared to those that are sampled less
frequently (blue).

The footprints for each tower, or tower combination were then transformed into the

dilution matrix. The dilution matrices were then applied tothe emission map in order

to produce the ‘model time series’ of pseudo-obs at each tower. The inversion was

performed, as shown in Chapter Two, for each tower separately with and without the

addition of the random noise signal (1/5 noise setting as discussed in Chapter 2). The

inversion was also performed for set combinations of towers. Each tower samples areas

of the inversion domain with varying frequency due to the geographical location and

height of the tower. For each tower, and tower combination, adifferent inversion grid is

calculated in the grid definition process. Table 4.2 shows the tower combinations used

in each inversion and the number of grids within each corresponding inversion domain,

and the inversion grids are discussed further in the resultschapter. The first combina-
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Figure 4.3: 2007 footprint for each tower and for the ANMHRHTNBD tower combination showing
the areas that are sampled most frequently (red) by the towers compared to those that are sampled less
frequently (blue) as a percentage contribution relative tomaximum contribution for each tower and for
all towers combined.

tion of towers includes both existing towers, Angus Tower and Mace Head (ANMH,

hereafter referred to as the two tower combination). The other two towers that are be-

ing established are then added one at a time, with Ridge Hill arbitrarily chosen first

to give the ANMHRH combination (hereafter referred to as thethree tower combina-

tion). The next combination includes four towers, with the addition of Tacolneston

(TN) to give the ANMHRHTN combination (hereafter referred to as the four tower

combination). Bilsdale is the final fifth tower to be added to give the combination

ANMHRHTNBD (hereafter referred to as the five tower combination). An additional

experiment explores tower combinations without the short Mace Head tower. For each

tower and combination of towers, the inversion is performed26 times, each time start-

ing with a new random emission map. The inversion iterates towards creating a final

emission map that minimises the difference between the model observations and the

pseudo observations in order to minimise the combined cost function. All towers are
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treated together, producing a single score for the emissionmap.

Table 4.2: Number of grids used in the inversions following the grid definition procedure for each tower
and each combination of towers, as used in the inversions.

Tower / Tower Combination Number of Grids
Angus Tall Tower (AN) 327
Mace Head (MH) 303
Ridge Hill (RH) 339
Tacolneston (TN) 360
Bilsdale (BD) 291
ANMH 525
ANMHRH 729
ANMHRHTN 885
ANMHRHTNBD 945
ANRH 546
ANRHTN 714
ANRHTNBD 795

4.3 Results

The Results section contains figures and text describing thefigures only. All discussion

is in the Discussion section at the end of the chapter.

4.3.1 Inversion Grids

The inversion grids produced during the grid definition procedure are presented for AN,

ANMH, ANMHRH, ANMHRHTN and ANMHRHTN in Figures 4.4 to 4.8. Table 4.2

showed the number of grid squares increasing as more towers were added and the

number of grid squares also varied between the towers. The inversion grid for just AN

shows higher resolution grids around the tower in Scotland with the grid size reaching

the maximum of 32x× 32x within the edge buffer zones for 6 grid cells. The addition

of the MH tower in the ANMH inversion grid (Figure 4.5) reduces the number of the

largest sized grid cells to 3 and greatly increases the resolution of grid cells around MH

in southern Ireland, while the resolution of Northern Ireland remains unchanged by the

addition of the tower.
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of grid sizes used for the inversion of AN tower, showing grids 1x by 1x up to
a maximum of 32x by 32x (where x is approximately 10 km)
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of grid sizes used for the inversion of ANMH towers, showing grids 1x by 1x
up to a maximum of 32x by 32x (where x is approximately 10 km)
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Figure 4.6: Distribution of grid sizes used for the inversion of ANMHRH towers, showing grids 1x by
1x up to a maximum of 32x by 32x (where x is approximately 10 km)

The addition of a third tower (RH) in the ANMHRH inversion grid further increases

the number of observations available to satisfy the gridding criteria with the results

showing no large 32x× 32x grid cells within the domain. The spatial resolution of the

grids increases in Wales and the south of England (Figure 4.6). With the addition of the

TN tower in the ANMHRHTN inversion grid the resolution of grid cells in the south

east of England was increased (Figure 4.7). Importantly thesouth coast of England is

now covered by mostly 4x by 4x grids. The resolution of grids in the north of England

is further improved in the ANMHRHTNBD inversion grid (Figure 4.8) by the addition

of the BD tower. This now only leaves the far north of Scotlandand Northern Ireland

covered by 8x by 8x grids and the rest of the UK is covered by a minimum of the 4x

by 4x grids. The spatial resolution of the edge buffer regionis most improved in the

south west and east of the domain.

Figure 4.9 graphically compares the number of grid squares (Figure 4.9a) and the mean

grid size (Figure 4.9b) of the inversion grid to the number oftowers. TN has the largest

number of grids for the single towers, followed by RH, AN and MH with BD having

the lowest number of grids. The mean grid size shows a similarorder but with AN

and MH reversed. As more towers are added the number of grids increases but at
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Figure 4.7: Distribution of grid sizes used for the inversion of ANMHRHTN towers, showing grids 1x
by 1x up to a maximum of 32x by 32x (where x is approximately 10 km)
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Figure 4.8: Distribution of grid sizes used for the inversion of ANMHRHTNBD towers, showing grids
1x by 1x up to a maximum of 32x by 32x (where x is approximately 10 km)
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a declining rate. The same is true for the mean grid size, which increases with the

addition of each new tower but also at a declining rate.

4.3.2 Single Tower Inversions

4.3.2.1 Single Tower Inversions With Added Noise Signal

Figures 4.10 to 4.14 show the mean inversion emission map solutions created for each

tower individually. The pseudo observations were created for each tower from the

NAEI emission map using the hourly NAME backmaps. A time series of random

noise was added to each set of observations prior to the inversion being performed.

The inversion for Angus tower only gives an inversion domaintotal of 3.4 Tg y−1

(Figure 4.10). Outside the UK, lower level emissions have been placed across the

whole of the inversion domain, with the far north east of the domain containing the

lowest emissions. Higher areas of emissions appear within the UK, concentrated in

Central Scotland and throughout central England.

Figure 4.11 shows the mean inversion emission solution for Mace Head only. Com-

pared to the mean solutions from the other towers, the Mace Head emission map places

very few emissions outside the UK, with the main exception ofthe high emission grid

immediately off the eastern coast of northern England. Someemissions are placed in

the far north west and south east of the domain and on the edge of the domain to the

west of MH. The higher areas of emissions appear in Northern Ireland and in the mid

to south of England and Wales. The grid resolution for the UK mainland is much lower

compared to the inversion grids used with the other towers. The emission total for the

whole inversion domain is 3.1 Tg y−1.

The emission map solution for Ridge Hill (Figure 4.12) has emissions placed through-

out the inversion domain, at even higher levels than for the Angus tower inversion. The

main emissions are placed in England but emissions in Scotland and Northern Ireland

are shown to be only slightly higher than those emissions placed over the sea. The

inversion domain total is 4.3 Tg y−1.
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Figure 4.9: Number of grids within the inversion grid per tower, or combination of towers 4.9a), and
mean grid size per tower, or combination of towers (4.9b). The grid size given is the length of one side
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Figure 4.10: Mean 12 month pseudo CH4 emission map solution for the UK inversion domain using
2007 Met data and Angus tower only
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Figure 4.11: Mean 12 month pseudo CH4 emission map solution for the UK inversion domain using
2007 Met data and Mace Head only
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Figure 4.12: Mean 12 month pseudo CH4 emission map solution for the UK inversion domain using
2007 Met data and Ridge Hill only
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Figure 4.13: Mean 12 month pseudo CH4 emission map solution for the UK inversion domain using
2007 Met data and Tacolneston only
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The mean inversion solution emission map for Tacolneston also has an inversion do-

main total of 4.3 Tg y−1 (Figure 4.13). Emissions are also placed throughout the whole

map but there is a clear east-west difference, with lower emissions placed in the east

of the inversion domain and higher emissions placed in the west of the domain. The

highest emissions appear in central England but emissions for Scotland and Northern

Ireland are of a similar magnitude to those emissions placedover the ocean along the

western edge of the domain.

The emission map produced from the Bilsdale tower east-westsplit is similar to the

TN map (Figure 4.14). Emissions are placed throughout the inversion domain but

higher emissions are seen over the ocean west of the tower compared to the east. The

highest emissions are placed to the south of the Bilsdale tower and extend down central

England. Emissions placed in Scotland and Northern Irelandare of a similar magnitude

to those placed outside the UK, particularly with the high emissions in the North of the

domain. The total for the domain is 4.1 Tg y−1.

Figures 4.15 to 4.19 compare the pseudo observations from each tower, created using

the NAEI 2007 CH4 UK emission map as the truth, to the time series produced fromthe

mean inversion solution emission map when an inversion is performed using that same

tower only. In a later section the comparison will be made with time series created from

an emission solution map from an inversion using all towers.As these observations are

pseudo observations no baseline is removed from the time series (or the baseline is set

to zero), the result being that none of the observations are below zero (Figure 4.15). The

model signal produced at Angus tower from the mean inversionsolution emission map

captures the observations, however the peaks in the observations are underestimated

by the model. The model can occasionally overestimate compared to the observations

but this only happens at the lowest values. The two time series have a correlation of

0.97, meaning that the model time series captures 97 % of the observed variability.

The pseudo observations created at Mace Head (MH) often flat line at zero (Figure

4.16). This occurs for extended periods in January, late February to early March, late

July to early August, late November to early December and in late December. Discrete

peaks occur throughout the year with some episodes showing heightened levels for
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Figure 4.14: Mean 12 month pseudo CH4 emission map solution for the UK inversion domain using
2007 Met data and Bilsdale only
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Figure 4.15: Model (Blue ‘01’) versus ‘observed’ pseudo (Red ‘obs’) timeseries from NAEI emission
map at Angus tower. Model time series from mean solution emission map using Angus tower only for
the inversion. Time is plotted on the x axis and CH4 concentration (ppb) is plotted on the y axis.
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Figure 4.16: Model (Blue ‘01’) versus ‘observed’ pseudo (Red ‘obs’) timeseries from NAEI emission
map at Mace Head. Model time series from mean solution emission map using Mace Head only for the
inversion. Time is plotted on the x axis and CH4 concentration (ppb) is plotted on the y axis.
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longer periods. Episodes of high pseudo observations can last for under a day, such as

the 12th of August, or for multiple days, such as the 27th April to the 4th of May. Peaks

occasionally reach over 50 ppb, with the highest peak happening in July. There does

not appear to be any seasonality in the pseudo observations,which are driven purely

by wind direction and ‘touchdowns’ with an emission map ‘truth’ that gives constant

emissions over time. The ‘model observations’ (shown in blue) come from the mean

emission map of the 26 inversion solution emission maps produced. At low levels (be-

low around 10 ppb) the model is consistently higher than the pseudo observations. The

model does seem able to capture the peaks well, for example, the pseudo observation

peaks in February and December are almost perfectly described by the model. Some

lower peaks, below 20 ppb, are not as well represented by the model, for example in

June and September (Figure 4.16).

Compared to Mace Head, the pseudo-signal at Ridge Hill (RH) is much higher (Figure

4.17), reaching over 160 ppb in February. The pseudo observations show what looks

like a diurnal signal. The low values recorded can be below 10ppb, otherwise the signal

is mostly between 10 and 50 ppb. This ‘spiky’ signal also contains higher excursions

with peaks at irregular intervals and episodes of high levels of pseudo-CH4, sometimes

lasting for a number of days. The model observations capturethe diurnal variability

well although the time series is consistently lower than that of the pseudo observations,

particularly during the high peaks, where the model captures the timing of the peaks

but underestimates the magnitude. This underestimation isin the order of a half during

the highest spikes. Despite the regular underestimation ofthe pseudo observations by

the model observations the correlation remains high at 0.94.

Similarly to Ridge Hill, Tacolneston (TN) has high peaks in its pseudo observations,

reaching over 170 ppb in late November (Figure 4.18). The pseudo-signal created at

Tacolneston is extremely noisy, with no regular pattern of peaks and troughs. The

model observations are consistently lower than the pseudo observations, and fail to

consistently capture the temporal variability, with a correlation of 0.91.

The pseudo observations produced at the Bilsdale tower (BD)have the highest single

peak of all the towers, reaching over 180 ppb in October (Figure 4.19). Pseudo-CH4
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Figure 4.17:Model (Blue ‘01’) versus ‘observed’ pseudo (Red 1obs’) timeseries from NAEI emission
map at Ridge Hill. Model time series from mean solution emission map using Ridge Hill only for the
inversion. Time is plotted on the x axis and CH4 concentration (ppb) is plotted on the y axis.
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Figure 4.18: Model (Blue ‘01’) versus ‘observed’ pseudo (Red ‘obs’) timeseries from NAEI emission
map at Tacolneston. Model time series from mean solution emission map using Tacolneston only for
the inversion. Time is plotted on the x axis and CH4 concentration (ppb) is plotted on the y axis.
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Figure 4.19: Model (Blue ‘01’) versus ‘observed’ pseudo (Red ‘obs’) timeseries from NAEI emis-
sion map at Bilsdale. Model time series from mean solution emission map using Bilsdale only for the
inversion. Time is plotted on the x axis and CH4 concentration (ppb) is plotted on the y axis.
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levels are higher than 100 ppb on 5 separate occasions in October, whereas January

contains values mostly lower than 50 ppb. Values below 10 ppbare observed on occa-

sion, with extended low episodes in late March, late April / early May and early June.

No seasonal or diurnal cycles are evident. The model observations are able to capture

the variability of the signal well (with a correlation coefficient of 0.96) though it un-

derestimates during the episodes of high levels of pseudo CH4. The model signal is

only higher than the pseudo signal during the lowest episodes.

Inversions from all the towers produced mean inversion emission maps with total emis-

sions for the domain being greater than the 2.3 Tg y−1 emission from the NAEI emis-

sion map, which was used to create the pseudo observations time series at each tower.

The total from Mace Head was the lowest, at 3.1 Tg y−1, followed by Angus tower,

then Bilsdale with Ridge Hill and Tacolneston both having the highest emission map

total of 4.1 Tg y−1. For each tower, emissions were placed in areas of the inversion

domain that contained zero emissions in the NAEI map. In order to compare the solu-

tions to the truth the UK only and UK plus regions were cut out of each domain (these

are shown in Figures 4.20 to 4.24).

After the UK has been cut out of the inversion domain, both theUKo and UKp region

totals are significantly lower than the NAEI truth total, with the mean of the two regions

being 1.44 Tg y−1 (Figure 4.20). The elevated emissions seen in Scotland are well

captured by the model. Central to northern England emissions are also replicated,

although they are lower in magnitude. In the south of Englandthe inversion places the

emissions more to the west, where as the NAEI emissions are towards the south east

of England. By subtracting the NAEI from the inversion emission map (Figure 4.20d)

it is clear that the model underestimates in all the areas of major emissions. There is a

slight overestimation of emissions in the south west of England compared to the NAEI.

For the inversion at Mace Head (MH) the mean solution emission map total is closer

to the NAEI, with the mean of the UK only and UK plus being 1.75 Tg y−1, but it

is still below the NAEI total for the UK of 2.3 Tg y−1 (Figure 4.21). The inversion

grid for the Mace Head inversion is much more coarse over the UK than for the other

inversions. Estimated emissions from Scotland and Northern Ireland match the NAEI
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(a) AN (UK plus) (b) AN (UK only)

(c) NAEI (AN inversion grid)
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Figure 4.20: Mean 2007 CH4 inversion solution emission map for the UK plus (4.20a) and UK only
(4.20b) regions, produced from inversions at the Angus tower (AN), and the NAEI 2007 CH4 emission
map interpolated onto the Angus tower inversion grid (4.20c). Figure 4.20d shows the inversion solution
minus the NAEI emission maps.
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(a) MH (UK plus) (b) MH (UK only)

(c) NAEI (MH inversion grid)
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Figure 4.21: Mean 2007 CH4 inversion solution emission map for the UK plus (4.21a) and UK only
(4.21b) regions, produced from inversions at Mace Head (MH), and the NAEI 2007 CH4 emission map
interpolated onto the Mace Head inversion grid (4.21c). Figure 4.21d shows the inversion solution minus
the NAEI emission maps.
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(a) RH (UK plus) (b) RH (UK only)

(c) NAEI (RH inversion grid)
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Figure 4.22: Mean 2007 CH4 inversion solution emission map for the UK plus (4.22a) and UK only
(4.22b) regions, produced from inversions at the Ridge Hilltower (RH), and the NAEI 2007 CH4 emis-
sion map interpolated onto the Ridge Hill inversion grid (4.22c). Figure 4.22d shows the inversion
solution minus the NAEI emission maps.

well, although the model still underestimates. The inversion places the highest emis-

sions in the far south east of England, which is further away from Mace Head than the

actual area of high emissions, which appears in the mid-westof England. It is not easy

to judge the misplacement of the emissions with high accuracy as the NAEI emission

map that created the emissions was actually at the finest x by xresolution, whereas the

NAEI map here is interpolated to the much coarser Mace Head inversion grid to allow

for comparison (Figure 4.21c). Emissions are generally underestimated in the UK with

the largest case of this being in the north west of England. The inversion overestimates

in the south east and also just offshore to the east of England.

At the Ridgehill Tower (RH) the mean of the UK only and UK plus region totals is 1.38

Tg y−1, about 1 Tg y−1 lower than for the NAEI (Figure 4.22). Due to the fine scale
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(a) TN (UK plus) (b) TN (UK only)

(c) NAEI (TN inversion grid)
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Figure 4.23: Mean 2007 CH4 inversion solution emission map for the UK plus (4.23a) and UK only
(4.23b) regions, produced from inversions at the Tacolneston tower (TN), and the NAEI 2007 CH4
emission map interpolated onto the Tacolneston inversion grid (4.23c). Figure 4.23d shows the inversion
solution minus the NAEI emission maps.

grid in central England, the highest emissions are focussedwithin a relatively small

inversion grid cell, which appears in central to southern England close to the location

or Ridge Hill. The inversion also places the highest emission close to this area. The

next highest emissions, to the west, north and north east of the highest emission point

are well captured by the inversion. The relative magnitudesof emissions seem to be

captured by the inversion but not the absolute magnitudes ofthe NAEI emissions. As

Figure 4.22d shows the inversion underestimates emissionsacross the whole of the UK

region, particularly in the grid cell where the true highestemission source is found.

The location of the Tacolneston tower (TN) generates an inversion grid with higher

resolution around central and south eastern England (Figure 4.23). The mean of the

UK only and UK plus region emission maps is the lowest for Tacolneston than for
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(a) BD (UK plus) (b) BD (UK only)

(c) NAEI (BD inversion grid)
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Figure 4.24: Mean 2007 CH4 inversion solution emission map for the UK plus (4.24a) and UK only
(4.24b) regions, produced from inversions at the Bilsdale tower (BD), and the NAEI 2007 CH4 emission
map interpolated onto the Bilsdale inversion grid (4.24c).Figure 4.24d shows the inversion solution
minus the NAEI emission maps.

any other tower, only 1.19 Tg y−1 compared to the true NAEI total of 2.3 Tg y−1.

The higher emissions in central England are also shown as being the largest areas of

emissions following the inversion. Higher emissions in central Scotland and Northern

Ireland are not well captured by the inversion. The difference between the inversion

and NAEI emission maps shows underestimation of emissions over the whole UK, with

the largest underestimation where the highest emissions are in central England (Figure

4.23d).

The location of the Bilsdale tower (BD) in Yorkshire, provides the finest resolution

of grids in the north east and central area of the UK (Figure 4.24). The mean total

emissions from the UK only and UK plus emission maps is 1.46 Tgy−1. The areas of

high emissions correlate well with the NAEI, although the estimated magnitudes are
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much lower. This is the case for most of the UK (Figure 4.24d).There is one grid box

in central England in which the inversion places higher emissions than are seen in the

NAEI. This grid box is immediately to the south of the highestemissions relative to

the Bilsdale receptor. Areas in the sea, outside the UK coastline, as also shown to have

higher emissions in the inversion maps compared to the truth(Figure 4.24).

4.3.2.2 Single Tower Inversions Without Added Noise Signal

The inversion was performed for each tower individually without the added noise sig-

nal and the results are shown in Figures 4.25 to 4.28. Firstlythe mean inversion solu-

tions are shown for the entire inversion domain. The UK plus regions are then shown

for each tower inversion and individually compared to the NAEI true emission map

aggregated onto the inversion grid for the relevant tower.

Figure 4.25 shows the mean inversion solution emission mapsfor the Angus tower

(Figure 4.25a), Mace Head (Figure 4.25b), Ridge Hill (Figure 4.25c), Tacolneston (Fig-

ure 4.25d) and Bilsdale (Figure 4.25e). The totals for each map are 2.4, 2.2, 2.7, 2.6

and 2.6 Tg y−1 respectively. The inversion from Angus tower places the main emis-

sions in central Scotland and throughout England, with the main English emissions

appearing in the north east (Figure 4.25a). Ocean emissionsare seen in locations that

correspond to known oil platforms reported by the NAEI. The inversion from the Mace

Head station places some emissions in the ocean at the edge ofthe inversion domain

to the west and the south of the UK (Figure 4.25b) and has the lowest total inversion

domain emissions of 2.2 Tg y−1. The UK emissions appear within large grid cells

with the main emissions being placed in Northern Ireland andthroughout England and

southern Scotland. The highlands of Scotland and the far south east and west of Eng-

land contain very low to zero emissions. The inversion from the Ridge Hill tower has

the highest inversion domain total of 2.7 Tg y−1 (Figure 4.25c). Many emissions are

placed in the ocean around the UK and at the edge of the domain towards the west, east

and south. The emissions placed in the ocean are comparable in magnitude to those

emissions placed in northern Scotland. The main UK emissions are placed throughout

England reaching up into central Scotland. Central to north-eastern England has the
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(a) AN zero (b) MH zero

(c) RH zero (d) TN zero

(e)BD zero

Figure 4.25: Mean 12 month pseudo CH4 emission map solutions for the UK inversion domain using
2007 Met data from an inversion with no added noise signal forthe AN (4.25a), MH (4.25b), RH (4.25c),
TN (4.25d) and BD (4.25e) stations.
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(a) AN zero (UK plus)

(b) NAEI (AN grid)

Figure 4.26: Mean 2007 CH4 Angus tower (AN) inversion solution emission map for an inversion
without an added noise signal (the ‘UK plus’ region is shown:Figure 4.26a). Figure 4.26b shows the
2007 NAEI CH4 emission estimates aggregated onto the Angus tower inversion grid.

highest emissions per grid cell. The inversion from the Tacolneston tower places the

main UK emissions in central England, Wales and southern Scotland (Figure 4.25d).

The highest emission per grid cell is in the north east of England. Northern Ireland and

central to northern Scotland have low emissions and some emissions are placed in the

oceans to the east and west of the UK. The inversion from the Bilsdale tower shows

some low emissions in the oceans, comparable in magnitude tothose to the north east

of Scotland and to the north east of the UK (Figure 4.25e). Themain emissions are

in the centre of England although with the north east of England having the highest

emissions per grid cell.

Once the UK plus region is isolated from the inversion domainfor the inversion from

Angus tower the emission map total matches that of the NAEI (Figure 4.26). The
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(a) MH zero (UK plus) (b) RH zero (UK plus)

(c) NAEI (MH grid) (d) NAEI (RH grid)

Figure 4.27: Mean 2007 CH4 inversion solution emission maps for inversions without anadded noise
signal at Mace Head (MH: Figure 4.27a) and Ridge Hill (RH: Figure 4.27b), showing the UK plus
region. Figures 4.27c and 4.27d show the 2007 NAEI CH4 emission estimates aggregated onto the
Mace Head and Ridge Hill inversion grids respectively.

spatial distribution of emissions also matches well between the emission maps. The

highest emissions per grid cell are placed within the high resolution grid cells in central

Scotland and in central to eastern England. Low to zero emissions are placed in central

to western Scotland and some emissions are placed in the ocean off the east coast of

Scotland in both maps.

The inversion solution emission map produced from the Mace Head inversion for the

UK plus region gives an map emission total approximately 9% lower than the NAEI

truth map (Figures 4.27a and 4.27c). The highest emission per grid cell is placed in

Northern Ireland for the Mace Head inversion compared to central England for the

NAEI. The spatial distribution of high to low emissions is the same for both maps

but the Mace Head inversion emissions are all within centralEngland and Scotland.
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(a) TN zero (UK plus) (b) BD zero (UK plus)

(c) NAEI (TN grid) (d) NAEI (BD grid)

Figure 4.28: Mean 2007 CH4 inversion solution emission maps for inversions without anadded noise
signal at Tacolneston (TN: Figure 4.28a) and Bilsdale (BD: Figure 4.28b), showing the UK plus region.
Figures 4.28c and 4.28d show the 2007 NAEI CH4 emission estimates aggregated onto the Tacolneston
and Bilsdale inversion grids respectively.

Emissions are higher around the coast of the UK and in Scotland in the NAEI map

compared to the Mace Head map. The total emissions from the Ridge Hill inversion is

within 1% of the NAEI map total (Figures 4.27b and 4.27d). Thespatial distribution

of emissions is similar for both emission maps, with the mainemissions being placed

in central to eastern England. The highest emission per gridcell on the NAEI map is

greater than the inversion map, where a larger area of central England contains elevated

emissions.

The emission map totals for the Tacolneston and Bilsdale inversions are both within 3

% of the NAEI emission map totals (Figure 4.28). Emission maps from both inversions

show a similar spatial distribution of emissions to the NAEI‘true’ emission maps, with

each NAEI map aggregated to the appropriate inversion grid.The high emissions in the
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Tacolneston inversion map are spread over a larger area of central England whereas the

NAEI map has fewer, but higher emissions per grid cell emissions (Figures 4.28a and

4.28c). The highest emissions per grid cell for the Bilsdaleinversion map appear closer

to the location of the tower as so are more highly resolved spatially (Figure 4.28b).

4.3.3 Multiple Tower Inversions

In the previous sections the inversion was run for individual towers separately with

pseudo observations produced for each tower. In this section inversions are performed

for different combinations of towers, including two towers(ANMH: Angus tower and

Mace Head), three towers (ANMHRH: the previous combinationplus Ridge Hill), four

towers (ANMHRHTN: the previous combination plus Tacolneston) and five towers

(ANMHRHTNBD: the previous combination plus Bilsdale). Theinversions are first

performed with the added noise and the results are shown in Figures 4.29 to 4.31.

A spatial assessment of the uncertainty in the inversion method has also been made

and is shown in Figure 4.32. Inversions are then repeated without adding the random

noise signal and results are shown in Figures 4.33 to 4.35 anda spatial assessment of

the uncertainty in these inversions is shown in Figure 4.36.In the second part of this

section inversions are performed for different combinations of towers excluding the

Mace Head tower to find out if improved emission estimates canbe achieved for tower

combinations using only tall towers within the UK.

4.3.3.1 Multiple Tower Inversions With Added Noise Signal

The inversion emission map totals are 3.3, 3.6, 3.4 and 3.5 Tgy−1 for the ANMH,

ANMHRH, ANMHRHTN and ANMHRHTNBD inversions respectively (hereafter re-

ferred to as the ‘two’, ‘three’, ‘four’ and ‘five’ tower inversions respectively). Emis-

sions are consistently placed over the whole inversion domain for each inversion map

with the highest emissions placed within the UK in central Scotland and central to

northern England. The spatial resolution of the grid cells within the UK increases from

the two (Figure 4.29a) to five (Figure 4.29d) tower inversions and the highest emission
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(a) ANMH (b) ANMHRH

(c) ANMHRHTN (d) ANMHRHTNBD

Figure 4.29: Mean 12 month pseudo CH4 inversion solution emission maps for the UK inversion do-
main using 2007 Met data and multiple towers: ANMH (4.29a); ANMHRH (4.29b); ANMHRHTN
(4.29c); ANMHRHTNBD (4.29d) for an inversion with an added noise signal.
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(a) ANMH (UK plus) (b) ANMHRH (UK plus)

(c) NAEI (ANMH grid) (d) NAEI (ANMHRH grid)

Figure 4.30: Mean 2007 pseudo CH4 inversion solution emission maps for inversions with an added
noise signal using the tower combinations ANMH (Figure 4.30a) and ANMHRH (RH: Figure 4.30b),
showing the UK plus region. Figures 4.30c and 4.30d show the 2007 NAEI CH4 emission estimates
aggregated onto the ANMH and ANMHRH inversion grids respectively.

per grid cell, of 1.1×10−6 g m−2 s−1, is found in the five tower inversion solution map.

When the UK plus region is cut out of the inversion domain the emission map total

is underestimated compared to the NAEI truth map by 31 and 33 %for the two and

three tower inversions respectively (Figure 4.30). The spatial distribution of the main

emissions in both NAEI maps is captured well in both inversion solution emission

maps, however, the magnitude of emissions is lower in the inversion maps.

When the UK plus region is cut out of the inversion domain the emission map total is

underestimated compared to the the NAEI truth map by 41% and 39% for the four and

five tower inversions respectively (Figure 4.31). The spatial distribution of the main

emissions in both NAEI maps is captured well in both inversion solution emission
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(a) ANMHRHTN (UK plus) (b) ANMHRHTNBD (UK plus)

(c) NAEI (ANMHRHTN grid) (d) NAEI (ANMHRHTNBD grid)

Figure 4.31: Mean 2007 pseudo CH4 inversion solution emission maps for inversions with an added
noise signal using the tower combinations ANMHRHTN (Figure4.31a) and ANMHRHTNBD (RH:
Figure 4.31b), showing the UK plus region. Figures 4.31c and4.31d show the 2007 NAEI CH4 emission
estimates aggregated onto the ANMHRHTN and ANMHRHTNBD inversion grids respectively.
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(a) ANMH
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(b) ANMHRH
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(c) ANMHRHTN
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(d) ANMHRHTNBD

Figure 4.32: The spatial distribution of uncertainty in the inversion method for the UK plus regions
for the ANMH (Figure 4.32a), ANMHRH (Figure 4.32b), ANMHRHTN (Figure 4.32c) and AN-
MHRHTNBD (Figure 4.32d) tower combination inversions withadded noise. The uncertainty is given
as a percentage per grid cell and is measured as the standard deviation or each grid cell of the 26 inver-
sion solutions divided by the mean total emissions from eachgrid cell.

maps, however, the magnitude of emissions is also lower in the inversion maps for that

case.

Estimates of the spatial uncertainty in the inversion are shown in Figure 4.32. The

majority of the grid cells in each map range between 65% and 86%, with more areas

containing a higher uncertainty in the emission map produced using two towers (Figure

4.32a). The highest areas of uncertainty per grid cell in allmaps correspond to areas

of high emissions, in central England and Scotland.
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(a) ANMH (b) ANMHRH

(c) ANMHRHTN (d) ANMHRHTNBD

Figure 4.33: Mean 12 month pseudo CH4 emission map solutions for the UK inversion domain us-
ing 2007 Met data and multiple towers: ANMH (4.33a); ANMHRH (4.33b); ANMHRHTN (4.33c);
ANMHRHTNBD (4.33d) for an inversion without an added noise signal.
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(a) ANMH zero (UK plus) (b) ANMHRH zero (UK plus)

(c) NAEI (ANMH grid) (d) NAEI (ANMHRH grid)

Figure 4.34:Mean 2007 pseudo CH4 inversion solution emission maps for inversions without anadded
noise signal using the tower combinations ANMH (Figure 4.34a) and ANMHRH (RH: Figure 4.34b),
showing the UK plus region. Figures 4.34c and 4.34d show the 2007 NAEI CH4 emission estimates
aggregated onto the ANMH and ANMHRH inversion grids respectively.

4.3.3.2 Multiple Tower Inversions Without Added Noise Signal

When no noise is added to the inversions the emission maps produced using two, three,

four and five towers all contain most of their emissions within the UK (Figure 4.33).

The totals for the two tower (ANMH) inversion domain is 2.2 Tgy−1, and the totals for

all other towers are 2.3 Tg y−1. The main emission sources are within Central England

and Scotland. As more towers are added to the inversion (fromFigure 4.33a to 4.33d)

the spatial resolution of the grid cells increases and the number of grid cells with the

highest emissions per grid cell reduces and the high emissions are restricted to smaller

areas, in central to north east England and in central Scotland (Figure 4.33d).

The spatial distribution of the main emission sources is well captured in the inversions
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(a) ANMHRHTN zero (UK plus) (b) ANMHRHTNBD zero (UK
plus)

(c) NAEI (ANMHRHTN grid) (d) NAEI (ANMHRHTNBD grid)

Figure 4.35:Mean 2007 pseudo CH4 inversion solution emission maps for inversions without anadded
noise signal using the tower combinations ANMHRHTN (Figure4.35a) and ANMHRHTNBD (RH:
Figure 4.35b), showing the UK plus region. Figures 4.35c and4.35d show the 2007 NAEI CH4 emission
estimates aggregated onto the ANMHRHTN and ANMHRHTNBD inversion grids respectively.

using two (Figure 4.34a) and three (Figure 4.34b) towers. The total emissions from the

map produced using two towers underestimates the NAEI totalby 6% and the three

tower total underestimates it by 4%.

The spatial distribution of the main emission sources is well captured in the inver-

sions using four (Figure 4.35a) and five (Figure 4.35b) towers. At the increased spatial

resolutions the fine scale high emission sources from the NAEI truth maps show an

excellent match with the inversion emission maps. The magnitude of the emissions is

now exactly matched by the inversion emission maps, leadingto a small underestima-

tion in the total emissions compared to the NAEI of 4% for the four tower inversion

(ANMHRHTN) and 6% for the five tower inversion (ANMHRHTNBD).
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(a) ANMH
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(b) ANMHRH
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(c) ANMHRHTN
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(d) ANMHRHTNBD

Figure 4.36: The spatial distribution of uncertainty in the inversion method for the UK plus regions
for the for the ANMH (Figure 4.32a), ANMHRH (Figure 4.32b), ANMHRHTN (Figure 4.32c) and
ANMHRHTNBD (Figure 4.32d) tower combination inversions without added noise. The uncertainty is
given as a percentage per grid cell and is measured as the standard deviation or each grid cell of the 26
inversion solutions divided by the mean total emissions from each grid cell.
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The spatial distribution of uncertainties for the inversions performed without the noise

(Figure 4.36) are much more variable than the those for the inversion performed with

the added noise (Figure 4.32). The uncertainties shown in Figure 4.36 range from be-

low 20% to over 200%. The higher uncertainties are located inareas of low emissions,

so the effect on the emission map totals is expected to be small. With the addition of

each extra tower (from Figure 4.36a to 4.36d) the spatial resolution around each tower

also increases, as does the level of uncertainty in the grid cells close to the towers.

4.3.3.3 Multiple Tower Inversions Excluding Mace Head

Multiple tower inversions were performed for tower combinations excluding Mace

Head. These combinations were: ANRH, ANRHTN and ANRHTNBD. Inversions

were performed for each combination with and without the added noise signal and the

resulting emission maps produced are shown in Figures 4.37 and 4.38. Summaries of

the emission totals are shown in the following section in Table 4.3 and Figure 4.40.

Figures are plotted on individual axes to best show the relative range of emissions per

emission map between areas with and without emissions in thestarting truth map. Most

emissions are placed within the UK for inversions with and without noise, though a

larger proportion of emissions are placed outside the UK forinversions performed with

added noise. Inversions performed without noise have relatively low emissions outside

the UK, with ANRH and ANRHTN inversions showing some elevated emissions to the

south and south west of England and to the north of Scotland. The spatial distribution

of emissions is captured well by all tower combinations, with and without added noise.

All emission maps show reduced spatial resolution of emissions in Northern Ireland

compared to inversions performed with Mace Head. Total UK emissions (mean of the

UK only and UK plus) for inversions without noise are 2.22, 2.23 and 2.17 Tg y−1 for

ANRH, ANRHTN and ANRHTNBD respectively and the UK plus totals for each in

turn are 2.28, 2.29 and 2.22 Tg y−1 (Figures 4.37a, 4.37b and 4.38a). The total UK

emissions for inversions with added noise are 1.30, 1.17 and1.21 Tg y−1 for ANRH,

ANRHTN and ANRHTNBD respectively (Figures 4.37c, 4.37d and4.38b).
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(a) ANRH without noise (b) ANRHTN without noise

(c) ANRH with noise (d) ANRHTN with noise

Figure 4.37: Mean 12 month pseudo CH4 emission map solutions for the UK inversion domain us-
ing 2007 Met data and multiple towers: ANMH (4.37a); ANMHRH (4.37b); ANMHRHTN (4.37c);
ANMHRHTNBD (4.37d) for an inversion without an added noise signal.
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(a) ANRHTNBD without noise

(b) ANRHTNBD with noise

Figure 4.38: Number of grids within the inversion grid per tower, or combination of towers 4.38a), and
mean grid size per tower, or combination of towers (4.38b). The grid size given is the length of one side
of the grid assuming the grid is square and that the grid dimensions (x to 32x) a such that x = 10 km
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4.3.4 Summary of OSSE Experiments

Summary of main findings:

- More towers provide greater spatial resolution over the UK

- Inversions with and without noise both capture spatial distribution of emissions well

but the added noise causes the magnitude of emissions to be lower.

- When noise is added to the inversion the spatial uncertainty in the inversion method

is greatest where the emissions are highest. The inverse is true for inversions with no

noise added.

A summary of the emission map totals for all single tower and tower combination

inversions performed with and without noise are reported inTable 4.3. The emission

map totals for each scenario including Mace Head are presented in Figure 4.39 and in

Figure 4.40 for scenarios excluding Mace Head.

Table 4.3: Mean emission map solution total emissions for each tower and tower combination for the
UK only and UK plus regions for inversions performed with andwithout the added noise.

With Noise Without Noise
Tower / Combina-
tion

UK only
CH4 Inver-
sion total (
Tg y−1)

UK plus
CH4 Inver-
sion total (
Tg y−1)

UKo CH4

Inversion
total (
Tg y−1)

UKp CH4

Inversion
total (
Tg y−1)

Angus (AN) 1.27 1.61 2.09 2.32
Mace Head (MH) 1.54 1.95 1.96 2.11
Ridge Hill (RH) 1.07 1.68 2.14 2.33
Tacolneston (TN) 0.99 1.45 2.12 2.31
Bilsdale (BD) 1.23 1.69 2.05 2.27
ANMH 1.27 1.59 2.07 2.18
ANMHRH 1.27 1.56 2.13 2.23
ANMHRHTN 1.11 1.36 2.14 2.22
ANMHRHTNBD 1.20 1.42 2.10 2.18
ANRH 1.11 1.49 2.15 2.28
ANRHTN 1.02 1.32 2.17 2.29
ANRHTNBD 1.08 1.33 2.12 2.22

Figures 4.39 and 4.40 show the mean inversion solution emission map total emissions

for each single tower and tower combination for inversions performed with and without
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Figure 4.39: Mean pseudo CH4 inversion solution emission map emission totals for each tower and
tower combination for the UK only region for inversions with(green diamonds) and without (blue
circles) added noise, and for the UK plus region for inversions with (black crosses) and without (red
triangles) added noise. The uncertainty bars are the 5th to 95th percentiles. The NAEI truth emission
map total is plotted as a solid line and the uncertainty in this estimate is plotted as a dashed line around
the total.
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Figure 4.40: Mean pseudo CH4 inversion solution emission map emission totals for each tower and
tower combination (that exclude MH) for the UK only region for inversions with (green diamonds) and
without (blue circles) added noise, and for the UK plus region for inversions with (black crosses) and
without (red triangles) added noise. The uncertainty bars are the 5th to 95th percentiles. The NAEI truth
emission map total is plotted as a solid line and the uncertainty in this estimate is plotted as a dashed
line around the total.
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added noise. Separate totals are given for for the UK only andUK plus domains. The

uncertainty in the totals is shown as vertical bars around each point and are the 5th

to 95th percentile of the totals from the 26 inversion solution emission maps that go

towards making the mean. The emission map total for the NAEI (truth) emissions is

shown, as is the uncertainty range on this Figure.

The key points to highlight in Figure 4.39 are:

1. The addition of noise to the inversion lowers the total modelled emissions.

2. The UK plus region gives a higher total emission than the UKonly region.

3. As more towers are added to the inversion the uncertainty range in the emission map

total is lowered.

4. The emission map totals from the single tower inversions capture the true emission

map total for all towers other than Mace Head, which estimates a lower total.

5. None of the emission map totals produced with multiple towers capture the NAEI

true total, however these inversions without noise are all within the estimated uncer-

tainty in the NAEI total estimate.

6. Inversions for multiple towers without noise are closer to the true emission total for

the three and four tower inversions than both the two and five tower inversions, how-

ever the uncertainty of each mean total overlaps.

7. When noise is added to the inversion for the multiple towers, the emission map totals

get further from the true total (reducing) as more towers areadded to the inversion.

The two, three and four tower combinations excluding Mace Head (Figure 4.40) pro-

duce lower emission totals for inversions performed with added noise compared to

the two, three and four tower combinations including Mace Head. For inversions per-

formed without added noise the two and three tower combinations give higher total

emission estimates without Mace Head and almost identical estimates for the four

tower combination. The exclusion of the Mace Head tower doesseem to improve in-

versions without noise whereas the inverse is true for inversions performed with noise.

However, these differences are not significant outside the range of the UK plus and UK
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only estimates. The inclusion of the Bilsdale tower looks toreduce emission totals for

inversions without noise for combinations including and excluding Mace Head.

4.4 Discussion

With real data currently available only from Angus tower andMace Head, pseudo ob-

servations were used to explore firstly how these and other towers in the UK network

might contribute to modelling UK CH4 emissions, and secondly how UK emission

estimates might be improved by performing inversions with multiple observations sta-

tions. It is important to consider a range of factors when deciding which towers are

best for providing data to estimate UK emissions.

The pseudo observation signal was different for each tower.The highest concentration

peaks in the pseudo observations were at the 3 towers locatedin England, which is

also where the majority of emissions come from according to NAEI estimates. The

closer proximity of Ridge Hill and Tacolneston to the main source regions also caused

the signal to be much noisier. The Angus tower in Scotland is close to the main Scot-

tish emissions, in central Scotland, but further from the main UK sources in England,

causing the signal to be lower on average. The smallest signal was seen at the Irish

station, Mace Head. As the pseudo observations were produced using a UK emission

map only, most of the area surrounding Mace Head contained zero emissions. In ad-

dition, the main UK emissions in central England were further away from Mace Head

compared to the other towers. The pseudo observation signalat Mace Head is shown to

frequently ‘flat line’ at zero ppb. No baseline observationsare removed from the signal

so the zero ppb observations show when Mace Head is sampling air masses that have

not encountered the UK. The infrequent sampling of the UK by Mace Head compared

to the other towers means that the addition of the Mace Head observations to inver-

sions using any other towers does not improve the spatial resolution of the inversion

grid over the UK outside of Northern Ireland.

The Mace Head inversion with no noise added was the only towernot to capture the

NAEI emission map total for the UK plus region. With noise added to the inversion it
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was the only tower to capture the NAEI true total within the uncertainty range. Mace

Head is a monitoring station with a short tower, whereas all the other towers are tall

towers higher than 100m above ground level. The local influence on Mace Head ob-

servations is likely to be more significant and the signal is more sensitive to the grid

cells close by. This increased sensitivity to the local gridcells could be responsible for

the tower underestimating the total UK emissions when no noise is added. If emissions

placed close to the tower were overestimated the larger gridcells further away in main

land UK would therefore underestimate emissions. The UK total emissions would be

lowered as the elevated emissions in the few small grid cellsclose to Mace Head might

not compensate for the reduction in emissions from the greater area covered by the

larger grid cells in England.

The inversions using single towers showed strengths and weaknesses of the towers

when used alone for an inversion. As more towers were added tothe inversion the

number of grid cells over the UK increased thereby increasing the spatial resolution of

the inversion solution emission map over the UK. This effecthad diminishing returns

as the difference in increased number of grid cells between emission maps from the

single tower inversions compared to the two tower inversionis greater than the differ-

ence between the four tower and five tower inversions. This could help informing the

optimum number of towers for adequately resolving UK emissions with a given bud-

get, though in reality there are other more complex (and potentially non-scientific, such

as logistical) reasons for choosing the locations of monitoring stations. The increased

spatial resolution enabled the inversion to more accurately place the high emissions,

particularly when towers closer to the main source regions were introduced.

The emission total uncertainty and the spatial uncertaintyin the inversion method de-

creased with the introduction of more towers, indicating that more observation points

were better able to constrain the inversion. This did not necessarily mean that the in-

version got closer to the truth. The multiple tower inversions all underestimated the

emission map totals. One suspected reason for this is the incorporation of the Mace

Head station. Due to the order by which the towers were added to the tower combina-

tion, Mace Head was used in each multi-tower inversion, so itmay have contributed to
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all of the totals being lower than the true total. The difference between the multi-tower

inversion emission map totals is not significant, however, as the error bars all overlap.

It was suggested that multi tower inversions using Mace Headcould be flawed as this

was the only station not to reproduce emission map totals fora single tower inversion

without noise. The multi tower inversions excluding Mace Head did seem to show

some improvement when run without noise though the totals were still just below the

true emissions. This slight underestimation could represent the limits of the system’s

ability to find the true emissions in this very simplified setup, caused by a combina-

tion of transport error in the dispersion model and limitations of the inversion method

itself. The addition of the Bilsdale tower also caused the emission total estimates to be

lower for the multi tower inversion where it is included. Bilsdale is the tallest tower

and also produced a pseudo observation time series with the highest levels of CH4.

The single tower inversion for Bilsdale gave lower total emission estimates than the

other tall towers for inversions performed without noise. This experiment shows that

one station within a network could degrade the results of multi tower inversions if not

setup correctly for the inversion and emphasises the need for each tower to not only

provide intercomparable observation data but to be correctly configured individually

for the inversion.

When noise is added to the multi-tower inversions the emission map totals all under-

estimate the true total by a larger margin. The more towers that are added, the lower

the mean estimate gets (and further from the true total). Again, the overlapping un-

certainty bars mean that this is not significant, just a suggestion based upon the mean

totals. It was shown in Chapter Two that the effect of adding the same type of noise

to a real inversion situation did not have the effect of lowering the emission map total

estimates, so it is clear that there are more important sources of error and uncertainty

in a real inversion and that the noise added in this scenario could be inappropriate for

representing real errors. The inversion method itself is not ideally suited to this pseudo

experiment as the initial random emission map generated in the inversion places emis-

sions outside the UK, where we know there are no emissions. This suggests that the

real inversion could be improved if some a priori information was used to generate

the starting emission maps, such as making ocean emissions lower. A strength of this
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inversion technique is its independence from a priori emission estimates, but having

a starting emission map include lower emissions in the oceans, where low emissions

are expected (excluding oil platform locations), could improve emission estimates pro-

viding the inversion were still able to later place emissions in areas starting with low

emissions.

The method of using the mean of the UK only and UK plus regions of the inversion

domain to estimate the UK total is more appropriate to a real inversion situation, where

emissions outside the UK could be incorporated within a single grid cell that overlaps

the UK and surrounding areas. The increased spatial resolution of the emission map

and decreased spatial uncertainty when more towers are added is an attractive feature

of an enhanced monitoring network, particularly in the south of England where the

boundary between UK and European emissions is closest to theUK mainland. Having

more towers in the inversion that provide increased spatialresolution in this region

would allow better discrimination between UK and European emissions. The UK plus

region was most appropriate to use in these series of pseudo observation experiments as

the only emissions were from the UK. In a real inversion situation the UK plus region

alone could also be used as the south coast could be at a sufficiently fine resolution

for UK grid cells not to be large enough to encounter the European land mass. At the

same time, the less frequently sampled areas of northern Scotland, covered by larger

grid cells, would not have reason to cap the size as there all the emissions within reach

of even the largest grid cell would be UK only.

There are a number of ways in which the experiments performedmight be improved

and extended in future studies. The OSSE could be repeated with different combina-

tions of towers. This would allow the sensitivity of the inversion to the network to be

further explored as each tower has a unique footprint and is sensitive to different areas

of the UK. Alternative sources of noise, such as noise representing a systematic bias,

could also be investigated for a single tower in the network or for a combination of

towers. Use of the UK only to produce the pseudo observationswas particularly useful

as it allowed the sensitivity of each tower to the UK only to beinvestigated. Additional

emissions could also be incorporated in Ireland and the parts of Europe in the domain
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to produce pseudo observations that might be more realistic. Inversions following re-

moval of some percentage of these pseudo observations per tower, to represent data

gaps from equipment malfunction for example, could also be introduced to make the

inversion more realistic.

It has been shown that increasing the number of observation stations within the UK

network will increase the spatial resolution of the emission maps produced from inver-

sions using multiple towers. The improved resolution caused by the location of new

towers in the south of England is suggested to improve the ability to distinguish UK

from European emissions. The Tacolneston tower, located inthe south east of England,

is well located to intercept air masses entering the UK domain from Europe. Tacolne-

ston could potentially be used to provide European boundaryconditions for air entering

the UK domain from Europe, complementing the baseline calculated from Mace Head.

Experiments using pseudo observations could be performed to examine the ability of

Tacolneston to provide useful boundary conditions. Although Mace Head was shown

to have the least coverage of the UK compared to the other towers, its strength in pro-

viding baseline concentrations arriving at the UK make it a particularly useful part of

the UK network of towers.
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Chapter 5

Discussion, Conclusions and Future
Directions

In this Chapter the main findings of this thesis are outlined,methods, sensitivities and

uncertainties are described and finally experiments and model setups are proposed for

future implementations of the inversion method over the UK domain.

5.1 Findings

With the implementation of international agreements requiring countries to report green-

house gas emissions inventories there is increased pressure on providing accurate and

impartial estimates. The current standardised method is through a ‘bottom-up’ ap-

proach, taking emission factors and activity data to determine emission estimates.

There is a need for an independent form of verification using alternative methods. In

this thesis the use of a ‘top-down’ approach has been explored and significant progress

has been made in estimating UK greenhouse gas emissions using a ‘top-down’ ap-

proach and assessing our ability to do this using atmospheric observations from a single

point and from a network of observation stations.

In Chapter two it was shown using pseudo observations that the NAME inversion tech-

nique, combined with observations from the Angus tall towerin Scotland, can be used

successfully to retrieve emissions on a regional scale for the UK. The total annual UK
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emission from the ‘truth’ emission map was reproduced by theinversion. When the

inversion solution emission map was compared with the truthmap that had been aggre-

gated to the same resolution it was shown that the main spatial distribution of emissions

was captured well, although at a much coarser resolution than the original truth map. It

was shown that the addition of a random noise signal to the pseudo observations caused

the inversion solution emission map to underestimate the UKtotal emissions by plac-

ing extra emissions outside the UK in the oceans. Despite this, the spatial distribution

of emissions was conserved. This effect was not seen when thenoise was applied to an

inversion using real observations, compared to a real inversion using no noise.

In Chapter three the NAME inversion technique was applied separately to real obser-

vations of CH4, N2O and SF6 from the Angus tower for the years 2006, 2007, 2008

and 2009. Baselines created at the Met Office from Mace Head observations for all

three gases were removed from the observations to leave the regional signal. Esti-

mated UK emission maps and total annual emissions were produced for each gas for

each year. The inversion solution emission maps for CH4 show the main emissions

over the land masses in the inversion domain, with relatively small ocean emissions.

For each year the emissions placed in the UK showed a similar spatial pattern to the

mapped emissions from the NAEI inventory. The UK total emissions were estimated

by the inversion to be 1.62, 2.34, 2.76 and 2.32 Tg y−1 for years 2006 to 2009 respec-

tively. Compared to the NAEI estimates these values were 28%lower than the NAEI

in 2006, and higher than the NAEI by 6%, 23% and 10% for 2007 to 2009 respectively.

For N2O the emission maps produced for each year did have the main emission sources

over the land but the arrangement of emissions over the inversion domain looked very

different each year. The estimated total UK emissions were 192, 247, 132 and 57

Gg y−1 for 2006 to 2009 respectively. Compared to the NAEI estimates these values

higher by 57, 106 and 12 % compared to the NAEI for 2006 to 2008 respectively, and

49% lower than the NAEI in 2009. Without correcting for calibration differences be-

tween the Angus and Mace Head towers, the two datasets are notdirectly comparable.

This has a significant interannual impact upon the baseline-corrected Angus observa-

tions used in the inversions. This lead to unreliable inversion results that should not be

used as estimates without further work to make the observation and baseline data more
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compatible. The results from 2008 were suggested to be the most reliable as the Mace

Head baseline looked most realistic compared to Angus observations for 2008 com-

pared to the other years. The inversion solution emission maps for SF6 placed the main

emissions over the land masses in the inversion domain, withrelatively small ocean

emissions. Within the UK the main emissions were placed fromcentral to the far south

to south east of England. No spatial emission maps are produced by the NAEI for

SF6 for comparison, but the placement of the emissions by the inversion are sensible

as they are within the most highly populated areas of the UK. The estimated total UK

SF6 emissions were 42, 57, 49 and 61 t y−1 for 2006 to 2009 respectively. Compared

to the NAEI estimates these values are 5%, 39%, 39% and 51% higher than the NAEI

estimates for the same years, with an increasing SF6 trend from 2006 to 2009 of 4.7

t y−1 compared to a decreasing trend of 2.5 t y−1 reported by the NAEI.

In Chapter four, pseudo observations were produced from the2007 NAEI CH4 emis-

sion map for four tall towers in the UK and one short tower in Ireland. Inversions were

performed with and without additional random noise for eachtower individually and

for different combinations of towers, and the results were compared to the NAEI truth

emission map. Due to the locations of the towers compared to the spatial range of

emissions and varying meteorology at each tower location, each tower samples differ-

ent regions of the UK and so gave varying inversion solution emission maps and totals.

The resolution of the emission maps are highest around the towers, as the areas there

are sampled most frequently. The inversions from the four tall towers were all able to

reproduce the emission map totals and the general spatial distribution of emissions of

the NAEI truth map when no noise was added to the pseudo observation signal. The

shorter tower in Ireland (Mace Head) underestimated the emission map total for inver-

sions without added noise. Mace Head was shown to sample the UK region the least

frequently of all towers due to its location far to the west ofthe main emissions.

As more towers were introduced to the inversion the spatial resolution of the inver-

sion solution emission map was increased. This effect was particularly significant in

the south of England where the current operational tall tower (Angus) could not pro-

vide a high enough spatial resolution to adequately separate UK from EU emissions.
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Increasing the number of towers used in an inversion was alsoshown to reduce the

spatial distribution of uncertainty in the inversion method and also the uncertainty in

the emission map totals. For inversions without noise, noneof the tower combinations

were able to reproduce the NAEI truth emission map total and it was suggested that the

addition of Mace Head to each inversion contributed to this underestimation, although

this suggestion was not shown to be significant in the results. Multi tower inversions

performed without the Mace Head tower produced emission maptotals closer to the

truth, but still lower than the truth. This indicates a limitation to the inversion method

in reproducing emissions in this scenario which could be caused by discrepancies in

the dispersion model or in the inversion method itself. Without further work it is not

possible to state the exact cause of this slight underestimation of emissions. The ad-

dition of both the Bilsdale and Mace Head towers were seen to degrade the emission

estimates for inversions performed without noise, showingthat the incorporation of

tower data into multi tower inversions needs to be carefullyconsidered to avoid adding

a bias to the results. It is possible that there might be an optimum tower height for

estimating UK emissions using this inversion setup, as the short Mace Head and tall

Bilsdale towers both contribute bias to the emission total estimates. Without further

experimentation it is not possible to confirm this as there are other relevant factors,

such as tower location. When noise was added to any inversionthe emission map so-

lution consistently underestimated the total emissions, although the spatial distribution

of emissions was conserved. This effect seemed to get worse as more towers were

added the total was further from the truth, but this suggestion was not shown to be

significant by the results. Experiments reported earlier inthe thesis suggest that adding

noise to a real inversion situation does not lower the total estimate of emissions, sug-

gesting that the noise is less significant within a real inversion situation and that there

are more factors involved than in the oversimplified pseudo experiments carried out.

As previously discussed, the inversion method itself is notideally suited to this pseudo

experiment and it might be possible to improve results for both the pseudo and real

inversions if some a priori information was included in the generation of the starting

random emission maps. The addition of the towers showed improvements in the spa-

tial resolution of the inversion solution emission map withdiminishing returns. It is
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therefore important to carefully consider where towers should be sited to achieve the

best results, especially when there are financial limitations.

5.2 Sensitivities, Uncertainties and Future Work

The addition of noise was an attempt to simulate all uncertainties combined and al-

lowes the inversion to explore a larger solution space. However, this noise will not

fully account for systematic errors in the system. In this section some potential sources

of uncertainty are identified and discussed: some of the limitations are reviewed and

methods to explore the effects of the uncertainties on UK emission estimates are pro-

posed. Uncertainties examined in this section include observations, meteorology and

transport, and model configuration.

Real data often has data gaps due to factors such as equipmentmalfunction. In addi-

tion, unquantified and unidentified errors could be associated with the data. In order to

determine the sensitivity of the real and pseudo inversionsto the available data, a sen-

sitivity analysis could be performed by removing selected or random data (e.g. 20% of

data points), repeating the inversion and comparing the results. This will help evaluate

how sensitive the inversion is to given subsets of the data, and would simulate more

realistic data availability for the pseudo inversion.

The sensitivity of the inversion to the baseline was assessed in Manning et al. (2011)

by increasing then decreasing the baseline by one standard deviation of the baseline

noise. It was shown that the effect on CH4 inversions was small for the systematic bias

applied but that N2O emission uncertainty could increase by up to 30%. Future studies

using the Angus tower should repeat such experiments for allgases used, including

SF6. Alternative methods for providing baseline estimates forAngus tower could also

be explored, such as boundary conditions provided by a global atmospheric chemistry

and transport model such as GEOS-Chem (e.g. Fraser et al., 2011)).

The NAME backmaps used in this thesis were created for each hour onto a fine reso-

lution grid. Both the temporal and spatial resolution of thebackmaps is finer than that
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of the meteorology used to drive the NAME dispersion. The effect of this has not been

quantified. The use of higher spatio-temporal resolution meteorological data has been

shown to improve transport accuracy (Davis and Dacre, 2009), especially in the 24-48

hour period after the release of particles within the dispersion model. High resolution

meteorological data from the Met Office is limited in extent so it is suggested that fu-

ture studies could involve using nested meteorological data of varying resolution to

improve the transport element. The effect on the emission estimates by using different

meteorology was explored by Manning et al. (2011) for the European domain. The use

of an ensemble of meteorological data from alternative meteorological models could

also be implemented for future UK domain emission estimates.

One of the potential drawbacks of the NAME inversion method is that a small emission

close to the receptor can create a similar signal to a larger emission further from the

receptor (Manning, 2011). This would give rise to uncertainties in the spatial distribu-

tion of emissions. This effect could be tested using artificial point sources to produce

pseudo observations for an inversion. The inversion could be tested to see if it can

distinguish between emissions at a range of distances from the tower.

Manning et al. (2011) showed that the inversion solution wasgenerally insensitive

to the domain size chosen, though when a larger domain size was used for N2O the

general result was to lower the total UK estimates by 10% on average. Due to the

computationally expensive nature of the inversion method these experiments were not

performed in this thesis, however it would be interesting tosee what UK emission

estimates would be for an inversion using Angus tower data and a larger domain.

The inversion method used in this thesis uses noa priori information and starts with a

randomly generated map. As ocean emissions are known to be low sources for CH4 and

N2O, a starting map in the inversion method could be used that contains little (or zero

for SF6) emissions in these areas, where emissions are well understood. The inversion

solutions produced would still be independent of emission inventories.

The inversion technique used assumes constant emissions over the annual inversion

period. This is an oversimplification, particularly for N2O which is known to have
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seasonally varying emissions resulting from seasonal agricultural fertiliser application.

An inversion could be performed for individual seasons but there would be few ob-

servations. In order to maximise the number of observationsused in an inversion,

observations from the same season in four consecutive yearscould be combined into

one ‘year of spring’ for example, which would only contain observations from the

spring months (March, April and May) but for four years, and NAME backmaps for

the corresponding times used. If interannual variation were accounted for this could

provide more information on UK greenhouse gas emissions that are expected to have

strong seasonal signals. As the network of tall towers in theUK increases the amount

of observations will also increase. Additional data provided could improve our ability

to estimate UK emissions over shorter timescales.
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